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Present your Set
with a NEW
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IF your set could speak it would
be effusive in its thanks for the

gift of a Blue Spot Speaker.
A Blue Spot Speaker enables it
to give you infinitely greater
enjoyment -of the wireless pro-
grammes. You will be amazed at
the difference in the quality of

ofe tki
GE -ON ANO

THE patent design of the anode 05 the
352 Battery SG2 provides excep-

tionally small inteteleetrode capacity
owing to their " ed ge-on " construction.
This valve has an unusually long straight
portion to its characteristic, and can
therefore be particularly recommended
for a last S.G. stage.
ALL 362 VALVES ARE GUARANTEED
FOR 6 MONTHS. IF NOT STOCKED
BY LOCAL DEALER SEND P.O. DIRECT
TO US.
"302 " PRICES : BATTERY VALVES

IIL & L 3/6, Power 4/-. Super_,
Power 4/6, SG & VS 7/6, Pentode Typc
10/-, BA .& 13X 9/-.

36255 A.C. MAINS-A CHL4 7/6.
ACPX4 9/-, ACSG4 & ACVS4 12/6,
ACME & , ACHM 13/-, 11541 7/6.
RB42 10/-

reproduction, the astonishing sen-
sitiveness, the delightful flexibility.
Get a Blue Spot Speaker now
and enjoy your Christmas Radio.
Christmas is a good time to
instal extension speakers and
have music throughout your home.
Ask your dealer.

BLUE SPOT- PICK - UP
This model presents many attractive features.
Tracking error is reduced to the minimum.
The head lifts back for needle changing,
eliminating risk of damage to records. Perfect
reproduction of all frequencies without over-
loading. Screened leads. An earth connection
provided. Special Volume Control giving
silent and distortionless adjustment.
Price £1 .7.6, or without Volume Control £1.1.6.

(A)
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1091,Me.P..1410f..83.3...

BLUE SPOT " STAR " JUNIOR
This is an exceptionally fine speaker at a very
attractive price. The Star" Junior gives a greatly
extended response and the reproduction is amazingly
natural and vivid in every detail of speech, song or
instrumental music.
FEATURES. New Magnet design. Die cast chassis.
Transformer with 12 points matching to suit all usual
output stages or for use as an extension speaker.

PRICE 35/-
Cabinet ' model in oak and chromium 4S/6.

®® Send to -day for interesting pamphletXP.R.2), about Loudspeakers.

THE 113111111111H PILE 1/11)1 IttAILIPANT
BLUE SPOT HOUSE  94/96 ROSONAAN STREE T ROSEBERY AVENUELONDON  E C

TELEPHONE : CLERKENWELL 357o. Distributors for Northern England, Scotland, and North .
Wales : H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London), Ltd., SHEFFIELD, 22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Man-
chester; 177, Westgate Rd., Newcastle -9n -Tyne ; 37, 33, 39, Clyde Place, Glasgow; 45, Springbank, Hull.
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"Edge -on " anodes, minimising
interelectrode capacity.
Uniquely sprung long life fila-
ment of unusually sturdy con-
struction.
All parts completely interlocked,
eliminating microphony.

9t means
exceptional

VALVES
THE 362 RADIO VALVE MT?
STONEHAM RD, LO N DO N , E .5.

Cw

50 ohrnsTO
100,000
A DEFECTIVE Resistance can completely ruin
r-1 the enjoyment of radio -and, frequently
does. Moreover, it is often difficult to trace
the fault as none but the most expensive
testing equipment can definitely locate it.

When building your next set, or overhauling
yours present equipment, change over to
Amplion resistors.

They are colour coded, compact and sturdy,
and all values are wire -wound, this method
of construction giving the most reliable and
constant form of resistance.

Obtainable from all Dealers.

PRICE if ALL
EACH VALUES

AMPLION (1932) LTD:i82-84,13°S°M AN STREET,LONDON, E.0 I
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IT STANDS ALONE
no other unit has these 6OUTPUTS

What this NEW "ATLAS" Mains Unit means

TO EVERY BATTERY SET OWNER

SPECIFICATION
MODEL T.10/30

For A.C. mains. H.T. tappings
60/80 v. (min. and max.), 50/90 v.
(min., med. and max.), 120 v. and
150 v. Tapped outputs 10, 20 or
30 m/A at 120 or 150 v. Trickle
charger 2 v. at 0.5 amps. West-
inghouse Rectifiers. Guaranteed
12 months. H.P. Terms 10/ -
deposit and 8 monthly payments
o. 8/6 each.

OTHER MODELS
for D.C. and A.C. from 39/6

Cash or 10/- deposit.
Prices do not apply in I.F.S.

This wonderful new " ATLAS T./0/30 " Mains Unit is quite unique. It hasno less than 6 TAPPED OUTPUTS. This means that, with electricity in yourhouse, any type of battery set, whether straight, superhet, " Class B " or" Q.P.P." can be made All -Mains operated in a few moments. It meansthat, no matter what set you may buy or make in future years, you canbe sure of ample power and correctly matched voltages. And, mostimportant of all, it means that you can cut your radio running expenses toless than 1/- per year-one-fiftieth of the cost of batteries-and keep your
accumulator always fully charged.

Ask your dealer for a FREE demonstration and post the coupon TO -DAY.

L
MAINS UNITS

H. CLARKE & CO. (M /cr.) Ltd., PATRICROFT,
MANCHESTER.

LONDON : Bush House, W.C. 2.
GLASGOW : G. E. S. Co. Ltd., 38 Oswald Street,
I. F. S. DISTRIBUTORS: R. Marks Ltd., 27 Upper

Liffey Street, Dublin.
Qi) 17

Messrs. H. Clarke & Co. (Mo..) Ltd., Patricroft, Manchester.
Please send me Folder No. 95, telling me how to run my

battery set from the mains.

Name

Address
C,1117
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS
Greetings !
pORD1AL festive -greetings to every

reader. For the third year in succes-
sion We present to you our special Christmas
NuMber. This issue does not represent the
mixture as before with merely the icing
on the title and holly borders -round the
pages. We have endeavoured to provide
for every home constructor articles which
will enable him to extract greater pleasure
from his radio during the Christmas holidays.
Custom has decreed that Christmas num-
berS should appear about three weeks before
Christmas, and we have not broken the
rule. After all, it is not such a far cry to
December 25th, and .our best wishes to
all of our readers throughout the world go
out with this issue.

A Unique. Christmas Gift
SPEAKING of Christmas reminds us

that many readers have written asking
us to repeat our tool kit offer. Unfortunately,
only a few of these tool kits remain, and it
is therefore not. possible to offer them on
the same terms as before. Those readers
who missed the previous offer, and would
like to possess _one, may do so by sending
a postal order for 3s. to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, Pj:esentation Dept., George
Newnes, Ltd., 14, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2. Orders will be
dealt with in strict rotation until the stock

. is exhausted. All applicants whom it is
impossible to supply will have their re-
mittances returned. If, therefore, you are
one of the Unfortunate yeaders who did not
acquire this remarkable pocket tool kit, you
should send your remittance without delay.
All kits will be dispatched before Christmas.

Use the Index

WE continue to receive many queries
which have either been answered in

PRACTICAL. WIRELESS before or have been
the subject of special articles. May we
invite the help of our readers by suggesting
that they purchase the index which we issue
every six months specially for their benefit ?
By consulting this they 'will probably find
that the query they wish to ask has already
been answered ; they will therefore save

themselves time and trouble. These indexes
cost 4d. each by post from The Publisher,
George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Our "Wireless Constructors' Encyclo-
paedia "
ANOTHER reminder ! Well over 100,000

-copies of the popular " Wireless Con-
structors' Encyclopdia " have already been
dispatched. The book is in its third edition
and makes an ideal Christmas present,

eP

the -Editor
and Ztaff

in IltIlishing

Every iReaber
a likry

lbeippy Christmas

either for a friend or for yourself. It
costs 5s., or by post 5s. 6d. from George
Newnes; Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

Three -valve  Superhets for All
THIS week we give preliminary details

of the .Universal Three -valve Super -
het. We have already described a battery
version, an A.C. version, and a D.C. version.
The Universal model introduced this week
concludes the series of Three -valve Super-
hets, and we shall proceed to describe radio -
exam models.

This receiver has proved to be the moat
popular of the long range of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS receivers-deservedly so, bearing
in mind its extreme selectivity, simplicity,
and cheapness. As readers know, PRAC-
TICAL WIRELESS was the first paper to
describe a really practical three -valve
superhet.

Symphony Concert from Midland
Regional

EGON PETRI is the pianist in the
Midland Regional Symphony Concert

by the City of Birmingham Orchestra on
December 6th. The concerto is Rach-
maninoff's D minor, and Schubert's Fifth
Symphony will be given in the second part
of the concert. Leslie Heward will conduct.

Gracie Fields at Rochdale
FOR the third time in the last four years,

Gracie Fields is returning to her home
town, Rochdale ; and from the local
Hippodrome she will broadcast to Northern
and Empire listeners on December 5th.
As on her previous visits, the proceeds of
all her performances, including her broad-
casting fee, will go to local charities.

Plays by Midland Authors
ON December 11 Midland Regional

listeners will hear three plays which
will be produced by Martyn Webster. Two
of the plays are by Midland authors.
Phyllis Bowman, wife of a Birmingham
journalist, tries a futuristic experiment
in a play depending entirely on effects,
while Clive Ryland, author of three detec-
tive novels, has a clever denouement to
his play, " The Wager,"_ which relates to a
challenge made by a highwayman to a
baronet whom he has robbed. The high-
wayman wagers that he will dine with the
baronet and some of his swordsmen friends
and escape unscathed. In the third play,
entitled " O.K. Cameras," by A. Robert
Jones and Peter M. Kenward, a murder in a
film studio is the central incident. Michael
North, Godfrey Baseley,. John Lang,
William Hughes, Hilda Birch and Nita
Valerie are the principal players taking
part in this triple bill.
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS (Continued)
Historical Trials Broadcast

THE fourth in the series of famous
historical trials-the court-martial

of the unfortunate Admiral John Byng,
who was found guilty of cowardice . and
sentenced to be shot for failing to relieve
the island of Minorca, after engaging
indecisively with the French fleet in the
vicinity, in the year 1756, will be broadcast
in the Regional programme on December 6th
and in the National programme on December
7th. Mr. Anthony Ellis, who has made
the broadcasting version (and will be
remembered by listeners as the author of
the adaptation of Mr. E. C. Bentley's novel,
" Trent's Last Case ") is himself to play
the part of Admiral Byng. Mr. Ellis, in
the course of a long and varied career, has
been connected with the theatre in the
capacity of actor, theatrical critic, manager,
and author. This broadcast reconstruction
includes not 'only the court-martial, but
also the preliminaries which led to it-that
is to say, the piece begins with the departure
of. Byng on his ill-fated expedition, con-
tinues with the indecisive engagement
with the French fleet, and proceeds finally
to the- court-martial and execution.

Oundle School Choir
ON December 16th Regional listeners

will hear a performance of part of
Bach's B minor Mass by the boys of one
of the great public schools of England,
namely, Oundle. Two hundred and thirty
boys will constitute the choir, thirty-five
the orchestra, and three hundred and
twenty will be in the chorus-a total of
five hundred and eighty-five boys. In
addition, Mr. Charles Woodhouse, leader
of the B.B.C. Orchestra at the Promenade
Concerts, will introduce a number of well-
known players to augment the boys
orchestra. Four guest singers-Elsie
Suddaby, Astra Desmond, Arthur Cramer,
and Steuart Wilson, will also take part.
Mr. Clement M. Spurting, Director of
Music at Oundle for more than forty years,
will be the conductor.

Cardiff Musical Society's Concert
WHEN the first broadcast of the Cardiff

Musical Society's concert is given
on December 9th, a relay will be taken for
West Regional and Empire listeners.
The vocalist will be Mary Jarred (contralto).
Warwick Braithwaite will conduct.

Religious Broadcasts
DURING the Christmas season special

religious broadcasts comprise carol
services in the afternoon of December 24th
from King's College, Cambridge, and in
the evening from St. Mary's, Whitechaliel.
On Christmas morning a service will be
relayed from St. George's Chapel, Windsor,
conducted by the Dean of Windsor, Dr.
Be.illie. On December 30th a special evening
service will be relayed from Canterbury
Ca ;hedral, with an address by the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury. Arrangements are
also being made for a New Year's Eve
broadcast, probably from Winchester
Cathedral.

Coloured Entertainers
ON December 8th an act new to radio

will be broadcast by Radcliff and
Rogers, a gifted pair of coloured enter-
tainers. They specialise in academic dis-
cussions and smart humorous conversations
interspersed with excellent vocalism !

INTERESTING and TOPICAL
PARAGRAPHS

Territorial's Smoking Concert
AN after -dinner smoking concert will be

relayed from Deller's Cafe, Exeter,
on December 10th, for West Regional
listeners. The occasion is the annual
dinner of the First Rifle Volunteers Old
Comrades Association. This association
was formed to keep green the memory of the
first Volunteer Regiment formed in the

country in 1852. When the Territo 'ial
Act came into_ force in 1908, the 1st Rifle
Volunteers' name was changed, and the
Regiment became the present 4th Battalion
Devon Regiment.

Pantomime Rehearsal
ON December 12th a novel programme

feature is a pantomime rehearsal-
the first of two which are to be broadcast
to the Midland Region. This takes the
form of " Fifteen Minutes with Julian
Wylie, rehearsing his Birmingham Theatre

NEW FERRANTI RADIOGRAMS

A batch of Ferranti radiograms undergoing final inspection before packing and despatch.

LEVE 11E1 [IS
PROBLEM No. 116.

Ferris made up a three -valve mains
receiver which worked very satisfactorily.
After some time he decided to improve matters
by fitting an energised speaker, and a pprecia t i ug
that there would be a considerable voltage
drop through the field he carried out the
change in circuit and obtained a rectifying
valve giving a much greater output. Be
previously used a 250 -volt 60 mA. Valve, and
he purchased one of the 350 -volt 120 inA.
valves to enable the increased voltage to
be obtained. When he tried out the scheme,
however, he found that signals were not as
good as previously. Wily ? Three books
will be awarded for the first three correct
solutions opened. Address your attempts to
The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS, OM
Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2. Envelopes must be
marked Problem No. 116 and must be posted
to reach this office not later than the first
post on Monday, December 10th, 1034.

Solution to Problem No. 115.
When Jackson modified his IF, transformers he

adjusted them to a frequency corresponding to a
powerful French station, and thus. as his aerial tuning
was not sufficiently selective, this station wa,,, fully
amplified throughout the receiver and broke t hrough
at all settings of the tuning dial.

The following three readers successfully solved
Problem No. 114 and books have accordingly been
forwarded to them
Mr. H. Furniss, 36, Northdown Rd.. Romford, Essex.
Mr. G. A. It. Bucking, 51, Sibley Grove, E.12.
Mr. J. Tannahill, 202, Rowan St., Paisley, Scotland.

Royal pantomime." The other to be heard
during the following week is of the re-
hearsal of Emile Littler's " Aladdin," to
be presented at the Prince of Wales'
Theatre, Birmingham. The stars in Julian
Wylie's show _are Dorothy Ward, Shaun
Glenville, and Albert Burdon.

School Sing -song
AN end -of -term sing -song from Taunton

School will be broadcast to West
Regional listeners on December 15th. The
concert will be given in the Memorial
Hall, which was recently reconditioned in
memory of the late Headmaster, Dr.
C. D. Whittaker, and one of the assistant
masters, Mr. ,J. G. Loveday, who was
connected with the school without a break
for sixty-three years.

" The Radio Follies "
ANEW concert party will make its

first appearance at the Midland
Regional microphone on December 14th.It is presented by Michael North and
Richard Spencer, is called " The Radio
Follies," and draws its artists from " The
Radioptimists," " The :Midland Mischief
Makers," and " The Regional Revellers."
Original sketches wilt be a feature of the
entertainment.

Are You Making F. J. CAMM'S
3 -VALVE SUPERHET?
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Radio Throughout,
A Clear Description of the Most Suitablethe House Methods of Connecting Additional
Loud -speakers to the Receiver without
Impairing Quality of Reproduction

Fig. 1.-Showing how a speaker can
be connected through a choke -capacity

filter. circuit.

AT this time of the year more than at
any other it is desirable that there
should be provision for in

any room of the house. When parties are
in progress it is often wished to have the
" wireless" first in the dining -room, then
in the drawing -room, and so on. The prob-
lem, therefore, arises as to what is the
best method of effecting the transference
from one room to another, or of arranging
that reception may be carried out in two
or more rooms at the same time.

When the receiver is of the transportable
type there is obviously little difficulty in
moving it from one room to another, but
this is not always convenient, especially
when an external aerial- is' employed. In
the case of an . ordinary " fixed " set its
removal -would be very awkward, even if
not impossible.  Rather than attempt to
move the receiver itself it is almost in-
variably better to fit extension loud-
speakers, several, or any, of which can
be operated from the same set. Where the
speaker is a separate unit it is a perfectly
simple matter to take it into another room
by just increasing the length of the con-
necting wire. The new wire should, for
preference, be of the twisted -flex variety,
since if the two wires are parallel to each
other, there is an appreciable capacity
between them, and this tends to lower the
" tone " of reproduction and make it
sound rather " woofy."

SPEAKER IN SET

TO ANODE OF
OUTPUT VALVE

Fig. 3.-This diagram
capacity fed by using
A switch is provided for

11T0 I -117 -1 -

show; how an external speaker may be choke -
the self-contained speaker as an output choke.
disconnecting the external speaker when required.

Choke -capacity Coupling
An alternative, and generally better,

method of extending the speaker when the
connecting wire requires to be more than,
say, twenty feet long, is to feed the speaker
on the choke -capacity principle, as shown
in Fig. 1. Here, a low -frequency choke is
connected between the speaker terminals,
and a single
wire is taken SPEAKER IN SETfrom that end
of- the choke
which goes to
the anode of
the output valve
through a 2-mfd.
fixed condenser
to one speaker
terminal ; t he
other speaker
terminal is
simply con-
nected to earth.
This earth
connection
might be made
to any con-
venient point
near- t h e
speaker, such as a gas or water pipe, or to
a standard earth tube driven into the
ground'` outside the window. It is not
usually necessary that the speaker earth? ..0 -  

Makers of Popular
Extension Loud -speakers

AMPLION; BAKERS (SELHURST)
i RADIO ; EPOCH ; FERRANTI ; ;

GOODMANS; REPRODUCERS &
AMPLIFIERS (R. & A.) ; ROLA ;
WHITELEY ELECTRICAL (W/B).

connection should be
a good one, but if
if has too high a
resistance there will
be a certain loss in
volume.

The choke should
be chosen according
to the output valve
in the set, and it will
generally be found
best to use one with
tappings, so that
the most suitable one
can be found by
trial. As to the feed
condenser,"this should
have a rated working
voltage equal to at
least twice the high-
tension voltage used
for the set, and in
the case of very high
voltages two conden-
sers might be used in
series.

EXTERNAL
SPEAKER

Tone Compensation
An alternative to the choke -capacity

feed, when the speaker leads are very long,
and where the output valve is a pentode,
is to use the ordinary twin wire and to
modify the tone -compensator generally

Fig. 2.-This
TO HT -I- sketch shows how

a change -over
switch car, be fitted to en-
able an external speaker to

TO ANODE OF be used in place of the self -
OUTPUT VALVE contained one.

fitted in the pentode circuit. For example,
if the resistance and condenser connected
in series between the speaker terminals
are of, say, 20,000 ohms and .02 mfd.,
the "tone " of the speaker can be main-
tained by increasing the resistance to about
50,000 ohms or by changing the condenser
for' one of about half the original capacity.

Where the speaker is built into the set.
(particularly in the case of a commercial
set) a rather different method of connecting
the extra speaker will probably have to
be adopted. One method is to break the
speaker lead which goes to high-tension
positive and connect the two ends of the
break to two terminals of a change-over
switch of the Q.M.B. type, as shown in
Fig. 2. The additional speaker is then
connected to the third terminal on the
switch and to that terminal on the speaker
which is joined to the anode of the output
valve. By this method, either of the two
speakers can be switched on at Will. There
is, however, one important point which
must be borne in mind when a pentode
is used in the output stage ; this is that the
set must be switched off before changing
from one speaker to the other. If this
were not done the anode circuit would
be broken for a fraction of a second whilst
the change -over was being accomplished,
with the result that a voltage surge would
occur, and this might seriously damage
the valve.

Speaker Switching
. This difficulty can be entirely overcome

by using the arrangement shown in Fig. 3.
In this case the primary winding of the
transformer of the self-contained speaker
is used as an output choke when the
external speaker is in use. The extra
speaker eau be switched in or out of circuit
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TAPPED
OUTPUT
CHOKE

Fig. 4.-When
two or more
speakers are to
be used together
it is best to con-
nect them in
parallel a n d
feed them
through, a

tapped output choke and fixed condenser.

by means of an ordinary on -off switch
connected in series with the feed condenser,
as shown; but the built-in speaker must be
disconnected by means of a switch con-
nected in ser,ies with one lead from the
transformer secondary to the speech coil,
Of course, there is no reason why a single
switch of the double -pole change -over type
should not be used to carry out the two
switching operations.

Should it be desired to' have several
speakers all working at the same time, it
is best to connect the primary windings
of their transformers in parallel, connecting
them to the receiver through a tapped
output choke and fixed condenser (see
Fig. 4). The choke in this case must be
chosen to match the output valve ; that
is, it should be of the " pentode " or
" standard " type (having an induCtance
of approximately 50 or 30 henries respec-
tively when carrying the full anode current
of the last valve) according to the valve
in use.

If the speakers are all of similar type,
the only adjustment called for will be
that of finding the most suitable tapping
on the output choke ; if they are different,
it will be better also to experiment with
different terminal connections. The latter
process is considerably simplified if one of
the special `.,` extension " speakers as used
which has a variety of tappings, each of
which can be brought into circuit simply
1,y rotating switch contacts, or by inserting
the plugs provided into different sockets.
Speakers of the kind referred to are the W.B.
" EqUilode," the R. & A. " Extensor," etc.
Incidentally,' it should be pointed out at
this stage that the special speakers of the
type referred to are always to be preferred
for use as extensions, due to, the facility
with which :Optimum -matching between
the output valve -and the speech coil can
be obtained.'

Maintaining a Constant Load
When using a number of paralleled

speakers, as shown. in Fig. 4,- and it is
desired to switch one or more out of
circuit, it is best to arrange to' disconnect
the secondary-not the primary-so that
the snatching is undisturbed. This can
be done, of course, by including a switch
between one of the leads from the secondary
winding on the transformer and the speech
coil. It is still better, 'however, to arrange
the switch so that as the speech coil is
disconnected a fixed resistance is brought
into circuit ; connections for this are shown
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in Fig. 5. The fixed
resistance must be
approximately of the
same value as the
resistance of the
speech coil-general-
ly between about 5
and 10 ohms. A
suitable resistance
can easily be made
by winding a short
length of 36 -gauge
Eureka resistance -
wire on a strip of
cardboard, bearing
in mind that the
resistance per foot
of this wire is almost
exactly 5 ohms.

The Extension Leads
Nothing has yet been said of the actual

method of carrying the speaker wires to
various parts of the house, or of joining
them to the speakers. The neatest and
most convenient method is to take the
wire round the picture moulding or skirting
board, fastening it -about every yard
with an insulated staple ; the only object
of the insulation on the staple is to prevent
the wire froin being fractured, or the
insulation from being scraped away.
At each point where a speaker is to
be used a two -point socket should be
fixed to the wall, so that a corre-
sponding plug can be inserted. It will
almost invariably be feund that the
most convenient place for the socket
is on the skirting board,
although it might sometimes
(when the wire is taken along
the picture moulding) be -
attached to the side of a door
frame. A cheap alternative- to
the special socket is an old
two -coil' holder, in this case
using a coil mount for connec-
tion purposes.

There are a few
important points to
be observedin placing
the extension leads,
the chief of which is
that the wires should
not be run near and parallel to any electric -
lighting or power leads ; if this point is
not watched there is every possibility of
mains hum being introduced, whether the
receiver is battery or mains operated.
Another almost equally -important point
is that the speaker wires should not run
close to the inside aerial or lead-in ; if they
do, a certain amount of instability might
be caused.

Yet another point, when the speaker is
simply to be moved from one room to
another, is really one which has been
referred to before ; namely, 'that when the
output valve is a pentode, the set should -be
switched off before transferring the speaker
to another point, and also that the set
should never be switched on whilst the
speaker is disconnected.

Parallel Capacity
It must be remembered that when a

number of extension leads are provided,
these being in parallel with each other,
an appreciable capacity will be effectively
placed in parallel with the loud -speaker.
This capacity will necessarily have the
effect of curtailing the high -note response,
and it might be desirable to compensate
for this in some way or other. The method
in the case of a reiceiver in which a pentode

is employed has been mentioned before,
but a different arrangement. must be
adopted when a triode is used in the output
stage. The most effective system is to fit
a tone -control transformer between the.
detector and B.F. stages, and adjust this:
to give emphasis to the treble! Alter-;
natively a 2 -henry choke and 25,000 -ohm

graded variable resistance should be
connected in series between the primary
terminals of the ordinary L.E. transformer
(without altering the other connections,'
of course) ; by varying the setting of the
resistance different degrees of high -note
emphasis can be secured.

Push-pull and Class B Output
The methods of adding extra speakers

described above are applicable principally
to receivers which employ a: single power.
valve or -pentode in the output stage.
When the output stage consists of two
valves connected in push-pull, or of a
class B or double pentode valve, the method
of connection must be varied slightly.

In such -cases it is nearly always necessary
to take two -leads to the speaker, these
being joined to the two ends of the output
choke, or the primary winding of the output
transformer.

5.-When a
number of speakers
are being used, the
best method of
switching off in-
dividual speakers
is shown here.
The transformer
secondary - speech
coil circuit is
broken and a fixed
resistance placed
in parallel with the
secondary winding.

FIXED RESISTANCE.
As a safety measure. especially when the

spsaker is To be fed from a mains -driven
receiver, it is a good plan to, insert a fixed
condenser of about 2 mfd. capacity in each'
of the extension leads. This method of
connection will not upset the correct
matching of the built-in speaker to the'
output stage provided that -the additional
unit is of the correct extension type and
fitted with a switching device operating on
tappings taken from the transformer
windings.

Another method which can be employed
when the new speaker has a transformer:
with a centre -tapped primary is to connect
this in parallel with the speaker in the set.
This arrangement is not very good, but is
simple and in most eases- will not affect
the volume or quality of reproduction to any
marked extent.

rt /.M, /.M.11.04.1,40.0.MMI.1 /..1140.111141.01:0.11.41MMI.1114111!1`t
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Fig. 1.-A simple method of
making a hand microphone
button from an old earpiece is shown above.

MICROPHONES are quickly becoming
more popular as means of adding
to the entertainment value of the

wireless receiver, and there is now a wide
range of suitable low-priced instruments
available to the would-be user: This
great variety is rather inclined to add to the
difficulties of making a choice of one,
especially_ since the prices vary from
something like one shilling up to at least
ten pounds. In' the first place it is per-
fectly obvious that the low-priced micro-
phone cannot be expected to give the same
quality of reproduction as can the more

expensive one. At the
/7"-- other end of the scale,

however, it is well to
bear in mind that, un-
less one is prepared to

1 go to considerable
pains to build or ob-
tain a very high-class
amplifier and speaker,
the expensive micro-
phone cannot be used
to best advantage.

The Epoch micro-
phone.

SHOWING
METHOD OF
SUSPENSION

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

HONES
FOR
ENT [11,

Helpful Advice Concerning the

Choice and Use of Microphones for
Home Amusement and Entertainment

By FRANK PRESTON

The Purpose of the " Mike "
The final choice, therefore, rests very

largely with the purpose for which the
microphone is to be used, and the apparatus
with which it is to be employed. When
a good, powerful amplifier is available, and
the microphone is intended to be used for
making announcements .in a hall, or for
reproducing the- voice of a crooner, it is
desirable to buy a good instrument of the
moving -coil or Reisz type ; this may be
expected to cost from three to six pounds.
A few good microphones of the types re-
ferred to are the Amplion, Igranic, Par-
meko, and Savage, and most of these arc
available in different types for stand or
table mounting, whilst the Igranic can also
be obtained in a pattern suitable for
attachment to the lapel of the coat.

When the microphone is wanted only
for home " broadcasting "-that is, for
reproducing by the loud -speaker voices
and music originating in another room-
and moderately good quality is desired,

TO
DETECTOR_

VALVE

TO FAWN OR CHASSIS

This is the" Scientific" de -luxe microphone, which is supplied
with a length of flex and a sPecial valve -holder connector.

415

Fig. 2.-When a separate microphone
former is used it should be connected as

here.

there are a number of excellent instruments
which can be bought for about a guinea,
and which contain the necessary trans-
former. One well-known example is the
G.E.C. " Home Broadcaster," whilst
another is the De -luxe model made by
the Scientific Supply Stores. A wide
variety of suitable instruments is also
available from Electradix Radios, Economic
Electric, Ltd., and Grafton Electric, Ltd. ;
a representative selection of medium-
priced microphdnes is shown on this page.

Home-made Microphones
In many instances the constructor might

prefer to assemble his own microphone, and
this can be done extremely cheaply without
any great sacrifice in efficiency. All the
necessary parts, as well as full instructions,
are obtainable from the two firms last

The " Super microphone made
by Messrs. T. W. Thompson; it

costs 8/6.

trans -
shown

e
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mentioned,
and also from
the Scientific
Supply Stores.
Another very
inexpensive
method of
making a
microphone is

ThezR.C. and Wilson
hand microphone. A
special transformer
can be obtained for

use with it.

by making use
of a midget
microphone
button (which
is a standard
type of car-
bon -granule unit in miniature), mounting
this on a diaphragm, as shown in Fig. 1.
The diaphragm might consist of a tin lid
or, better, it might be the diaphragm from
an old telephone earpiece. In the latter
case it will be found convenient to remove
the magnets, replace- the diaphragm with
microphone button attached, and connect
a light flexible lead to one of the ter-
minals, connecting the other to the casing
-to which the microphone is connected
by means of its second terminal and the
metal diaphragm.

It was pointed out above that some
microphones are supplied already fitted
with the necessary input transformer, and
in such cases it is generally only necessary
to connect a small 3 -volt dry battery to
two terminals provided, and to connect the
other two terminals to the pick-up ter-
minals of the receiver. Where the latter
terminals are not provided, the method of
connection is exactly as described on
another page in connection with a gramo-
phone pick-up. If a switch is not fitted to
the combined microphone and transformer
it will be necessary to insert one in series
with one battery lead so as to prevent
current from being drawn from the battery
when the unit is not in use ; an ordinary
on/off switch of either the push-pull or
Q.M.B. type is suitable.

The Input Transformer
Where the microphone does not contain

a transformer it is essential that this com-
ponent should be obtained before the
microphone can be used. The method of
connecting the transformer is shown in
Fig. 2, where it will be seen that the primary
winding is wired in series with the micro-
phone, battery, and an on/off _Switch, the
secondary being connected directly to the
pick-up terminals on the receiver. Nearly
every manufacturer and supplier of micro-
phone& makes a special transformer for
his own products, but in odd cases where
this does not apply a step-up transformer
having a ratio of between 1 : 50 and 1 : 100

PRACTICAL WIRELESS December 8ih, 193 4

should be obtained, or made according to
the particulars given in Fig. 3. The core
stampings shown may be those taken from
an old L.F. transformer, or three dozen pairs
of No. 5stalloy stampings may be used.

It is nearly always desirable to fit a
volume control in the microphone circuit,
if this is not already attached to the micro-
phone itself, and the control should take

A group of microphones of all types, by Electraclix Radios.

the form of a potentiometer connected
across the terminals of the transformer
secondary, connection to the pick-up
terminals being made from the centre
terminal (slider) and one not
matter which) of the other two.

Preventing Instability
It will sometimes be found when

using a microphone that a certain
amount of low -frequency instability
is experienced, or that reproduction
is rather screechy or accompanied
by a high-pitched whistle. When
this is the case it might be over-
come by reducing the voltage ap-
plied to the microphone down to
about 11- volts, or by using a
volume -control potentiometer of
lower resistance than that mentioned
above. In some cases it might also be
found advantageous to connect a fixed
condenser of between .0005 mfd. and
.005 mfd. in parallel with the secondary
winding of the microphone
transforiner.

Another point which should
be observed, especially when
the microphone is being used
some distance away from the
receiver, is that the connecting
leads should be screened. The
screened twin -wire used for set
wiring is quite suitable, and the
screening braid must be earth
connected, or otherwise con-
nected to one of the pick-up
terminals (the correct one can
easily be found by trial). When
using a separate microphone
and transformer it is generally
better, where convenient, to
mount the transformer as near
to the set as possible, so that
only the primary leads have to
be extended ; this will generally
prevent L.F. oscillation. When
this is done it might be necessary
to use a rather higher voltage

for energising the microphone so as to
overcome the resistance of the connecting
wires. In this case, the simplest and most
satisfactory method of volume control is
by means of a 5 -ohm variable resistance
connected in series with the microphone
and one of the connecting wires. By
following this idea volume can be controlled
by the user of the microphone as well as
by a second person sitting near the set.

When there is an L.F. volume control
fitted to the receiver it is, of course, un-
necessary to employ an external one. It
will be evident that a volume control which
is connected in the high -frequency circuit
of the receiver is quite useful for use in
conjunction with the microphone, that
mentioned above generally being connected
between the secondary winding on the L.F.

The G.E.C. " Home Broadcaster" which is supplied
complete with transformer, volume control, flex and

battery.

transformer and the grid of the first ER'
valve.

Messrs. Pearl and Pearl have recently
marketed a neat table model microphone
with transformer in base at 9s. 6d.

Bobbin
76 Fit
Transfi:
Stagy:71hp

Secondary
000 771rns
No, 22
stay Da

Fig. 3.-This
drawing gives
all necessary
details for
making anefficient
microphone
transformer.
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CHRISTMAS, with
its parties and
i t s presents !

How are our broadcast
stars and their children
going to spend it this
year ? Many of them
have to work hard all
over the holidays, but
that won't stop them

snatching a few jolly hours
with their youngsters. Their
-home hours are even more
precious to them than they
are to us, for they are so much
in the public eye-or ear-
that their moments with their
children are very few.

Alice Moxon and .Stuart Robertson are
going down to South Wales to sing in
Pontypridd at Christmas time, so Elizabeth,
their enchanting four -year -old, will have to
have her celebrations with them a little
earlier, but there will be junketings enough
at home with her grandparents and rela-
tions, even with mummy and daddy away.

Jack and Claude Hulbert at the microphone.

Elizabeth, who is very fair and blue-eyed,
is extraordinarily like her famouS auntie,
Anna Neagle, and let's hope she'll be as
successful in life when she grows up. The
young lady longs for a bicycle, but probably
won't get one this year, as she's still a little
young for such contrivances. Alice thinks
she'll probably give her .something for her
,dolls' house, or add another doll -to her
already very large family. Elizabeth is
intensely fond of dolls and all that pertains
ito them, and is blissfully happy arranging
and re -arranging her dolls' house, sweeping
the carpets, giving the inmates a bath and
,washing up the china from their dinner
tables. She's a very domesticated little
person at present, though this useful phase
may not last ! Still, Alice and Stuart think

ti.0.11B, ®4.1.1 .01.®®.E., 142.1..4 $41M11.11M.1.411111i.)-sor0,14011. ,ara. 'woe,' a sm.,
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An Article Which is Chiefly Concerned with the -

Children of Some Well-known Radio Artists, and
What They Will Receive as Christmas Gifts
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something for the dolls' house will appeal to
Elizabeth most.

" The Assassins "
Denis O'iNeil's two children, Peter and

Micky, have varied tastes. Peter, who at
the age of seven is Denis in miniature, is
absorbed in anything mechanical. He pines

to be, a liftman when he
grows up, or else a tram -
driver, as he is extremely
fond of pressing buttons and
pulling switches. He is very
musical, too, so perhaps lie
will start a new fashion and
become the first singing
liftman ! He has set his
heart on having a tricycle for
Christmas, but it must have
a free wheel, so that he can
go downhill in peace and not
have to keep pedalling. He
is very firm indeed on this
point. Maureen-Micky to
her family-is a sweet little
girl, as much like her mother
as Peter is like his father.
Micky is passionately fond of
animals and is saving very
seriously - in
halfpennies -
to buy
puppy! She
can't quite
decide which
she wants
most, a puppy
or a fairy cycle.
Mr, and Mrs.
O'Neil are
going to see
what they can
do this year to
fit out their
offspring, "The
Assassins," as
they call

them, with complete
methods of conveyance.
Micky also wants a new bed
for her dolls' house. Micky
and Peter never have their
presents till after breakfast.
First thing in the morning
they unpack their stockings,
which Father Christmas has
wedged incredibly full, then,
breakfast over, the fun starts.
It is really extraordinary,
think the small O'Neils, how
clever Father Christmas is,
for he always seems to bring
them exactly what Ethey
want, evidently taking most
Particular notice of the

requests they make
on their carefully
written lists, which
they send up the
chimney in time-
honoured style, several
weeks before l ha great
eN Father
Christmas will have a
hard time this year
bringing a tricycle and a
fairy cycle down the chimney !

Reginald Purdell's son John,
aged 21, is already very keen
on trains, and Reggie and his
wife are planning to augment
his rolling stock for Christmas. -

John is a very happY youngster,
although; as his mother admits, he is
also " a perfect divvle." He has a
large amount of toys, as he possesses some
very indulgent godparents, and already
seems to have ever; imaginable kind c f
plaything. But John can never have
enough trains ; engines, trucks, and car-
riages, with signalmen, ,stationmasters and
platforms to set beside the track. There is
no end to ,the variations on the railway
theme, and a model station or something
of that kind is almost certainly coming to
young John Purdell for his Christmas
present this year.
The Young Hulberts

Jill and Ja.queline Hulbert., Children of
Enid and Claude Hulbert, or Enid Trevor,
as we all call her, know just what to expect
each ChristmaS-. The procedure never
varies. On Christmas afternoon there is
always a big party, to which the .Jack
Hulberts and their daughter Pamela are
invited. They have a large Christmas tree
with all the usual decorations and presents
on it, and have a really jolly party, with
crackers, caps, and everything handsome
about it, to which all their little friends
are invited, tno. Claude is then persuaded

(Continued on page 457)
7,aiSrM11111111192WINIMIONNIVNIV

Reginald Foart at the organ of the Plaza Theatre.
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A bundle of nails and some wire will
make a good L.F. transformer .I

WE have recently given details
of a three -valve superhet which
cost only £5. In this week's

issue will also be found details of a
three-valver which costs round about £2.
Just to show that it can be done.
however, here are details which will
enable you to make a three-valver for
2s., or thereabouts. It is the components
which cost the money when making
up a wireless set, so why not' make
your own and save the money ? Fixed
condensers cost at least 6d., but what is
wrong with a dozen turns of wire wound
round a pencil, with a further layer on top
separated by a thin strip of paper ? A
volume -control potentiometer costs at least
3s. 6d., but split a pencil down the centre,
bind the ends with thin wire, screw a strip
of brass on a piece of wood so that it rubs
on the lead inside the pencil, and there
you have a good potentiometer. These
suggestions are, of course, Christmassy,
and I am not suggesting that they are by
any means as good as the commercial
article, but with the festive season at hand
many readers will no doubt like to build
up one of the sets described here just to
show friends that it is not necessary to
spend pounds in order to hear the local
station. In fact, by using a little care,
some very good results may be obtained
with some of the sets.

The Coil
For these" junk" sets an expensive

coil is out of place, so wind your own this
way. Take a bottle, glass or other similar
article which might be found in the house
at Christmas and get hold of some covered
wire. It doesn't matter whether it is
22, 26 or only just 21, so long as it is
fairly stout and covered. The bottle or
other device should be about 3in. in
diameter. Take the bottle in the left hand
and grip at the same time the end of the
wire. Now wind thirty-five turns of wire
round and round the bottle or glass, one
turn over the other anyhow, so as to form
a hank. When the thirty-fifth turn is
completed, break, the wire and twist the
broken ends together. It would be possible
to make a loop here instead of breaking
the wire, but as it will have to be bared
subSequently,- we may as well break the
wire and join it up again ! Now wind a
further fifteen turns, in the same direction
and over the other turns. Break off the
wire, slide the hank off the bottle (unless
you chose a bottle with a taper, when you
had better start again) and tie the hank
in Vivo or three places with cotton. Just

AMUSE YOURSELF AND

30 MINUTE
SOME NOVEL RECEIVERS MADE FROM ODD
MATERIALS AT A FEW MINUTES' NOTICE

to be technical, we will call the beginning
of the hank the high -potential end, the
finish the low -potential end, and the
tapping point the aerial tap. Or, if you
prefer it, 1, 2, and 3 respectively. If you
think your enthusiasm will lead you to
one of the valve sets, wind a further coil
round the bottle before it goes back. This
second coil will have thirty turns only.

..5-row-,0ApER 626,E0 ayDER.5-40E
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A variable condenser made from sheets
of brass or tin.
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A lead pencil and a strip of brass to act
as a Potentiometer.

Fixed Condensers
For these (you only want one for any

of the sets described, but you may like to
make up some extras for the children's
stockings), borrow a pencil. Wrap a strip,
of stout brown paper round it, say 1
wide. Wrap it round two or three times,
and well Seccotine it. When dry this will
slide off the pencil (unless it gets stuck) and'
o''er it you must wind an even layer of
wire. Again the gauge does not matter.'
To keep the wire in place, drop some
sealing -wax on it. Let the layer be about'
liin. long and cut the wire (or break it
if the scissors are in use) and stick the end,
down. It's not wanted. Wrap one layer
of good paper over this coil, and on top of
this wind a second even layer of wire.'
Be careful, however, to start at the other
end this time, and fix the ends with sealing-'
wax again. if you care to buy a capacity
bridge you will probably find that this
condenser has a capacity of roughly
.0005 mfd., but it doesn't matter for our
purpose.

A Variable Condenser
Unfortunately, we shall have to tune our

coil so as to prevent the chamber music
from spoiling Henry Hall's efforts, but we
need not go to the stores for an S.L.F.
with slow-motion dial. When the sardines
have all gone, cut up the tin, or, if you
prefer it, get an old piece of brass. Cut
out two pieces as shown in the artist's
sketch, and on the piece with the tail
stick a sheet of notepaper. This is not for
a station log, but simply to prevent the
two plates from short-circuiting. They
may be mounted on a piece of -wood, or
screwed straight to the baseboard. The
handle will enable the value to be adjusted,
so don't screw it down too firmly.

Grid Leaks
To enable the grid to leak, dip a piece

of blotting -paper in some Indian ink ; or,
if you haven't got any such ink, get a
piece of paper and borrow the blackhead
from the kitchen-the stuff which is used,to clean the grate is indicated-and rubsome of this on the paper, say a quarterof an inch strip
by long. If
the blacklead is
missing, get an
ordinary piece of
firewood or ebonite
and rub some
pencil on one
surface. To obtain
good connection
with any of the
above grid leaks
bind the ends with
bare wire. Again
the efforts of the
artist should make
the scheme quite
clear.

A coil for
tuning .
There is no
need to use
Litz for this!
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YOUR FRIENDS WITH THESE

JUNK S ETS
THEY WORK REALLY WELL !

By W. J. DELANEY

An L.F. Transformer
For the two- or three-valver we must

have an L,F. transformer; but this 'Won't
.cause any difficulty if there is any wire
left. Take some of the nails out of. the
case auntie sent the whisky in, or if it.
hasn't arrived yet buy twopennyworth
froth the ironmonger's (nails, not whisky).
TWo-inch nails will do, about a dolen or
thirteen, say. Place them alternately-
that is, half with the heads one way and
half the other way round.. This will
enable them to lie parallel
without being. thicker at one
end than the other. Get Some
more cotton and tie them
together, and wrap a layer or
two of thin paper round them.
Now hold the bundle in the
hand with only about one-third
sticking out in the open, and
over this wind fifty turns of
wire. Pile it up anyhow, and
if you are holding it right
you will get a neat section
having a more or less flat
end. Borrow the sealing -wax
again and make the end firm.

.iNfow very carefully release
your hold of the bundle and
slide it out of your hand until
you are  only holding one-
third. Between your hand
and the  end of the first
heap of wire wind 299 or 300
turns of wire. Be careful not
to knock the, first heap off while you are
doing this, and if your arm does nob ache
too much you can finish the transformer by
winding a further fifty turns on the remaining
length of core (that is, the bundle of nails).
Once again -the artist has stepped in to help
you by making a sketch of the transformer.
Note that the inner ends of the two outside
heaps of wire are joined together and so
form a split priMary. I will not worry
you with inductance figures and response
curves, but they are good!

Some Receivers
r  The circuits of several sets are given and
you -should not find it difficult to build

these up, using the
parts ydu have so
ably constructed.
The circuits are in
pictorial forni,
Showing at the
same time the lay-
out to be followed.
For reaction ypu
must push the small coil near the aerial coil,
and if you must get Honolulu, then tie
the coil on a bit of wood so that you can

A one-valver which

Two valves

will probably rope in dozens of foreigners.

get the critical adjustment which is so
necessary when " reaching out." If you
are going to be content with the local, or

HE close of 1934 has seen marked
progress in home construction.
Perhaps the most noteworthy

development has been the eradication of
r the disparity between the price of the
; commercial as against the home -con-

structed receiver. PRACTICAL WIRE-
LESS takes pride in the fact that it has
taken the lead on the question of price,
and has been largely responsible for a reduction in the prices
of components.

The co-operation of manufacturers on this important point
has been truly remarkable, and we place on record our apprecia-
tion of their good -will.

It is extremely likely that early in 1935 television will arrive

and some junk parts-a hot two-valver.

just want a set to mount in a cigar box or
to take to bed with you, try the crystal set,
with a piece of earborundum crystal

wedged into a thimble and a
piece of steel pressing tightly
on it. The piece of steel may
be a razor -blade, and you
can dispense with the thimble
if you like. '['he pressure
wants to be fairly firm, and
two pocket -lamp batteries in
series across the potentio-
meter will enable the crystal
to do its stuff really well. You
may get some foreigners on this
set-it all depends how near they

. are. If you don't want per-
manency you can use two of the
ordinary types of cryStal, pressing
together in a small bakelite tube
such as contains lip -stick or
other commodity. The 'phones
should be sensitive in order ti
make the most of the weak
signals which are obtained on a
crystal receiver. To conclude,
all these ideas arc. thoroughly

practicable, and you will be agreeably
surprised at the performance which the sets
will put up-even at Christmas.

arisfinWile
"dile 8 -11, South-

ampton Street,
Strand,

London,
- W.C.2.

! and, as with radio -telephony, the home constructor will be in the fortunate position
of being able to build vision receivers years before they are available to the same
extent as commercial wireless receivers. The home constructor will also play an
important pait in the perfection of this newest of sciences. Nineteen -thirty-four,
too, has seen for the first time the production of a really satisfactory three -valve
superhet. -for home constructors-here again PRACTICAL WIRELESS took the ;lead. It is generally agreed by manufacturers and designers that this journal has
done a vast amount of work in bringing home construction to its high level of
efficiency. The year 1935 will witness phenomenal developments in radio, and we

I assure our readers that we shall, as in the past, take the lead in acquainting them with :latest technical developments.
In conveying to our readers all over the world festive greetings, we desire, in !Rough hook-up for 1 conclusion, to set on record our appreciation of their loyalty which has made thisa crystal set, using possible.-The Editor.

4* 90
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How to Fit Up the Receiver and Accessories so
as to Get the Best Results from Your Own Play,

suitable len-minute pia) is dram on page 425
to ea, fa S.10t:-:.11...CT a 1/k

efItlf if/ the ;ma
.if 2c. Wit 11 a

itch a, shoo it late!
dt 1-i trill Ie'e the

ELSE\VHEEE in this issue tau w ill I speaker tonesptintling tt. th,.
find the full script and details for a position of %ul.1r actors, and thus
novel play it high you can ;mange at obtain a 6tereoplothic elicit

h. Hti/, and ti inch win no doubt be found an which will go:at Iv heighten
,It iunable chunk 110III the ordinary !quad- the illusion (ft' the play. It a

cast ptifgrataillt'S. Naturally, in order to suitable IL,triClighting ISait
tarry out this play, it is essential to lit a

mielophom!, t,r inorc than one, to your
re ceiver, and the methods of earning out
this part of the utak are described ill all -
other pall of this issue. In order to obtain
a tt_al atim.spherc you wall need a micro-
phone fur the artists, a similar instrument
for the producer or effects engineer,'' and
a gramophone frith pick-up for the
prologue or intermission. 'Ile repro-
iluetion must take pkwe before %uur
audience in another i.san, and conse-
quently you will need Pile or inure

alaud-speakers. 'lo obtain the most
realistic effect it w Ix- preferable to
seat the audience in a darkened roorn,
but this is not ilk\ /IN'S desirable, and
t hen -tote one of the following schemes
14101.1ht adopted.

Screening the Speaker
If you intend to use only one /

speaker, stand this in the centre tit
me wall of the room, and in front of
it stand two small tables upon which
an' Stilt/II either SI frays; Pia litt111111 leaves
or small fern: or palms. Arrange these
tastefully so as to mask etuuph tely the
slicaker, and, provided no other furni-
ture is very close, the effect will be
both entertaining and testhetie. 11

VIAL are all lIlealiSt, VYltl 111111 two
speaker -s, suparatt-d by a distance of
ith011t hall leo or so, eiteh sereened
n the abHiVe /11.11111eU, 11111.

DilvALE 1401E
C,A1,4v5E -OvE.R

conveniently situated use a 30
ur 411 watt bull) to caell
testing I'll the soil or near the.
toll (ft the tart, anti scrt'eil(Al
Ilt.0111 the direct view I'f tit
audience lly butt: -ably -shaped
coloured paper, l'ut out the
main light of the loom, ititti

d' Pik 7E5,81.. 51,4 C,,, Ttits,..ler.,

47T4e! re
/1

av SET

PICK-UP TERAl4A.4,5
ON St-r

ct-An-RE-
ts.ppED

Par Mt -TER

Fig. 2.-A simple method of changing over from mike
to pick-up by means of a double -pole change -over switch.

riCA - L, P
a

DOutiii_E A:1,E CA.Ava.f.-
ore-R Swircw

Nut

MC,Ct,PHONE..5

will hate a st,
eelleti only by the I.

Connecting the Mikes
It will ;;,Dump-,! that Ile

I.eelVet 111111 1., the appal,.
tO 11111,1,):1 h ',-

Up Ii
;101,II(1 alp/it'd t -t Ill(
It With .1alli4,111115121: re, -,11,1,1
to obtain qualit2, reprodin
in the distant room. l'itt
single microphone, with haLc,.2e-
over for pick- up, oil Mill
require only a ',simple double-

cRoiar4..-Vv±:

F,g. ,/,,:-1,iprft,./ putt Htionl.ic
/ads I) LL II [HUH, t/i, cat1/71, 11,1,1 n:rl,c Ltr

frosted <or Pivllr J.

l'''''. I 1""gl -1", 1 ' \` it' Ii, \ if '1 '''' 'L 'it II'
in Fig. 2, It is assioni .I, of i west.,
that the microphone into.' poiates its
he. essar% input tialistoialt. r, luit il not,

/ Wt \\ Ill have 1,1 ter 1111,N ltitli. It 1.`,- 01,)
,1`,01111 li that lilt tet-Iiiiilak iti.itis, ii
l'.1 . wit the lei eller :in eimitt ett il to ii
x olunie..ontiiil litelitiiiinctia...ts i.thia-
tt ix. their w ill lit. nit itietlitx1 lit ft gillatilig
the Iiitallie. Tills sf ht Illt" Is il ,.worst',
the Nt'0 sltilph'St 11 hleh Call bt adopted.

if t w(t biterHdiolits tile t., Is- IIS"I.
iiIhte I" present the player:- 11,.1,111,0. Inv
to Ix' 1414) l'IllN, tIkWth,-1, of t,, t11,0,1,
.s,.tiliii ( III.L;I.:-., (-lc-, P. /11.' 11111(fHal f fl, it
latter 11111 lle t-sstI111,11. 11.P.-. ls, 111

tlit el, it erllife tap!/ -d 'fill, H1,0111'14.'1,
tort( it will hit .,i11 if 111 II_ .. that

i,;f11,Ilt-
lillkt is .111111,1 .,'Ills, C.:, I: 1,.111 Of

i,),,/1,

1,1,111, .111,1 I ill- .1- ,1,-110.,1 1, ..111 Nil
,1 ,,Ii1,1t 1,.. 1.11 mll,' II.II.III -oath.
IL Lidt't will I 11,1I/k 1110 1-itly lit,

...11V -H_.1 /11111 lit r. pl.Hill I 1,,It ',II 1 II 11111,0

---,==-----------P 1./ bell H'Idalf -II Iffil 11 III, )11 Iii, Hit filt I 1.1t.

Fig. 3.--1f tine, l',14:,.'S Qr.: to 1.,- J,,,, . , I , It. Is 1.-,,, -_:t L.(11,11 11101'!
used, the Jude? u.,11,,,nit,1 60th c.L., j .,1,,I ii,,I 11.-11. The 'PI hi I gratillan1 Half,-

illottfl hut. ,1,1/ , -I. l Ht, f, .,./ I a d ,iii hi -lo\dy
,,,,, ,1,,,_ ti,,, ,'tort,'( 1.10,h. I' -,r ., lapiil

e Bill -II, ti Jtli Ili, ion) i- /imply.
1 i,,oull., hen, one 1-11,1 to the '.that.

11.. I., I-- -tilt /11.,i11.1 La% e its iitli i .411LIle
, ,,1:11, r -, Ili.,I liil, III,C\ be CLI111.1.,11.-d If

A Fader and a Simple Circuit
It, 11, d to 1,,ht 1,1 a single

'11,1 the plekup Lt joining it as ShOlkli
.441',H 4. With this itrrangenient, alt

a1111111.11it'ellient May lie loathe into the iniero
phone, and the record started at the same
time. As soon as the announeein,-'1,t la
completed, the arm of the fader is slowly
turned, and as soon as it pass.es the centre
point the gramophone record music will
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gradually be heard througa the loud-
speaker, increasing in strength as the arm
approaches the opposite end of the fader.
If necessary, a combination of these two
circuits coned be employed, or a switch
could be placed at the points marked
" mike " of pick-up," so that further
microphones or pick-ups could be
introduced.

The Prompter's Box
Obviously it is essential for the producer

to arrange Matters so that the correct degree

/IT
PRIMARY OF TRANSFORMER

-" MAY BE c./0/NED HERE
IF Des/RED.

01.1TPUT
gclZVE

Fig. 6.-For hearing and con-
trolling the output a pair o

phones may be joined in this
manner.

of volume regulation is carried out
on the various reproducing media,
and therefore he must be able to
hear the actual signals and not
the original sounds. It is not
worth while arranging a sound-
proof box, but a pair of 'phbnes
will enable the idea to be admirably
carried out. Very much depends
upon the circuit as to the actual
position of the 'phones, but in most
battery -operated receivers, provided
two or more two L.F. stages are em-
ployed, the 'phones should be joined
between anode and earth in the
stage immediately following the
input stage. Simply connect one
terminal of the 'phones to earth
and the other through a con-
denser to the anode or anode -coupling
component. With mains apparatus this is
not advisable, as there would be risk of a
serious shock. Use, in this case, a 1/1
transformer so as to isolate the 'phones.

Obviously; an output filter circuit will be
required so as to enable the speaker or
speakers to be run into the required room,
and therefore an output transformer may

CotirRoL Lhvir.

-4111111r

#

FbrkETER"

Fig. 8.-A complete layout for the home
broadcast, showiry 'he wiring. If desired
the latter may be ,morlified to include any o

the devices mentioned in the text.

2
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be wired in this
circuit using the
1/1 ratio simply
for isolating the
'phones. The
primary of t h e
transformer m a y
be used instead of
the filter choke.
Some care may be
necessary wit h
some receivers to
avoid distortion
due to the incor-
rectness of the load
on the output valve,
but for the home
broadcast t his
point will not
occasion any diffi-
culty, as it will not
be the desire of the
producer to obtain
100 per cent.
quality, and there-
fore the arrange-
ments given will

7e 

CArAnueoveR
SW/7CHON
ComPot UNIT

CONCEALED SPEAKERS
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TOEARTH.

Fig. 1.-To obtain realism, two masked speakers arranged in
manner will prose highly useful.

72:ems' On -SET

40cRoxwow
z-waysraow

To Ack- Ura-

Fig. 5.-Blending or mixing the output from two
sources-in this case, microphone and pick-up.

be highly suitable for the home
broadcast.

The fader and change -over switch may be
mounted in a small cabinet with a suitably
sloped front, and the score may be placed
upon this. The producer can then follow

MIKE /. MIKE 2

.SPEAKER 2

To ..0/.5TANT
`SPEAKERS.

To
7iRmuwas...ser

MIKE
2

M/KE /.

7.5 L.S 7i-Rmmmi_
(a/ONE Oorpor)

P-cEn-rize-TAPpeo IbridEreR
si-Ru.-AforE c/o SWITCH.
*.,SRaverse e/o E.wrcN.

this

the actors and introduce the various noises
as the " effects engineer " makes them, and
with the 'phones on there will be no fear
of any wrong balance in the various parts.
Fig. 5 show§ how to wire the 'phones or
output transformer in the output circuit
(although it will be appreciated that the
signals will be very loud with this arrange-
ment), and Fig. 7 shows a suggested
arrangement for the various parts to enable
the producer to have the maximum control.

Superimposing
If you arc going to relay the play which

is given elsewhere in this issue you wi!1

COI/PL/AG COMPONENT.
HT

EARTH Z/NE

Fig. 7.-A method of monitoring whicr.
produces weaker signals, but is simpler to

arrange.

want to superimpose the speech upon
the music from a gramophone record, and
although this is possible with some of the
devices already mentioned (by substitutingpick-up for microphone) an alternative
scheme is available and is shown in Fig.. 5.
It will be seen here that a potentiometer
joined across the pick-up terminals, in
addition to the microphone or microphone
transformer-, and the pick-up is joined to the
arm and the G.B. side of the pick-up circuit.
Thus, movement of the arm of the control
will, control the degree of volume from the
pick-up, whilst affecting only very slightly
that from the microphone. In fact, if the
transformer is well designed, no variation at
all will be obtained with this circuit, and
thus the music may be slowly and quietly
faded in, whilst speech is given continuously
and will thus be heard above the music).
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DEP,S)
\VitZIN KLES

Weatherproof Lead-in Connection
T'ilE simple dodge shown in the accom-

panying sketch is a method whereby
the .aerial connection to the lead-in tube
may be. effectively screened from damp

A weatherproof lead-in connection.
weather. A rubber ball. has two holes
pierced opposite to each other, and the
diameter of one hole is rather less than

is rather less than the diameter of the lead-in
tube. The lead-in wire is threaded through
these two holes; going -through the smaller
one first. After connectionhas been made
to the terminal on the lead-in tube, the
rubber ball is pushed on to the tube.
The connection is then inside the ball.
A touch of sealing wax or Chatterton's
Compound on the ball where the CONDENSER OR
wire enters will ensure certain VOLUME CONTROL

protection. - CHARLES °REAVES
(Birtley).

'11.1001,01160.1 1.151.1411110.1.1.10,09011.M.1)01141=1.0.41.111M21.1.14:00'

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!
Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE-

LESS" must have .originated some little
dodge which would interest other readers.
Why not pass it on to us ? We pay £1-10-0
for the best wrinkle submitted, and for every
other item published on this page we will pay
half -a -guinea Turn that idea of yours to
account by sending it in to us addressed
to the Editor, " PRACTICAL WIRELESS,"
George Newnes, Ltd., 8.11, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and
address on every item. Please note that every
notion sent in must be original. Mark
envelopes "Radio Wrinkles. Do NOT
enclose Queries with your Wrinkle.

Safety Fuse for a Mains -
driven Set
MANY mains receivers are

worked from a switch plug
that has been connected to a
lighting or heating circuit, the fuses
of which are too large to safeguard
the receiver in the event of a fault.

SOCKETS FOR
RADIO PLUG

FUSE

A safety fuse for a mains -driven set.

ARMIN
!VA°

TWO OLD TYPE CONCJ .5ER DIALS
CLAMPED FACE TO FACE TO FORM

VEE WHEEL

4111111111111111101111M,

CORD KNOTTED AND END
TRAPPED BETWEEN DIALS.

CORD PASSED
TWICE ROUND
SMALL WHEEL

ar,

WAVE CHANGE
OR L.T. SWITCH

PANEL

A method of adding and con-
trolling an aerial series -con- KNOB ON SWITCH

denser.
panel, I hit upon the idea shown in the
accompanying illustration. It is only
necessary for the switch spindle to have a
fairly sound metal bush to work in, and
most switches of this type are already
provided with one. By fastening the cord,
as shown, and pas -Sing it twice round a
small pulley wheel, it is not necessary to
keep it very tight. If the condenser or
volume control spindle has to turn through
more than 90 deg. it is necessary to pass
the cord twice round the large wheel as
'well. The small pulley wheel should be
neatly soldered to the end of the switch
spindle, and care should be taken to see
that the pulley is in alignmient with the
V -groove of the larger pulley. The illus-
tration makes the arrangement quite clear.

E. H. SCUDAMORE (Nottingham).

Malin Si
EXTRA LARGE _

I

I

/401/ 114012.1.1.11.0111.S.04061.100.M.11.1110.1KMIINM041(Yell

Here is a simple way of inserting a fuse which
governs the radio set only. Referring to
sketch, A is the negative terminal which goes
straight to the set, and B is the positive ter-
minal. When the switch is on, the -current
flows from B across the switch contacts to C,
from which it goes across a metal bridge
to D, and then to the set. If the- metal
bar or bridge be removed from between
C and D, and a length of very fine fuse wire
be!connected across these terminals, the wire
will " blow " in the event of a fault, and
so safeguard the set. When the switch is
off', the terminals C and D are not alive.-
F. J. KIRBY (Chard).

Adding an Aerial Series -condenser
vuismxa to add an aerials series-

!/%' condenser, -so as not to upset the
symmetrical arrangement, and without
having to add any -further controls to the

A Short -
Condenser

December 8111, 1934

wave Aerial Series-,

Ai\t efficient short-wave aerial series-
-r-%. condenser may be made with an
old coil -holder of the type where both
aerial. and reaction coils are plugged into
sockets ; the latter coil moving backwards

Coa.,0.-72 PLATES
076.40ERED TO/` -//NS

AUG CLW.. - /-rioz DER

A simple short -way eaerial series -
condenser.

and forwards with
spindle.

Small copper plates, 2in. by lin. approxi-
mately, are soldered parallel and opposite
to each other on to both fixed and moving
:pins of the holder. Rotation of the spindle
causes the distance, and hence the capacity,
to vary between the two plates. Tissue
paper may be gummed to the inside- of one
of the plates to prevent them shorting
when at the maximum capacity- position.

The extension spindle makes this
PULLEY WHEEL low -capacity condenser

OF SWITCHparticularlySOLDERED TO
adaptable ibr short-wave work.-J.
DUNN (Earls Court).

the aid of a cogged

Colour Tuning
HERE is a simple and novel idea

which I have adopted to
facilitate the tuning of my set. At
every station setting of my disc
drive I filled in the space of one
degree with coloured oil paint. For
instance, the National setting can
be done in green, the Regional in
red, the Midland in blue, and so on.
The medium -wave stations can be
marked at the top of 'the dial in

one colour, while the long -wave stations
can be marked at the bottom in another
colour.-C. GANTZER (Billericay).

1(4,woeAr COLOURS

A novel colour tuning device.
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OSRAM DETECTOR

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

TRIODES

EiL2/K or HZ2 516
For 2 -volt Battery Sets.

1114210 5/6
For old type " 5 -valve " portables.

H210 5/6
For OSRAM "MUSIC MAGNET "
FOUR and OSRAM "FOUR "

(CATKIN) or MH4...13!6
For A.C. Mains Sets.

DH 1316
For 0.25 amp. D.C. Mains Sets.

Treat your friends I
to a set of OSRAM
VALVES this XMAS !

423

A pow? DETECT()
VALVE is a rake
on the performance
o your Set
The majority of broadcast receivers prior to 1933 used a
Triode Detector. This valve may be said to be the `key'
stage in the set as upon its proper functioning depends the
sensitivity, selectivity, quality of reproduction and general
absence of background noise so essential to the correct
working of a set.

QUALITY of REPRODUCTION and ABSENCE of BACK-
GROUND NOISE.
Absence of clarity in the reproduction or the presence of
background noises can be removed by fitting a new
Detector Valve. Long experience and attention to fine
detail in the design of OSRAM Detector Valves has led to
many improvements in mica bonding of the electrodes
and special treatment to prevent parasitic noises.

Do not put up with inferior reception when your
set can be so much improved by fitting a new
OSRAM Detector Valve. There is a type for
every class of broadcast receiver.,

WRITE - for the ()SRAM VALVE
GUIDE (1934 Edition). Sent post free.

MADE IN alVeS
ENGLAND

Sold By All Radio Dealers.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
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Mr. F. J. CSI MM
Specifies

ROLA
MODEL

F5B-PM288
(6'n. Overall Diameter)

PRICE 251_

EXCLUSIVELY

in his new
HALL MARK III

RECEIVER
The above ROLA Speaker embodies every up-to-the-minute improvement
in magriet design. This is emphasised by the fact that in the white heat
of competition ROLA is used by the large majority of British Radio
manufacturers,

NOTE
The output transformer fitted to the above ROLA Speaker is EXACTLY

MATCHED TO THE OUTPUT VALVE OF THE RECEIVER, and THE
WHOLE OF THE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER IS USED. Should any
attempt be made to use a speaker with a large number of tappings in
conjunction with the Hivac PP220 Output Valve used in this receiver only
a small portion of the transformer will be used with consequent loss of quality.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES AVAILABLE

*EXTENSION SPEAKERS
Rola have published a chart showing the Extension Speaker
you should use with all factory -made receivers. Rola supply
speakers to the large majority of British Radio Manufacturers.
It is essential that the speech coil impedance of the Extension
Speaker exactly matches that of the speaker in the set. You
will see, therefore, why YOUR EXTENSION SPEAKER MUST
BE A ROLA.

With most receivers FR6-PMM (without transformer) is suitable 7: 32,1.
Also obtainable in magnificent burr walnut cabinet Model No. 2 62,16
For the remainder FR6-PM (with transformer as per our Extension Speaker

Broadsheet) is suitable ..: 3916
Also obtainable in magnificent burr walnut cabinet, Model No. 1 1CV.

Write for the Rola folder and Ex-
tension Speaker broadsheet showing
correct Extension Speaker for all

British factory -made receivers.

THE BRITISH ROLA CO.,
LTD., Dept. N., Minerva) Rd.,

Park Royal, N.W.10.
'Phone: Willesden 4322-3-4-5-6.

1$

0
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lasting
Gift

to any enthusiast
constructing an
A.C. Mains Set or
Eliminat r is a
Westinghouse
Metal Rectifier.
They will appre-
ciate it for its
constant and unde-
terioratin.g output
and above all
its freedom from

breakdown

THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE
& SAXBY SIGNAL CO., LTD.,
82, YORK ROAD, KING'S CROSS,

LONDON, N.1.
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Fade in gramophone playing " 'False
Triste" for about thirty seconds. Fade out
Music slightly whilst Announcer speaks.
Announcer,: And now, Ladies and Gentle-
men, might we ask you to turn out the lights
while we present a radio thriller entitled

"SEANCE"
The characters are :-

Jacob Wheilermann
Joseph Sinclair
Robert Dickson

The action of the play takes place late at
night at 1Vheilermann's flat in London.
Ladies and Gentlemen-" SEANCE."
 Fade in music to full strength for a few

seconds and then fade out completely.
A clock; strikes eleven. The telephone rings.

SIN.: Hello, hello ! Yes, yes, this is Mr.
Wheilermann's apartment. Who ? Oh,
yes, Mr. Dickson, just hold the line,
please-Mr. Wheilermann will speak.

WHEIL. : Hello, hello, yes-yes-what ?
You Cannot come to -night ? Oh, really ?
But I have everything ready-no,
another night will not do, you will conic
to -night. . . . What do I mean ? . . .

Oh, really, Dickson, I think we under -
.stand, don't we ? . . . Where are you
speaking from ? . Oh, the club ! . . .

Very well, you will be here in a few
minutes. That is better, my friend ! . . .

Good-bye.
SIN.: Was he trying to cry off ?
WHEIL. : Yes, he had suddenly remem-

bered another important engagement.
SIN.: Not as important as ours, surely ?
WHEIL. : No, I think not I But so like

our dear Dickson-always wriggling-
like a worm.

SIN.: Like a snake !
WHEIL. : Really, Sinclair, you are very

harsh!
SIN.: Harsh ! Harsh ! I like that ! Do
- you think I've forgotten thosedays of
hell in that blazing desert when he left
us for dead-do you think I've for-
gotten ?

WHEIL. : No, my dear Sinclair, you have
not forgotten-and I ----I have not for-
gotten ! Ten years we have remembered

and waited-for
to -night! For ten
years, and now
-to -night !

SIN. : Revenge is,
sweet !

WitErL. : Yes, Sin -

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

A Radio
Home

by
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A Ten-minute Thriller

Play Specially Written for
Broadcast Entertainment
ARTHUR ASHDOWN

chair, revenge is sweet !
(He laughs.) Last
night at the Club I
played him again
at poker, and won.

He had to give me an I.O.U. That means
the well is dry ! The value of the
diamonds which he took that night ten
years ago was about five thousand
pounds.. We have got some of it back-
and now, Sinclair, we want the-er-
intered !

SIN. : Yes-the interest.
WHEIL. How I've laughed to myself night

after night as I've played him.
SIN. : He has never suspected you at all ?
"WHEIL. : No, Sinclair, ten years alter a

man a lot, and a few days in a scorching
desert also' help to change him.

SIN. : He's never seen the tattoo -mark on
your ,arm ?
HEIL. : No, but I will show it to him
to -night before-before he-er-goes.

(A buzzer sounds twice.)
: That will be our friend.

WHEIL. : Everything is quite ready ?
SIN. : Quite !
\\THEIL. : You are sure that it is only a

blank cartridge in the revolver ? No
trace of a bullet must be found !

SIN. : No trace will be found !
WuEIL. : Good ! You had better go then

and get ready for the-er-s6anee. I
will show him in.

SIN.: All right ! '

(The buzzer sounds again.)
SIx.: He seems impatient !

: He hasn't been used to waiting
like we have. Hurry, Sinclair, I'm going
to let him in.
(A door shuts, and then a slight pause.)

WHEIL. (speaking from a distance) : Good
evening,Dickson!

(gruffiy) : 'Evening !
WHEIL. : Let me take your things. Dear,

dear, they're quite wet !
DICK.: Yes, it's hell of a night to drag

anybody out.
WnEth. : Yes, yes-I am sorry-but I

have made all the arrangements, and it
will be a good night for the spirits-
to-night !

DICK. (absently) : Eh ? Oh, yes, yes,
rather ! Er-by the way, you don't
mind if I help myself, er-these spirits
are more in my line.

\VHEIL. : Yes, help yourself by all means.
DICK. : What about you ?
(Clink of glasses, sounds of whisky pouring,

etc.)
WHEIL. : No, thank you. Perhaps I will

drink-er-later, after I have proved to
you that Spiritualism is possible.

DICK. : Well, here's to theer-s6anee !
(A slight pause as he drink,.) Ali, that's
better ! You know, Wheilermann,
you've got a devil of a job on to convince
me.. I wouldn't hive come along to -night
only

: Only ?
DICK. : I say, Wheilermann, it's about that

I.O.U. I gave you.
: Yes ?

DICK.: I say-I say, can you wait a while
for the money ? I'm absolutely skinned-
right out:

WnErr.. : We will talk about that later.
Who knows-perhaps we might forget
about it altogether.

DICK. : W i ler Mann -you reall y
mean ?

: We will see ! We will see ! Let
us get on, it is getting late.

DICK. : Right ! PI! just have another spot
and then I'll see two ghosts for you.

glass, .)
: Muybc yult will !

Dirk. : Well, whatever you show me won't
disturb my sleep.

N\ HEIL. : You sleep well ?
DicK. : Like a log'
\\*HEIL. : That is good, it shows a clear

conscience !
DICK.: However, don't make the first

performance too frighten i ng, old boy,
remember, I've a weak heart.

: Yes. I know.
DICK. (pitZZie/) : 'e know'
WHEIL. : But no ! How stupid of me. I

often mix you with :Mother friend of
mine. He had a weak heart. I knew
him some time ago-in Africa.

DICK.: Africa ? You've been in Africa ?
WHEIL. : Why, yes ! And you ?
DICK.: Oh-er-yes-er-er-sonic time

ago ! Er-er-let's get on with the show.
WI LEIL. : All right ! Will you pull up

your chair to the table, please ? Thank
you ! Now I will explain. It is essential
that you concentrate. I w ill play some
music on the gramophone, and switch
out all the lights, except the t4reen bowl
on the table between us. Then I will
draw back the curtains from aeross that
doorWaY, for it is there, in the 'text room,
that the forms will materialize. Are you
ready ?

DicK. : Yes, fire away !
WHEIL. : Very well,. the lights. (A click is
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heard.) Now the music (after a slight
pause " Valse Triste" is heard on the
gramophone). Now the - curtains. (A
pause.) And now I will sit here opposite
you. Please put your hands on the table
so !, Thank you! And now quiet,
please.
(A pause during which only the soft music

is heard.)
DICK. (excitedly): Look, Wheilermann,

look-there's something there.
WHEIL.: Quiet, man-,quiet !

(Another pause.)
DICK.: getting more distinct.

Oh, my God ! My God !
WHEN..: Quiet man, can't you-it may

speak to us.
DICK. : It's a man-it's a man !
WHEIL.: Quiet, can't you ! Look, he is

trying to speak to us.
THE SPIRIT : I come to you from many

miles away . I come to one man here
to-night-to you, Robert Dickson.

DICK.: No-no, no-not me !
THE SPIRIT : I come to you from the

burning wastes of Africa-where I died-
where I was killed by you, Robert Dick-
son.

DICK. (hysterically) : No, no-it's a lie !
Wheilermann, it's a lie !

WHEIL:: No, it is , the truth ! And my
name is not Wheilermann-look-look at
Iiiy aria !

DICK. : My God ! Vanderberg !
WHEIL.: Yes, your old friend Vanderberg

whom you left for dead also. But wait,
our friend has more to say yet.

THE SPIRIT : Ten years ago I died-I see
it all again now. A camp pitched in the
desert a Moonlight night-a figure
emergos from the tent-two other figures
rush out to stop the thief-and then he
fires-to kill !-The shot ! I hear it
now . (A' revolver shot is heard,
followed by a dull thud.)

SIN. : (after a pause) : Is he dead ?
WHEIL. : No, he is sleeping like a log I
SIN.: Like a dog!
WHEIL.: Shut off the gramophone. We are

not quite finished yet. (The music stops.)(Wheilermann

speaking into telephone.)
Hello, hello-give me Ritz 8638. (A
pause.) Hello, hello-can I speak to
Doctor Jarvis, please-oh, is that you,
Jarvis ! Wheilermann speaking ! You
might come round to my flat, will you ?
Dickson is heieyes, Dickson from the
Club. He seems to have collapsed-
I'm afraid you'll be too late-what's
that ?-yes, heart failure ! 1 ! -

(Fade in finale of " Valse Triste".)

NOTES ON PRODUCTION
In presenting .a radio play_ it is, of course,

essential that each character should be readily
distinguished by his voice, and it is therefore
advisable that some pre -arranged inflections
should typify each voice heard. " Wheiler-

i mann," for instance, could play his part in a
! gutteral voice, whilst " Sinclair " could speak

rather deliberately.
It is, of course, possible to read straight

from the book in front of the microphone.
-; But it is recommended that a thorough know-
: ledge of the script is obtained beforehand, as

this will enable the , actors to give a more
coherent reading of the play.

Careful experiments should be carried out
by the actors, under the directions of the

!
Producer, with a view to deciding how near
to the microphone to speak, and at what
strength. '

The Producer, after a preliminary read
through with the Cast, should then hear the

; play in another room via a loud -speaker, and
make notes of any faults which he may detect.
In this way he will be able to judge the play as
it will be presented to the Audience.

I

O
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EXC ELL 1-41,NT,
XMAS
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WE have been inundated with
requests from readers asking us
to repeat our Gift Tool Offer,

as many of them failed, to qualify when
the offer appeared. As only a few of these
tool kits remain,
it is not possible
for us to-do this.
We are pre-
pared, however,
while the stock
lasts (o n1 y a
small supply is
available), t o
supply t hese
tool kits to
readers for 3s.

*Each kit con-
tains a set of
spanners, a n
accurate 4in.
Chesterman
steel rule, a
plated viewing

mirror, a centre punch, screw-
driver, adjustable trammels, a pair

of ebonite
test prods,
scriber
w i t lr
chuck,

and steel set square. The cases are of metal
finished in black cellulose. As soon as the
present stock is exhausted, applicationswill
be returned to the senders. Address your
inquiries to PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Preen.
tation Dept., Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 14, South-
ampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Other illustrations on this page show 'Otlr
free gift Data Sheets, which in their strong
loose binder provide a handy workshop
companion in easily consultable form of
all the facts and figures relating to wireless
receivers. A few copies of this remain, and
can be supplied for 3s. 6d., by post 3s. 10(L
Other useful Christmas Presents are the

Wireles& Constructors EncyclopAia," 5s;
(by post, 5s. 6d.), and the " Encyclormdia of
Popular Mechanics," 5s. (by post 5s. 6d.),.
from George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southamp.'
ton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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Pickup...atyourprice
Now comes a big Graham Farish surprise . . . a high -

efficiency Gramophone PICK-UP at half the price
you'd expect! Fourteen and sixpence only, yet in per.

formance, output, design and finish the GRAHAM
FARISH PICK-UP invites comparison with any

on the market. Fit one in time for the Christmas
festivities, it will give your records a new interest.

But to avoid disappointment order NOW, such
big value is certain to create a big demand.

Graham Farish Pick-up and Tonearist. The Armature unit
gives undistorted reproduction of remarkable purity and

a high -voltage output. From treble to bass the finest
tonal shading is rendered with total absence of resonance

even at full volume. The design of the pick-up and
the special frictionless swivel between Arm and

Pedestal combine to reduce
record wear to vanishing

point. Beautifully finished

lite,
in polished Walnut Bake -

complete with simple
wiring instructions for

onnecting., to all -mains
and battery sets.

Volume Control (50,000 ohms) if
required, 2/9.

Ask your dealer to demonstrate.

tfttsk\Att%
11111\.\\ 1111\1

Advertisement of Graham Farish Ltd., Masons Hill, Bromley, Kent.
A
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GUARANTEED
120 VOLT. 144,0 00

KUWAIT HOURS

MADE IN ENGLAND
Sold by all Radio Dealers

December 8th, 1984
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y modern machinery
a modern factory

Multi -tested to ensure uniform
Performance and longer life

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.Z.



HANK -OF WIRE

Fig. 3.-Two dry cells may be used for
the L.T. supply by connecting a hank of wire

in series so as to drop the excess 1 volt.
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ZJkaptci 3auit 3in
A Description of a Number of Temporary Repairs which

WHETHER home-made, or
ready-made, the modern
receiver is not likely to

cause trouble by " breaking down "
or otherwise developing a fault,

but it is, nevertheless, well to be prepared
in case of possible trouble. This is partic-
ularly true at Christmas time, when the set
will probably he used more than at any
other period. of the !year, especially. when
is ri es arc being given and friends enter-
tained. When anything does go wrong it is
a great convenience to be able to locate the
fault at once and then to carry out either
a temporary or permanent repair without
having to miss an item which is particularly
wanted.

Any fault which occurs sud-
denly is almost sure to be due
to some minor defect, and before
wasting unnecessary time dis-
mantling the receiver and
blaming every conceivable com-
ponent it is well to see that the
aerial lead-in is properly con-
nected, that the earth lead has.
not come adrift, and that the
fuse (where fitted) has not
chosen the opportunity for
" blowing," although it might
have behaved perfectly for
several months past.

Look to the Aerial and
Earth First
A rapid inspection will shoW

whether or not the aerial lead-in
wire has broken away from the
horizontal span, but a break
inside a length of insulated wire which is
passed through a hole in the window frame,
or led round the wall of the room, is not so
noticeable.. Thus, if the aerial is in any way
suspected, it is well to cut the lead-in at
some convenient point outside the house,
carefully scrape the wire clean and bright,.
and then connect a new length of 'well -
insulated wire that can be taken straight
to the set. In the unlikely event of the
aerial having been broken down by a
storm it is well to remember that an im-
provised aerial can usually be brought into

 fairly satisfactory service. A length of
DRY CELLS

Carried Out in the Case of a Fault

Suddenly Developing in the Receiver

insulated wire run round the picture
moulding, along the top of a garden fence
(Fig. 1) or thrown out of the window of an
upstairs room will always give sufficiently
good reception of the local station at least.

Even when one of these rather rough and
ready arrangements cannot be adopted
there is no need for despair, for quite good
results can nearly always be obtained by
transferring the earth lead from its normal
terminal to the aerial terminal. Another=
by no means new-methbd is to eqnnect a

Fig. 1.-When the aerial collapses the wire may
fixed along the top' of a wooden fence.

length of wire to the spring mattress of
a bed.

A broken earth connection is generally
evidenced by the fact that tuning is unduly
critical, whilst the set is generally more
prone to oscillate, and so to distort. A test
for the earth connection is to touch the
earth terminal with the tip of a moistened
finger ; if this affects reception one may be
sure that the earth lead is defective. It
will not generally be a difficult matter to
trace a break in the wire and, if necessary,
to fit a completely new earth by means of
a length of wire attached to a chemical -
earthing device, such as the Graham Farish
" Fa," or even to a short length of metal
piping driven into the ground outside the
house.

TO LT Don't Forget the Fuse -
TERMINALS A " bloWn " fuse will be suggested by the

fact that the set is quite " dead," there
being no sound of any kind from the
speaker. If a replacement is not available,
makeshift can be made by using a narrow
strip of tinfoil taken from a cigarette or
chocolate box. The strip of foil should be
laid over the fuse, as shown in Fig. 2, when
the latter should be inserted into its holder
and the foil cut away at one point so as to
leave the smallest possible amount without
the foil actually being cut in two. The
reason for cutting away the foil as shown is
that, if this were not done the current -
carrying capacity would probably be
sufficiently high to cause damage to the
valve filaments, assuming that a really
serious fault had developed in the set.

be temporarily

429

can Quickly be

When a fuse of the flashlamp type
is fitted the foil may be connected
between the terminals of the
holder, this also being shown in
Fig. 2, although in this case it is
probable that an ordinary flashlamp bulb
would be available, and this could be
used until a correct fuse was obtained.

When the Batteries Fail
In the case of a battery -operated receiver

there is always a danger of the batteries
running down at a critical time. This
should not occur if case has been taken to
replace the H.T. and -have the accumulator
charged regularly, and it is worth while to

check up all the batteries before
Christmas, attending to any
whose voltageS have dropped.
A run-down aecumulator is
nearly always indicated when
signals fade away fairly rapidly
while the set is in use ; a check
can be made by - switching off
the set for a short time and
then switching -on again. Should
signal strength _return to normal
when the set is switched on a
second time, and again fade out
there need be no doubt that
the low-tension supply is
definitely inadequate. 'Receivers
having up to three valves can
be used fairly satisfactorily for
a few hours by employing a
1i -volt dry cell of the kind used
for operating electric bells and
the like. When this is done,
however, it will be found that

signal strength is much below normal,
whilst there might be distinct signs of dis-
tortion. An improvement can, however,
be effected by reducing the . grid -bias
voltage applied to the low -frequency
valve(s). Better still, a pair of dry cells can
be connected in series and the voltage

TIN FOIL CUT TO SHAPE
AS SHOWN, IN PARALLEL
WITH DEFECTIVE FUSE

TIN FOIL

Fig. 2. --Showing how strips of tinfoil can
be used as replacements for a," blown" fuse.



Fig. 4.-An S.G.
or V.M. valve
may be used as a
detector by join-
ing the upper ter-
minal to the

anode pin on the base as shown.

reduced by connecting an odd length of
wire between one terminal and the set, as in
Fig. 3. The length of wire required will
depend upon the current consumption of
the set, but assuming this to be .4 ampere
(an average figure for a three -valuer with
H.F.-det. and power valves) approxi-
mately 24yds. of 26 -gauge wire will
be suitable. An old dual -range coil
can often be used in place of the wire

provide the necessary resistance.
The high-tension supply presents a

rather different prOblem, but a run-
down H.T. battery is usually indicated
by the fact that signals gradually fade
away while the set is in use, probably
taking two hours or more to disappear
completely. A run-down H.T. battery
can be rejuvenated temporarily by.
placing it in a warm place for an hour
or so ; it might be put in front of the
fire, or even in a warin oven, but
care should be taken that the pitch is
not melted due to overheating.

If a Valve " Gives Out "
When it has been concluded that

all the extraneous accessories are in
order the set itself must be attended to.
Perhaps the most likely source of trouble
here is a damaged valve, but this need not,
in most cases, preclude the use of the set.
The first difficulty is to decide if a valve
really is at fault, and if so, which it is. If
there is a click in the speaker when the set is
switched on, or if there is a " breathing "
sound after switching on, the output valve
can be considered as being O.K. If the set
seems completely " lifeless " it is more than
likely that the output valve is at fault. It
might be replaced by any spare valve which
happens to be to hand, provided that the
grid -bias is adjusted to suit the substitute.
On the other hand, it might be possible to
carry out a general " re -shuffle," placing
the detector valve in the power or pentode

valveholder, using the H.F. valve
for detection, and eliminating the
H.F. stage in the manner to be de-
scribed later.

Although it is not always appreci-
ated, an S.G. or variable -mu valve

can be used as a fairly efficient
detector without altering a single
connection in the set, and by

joining the anode terminal
to the screening -grid pin,
as shown in Fig. 4.

- - 

ANODE TERMINAL
CONNECTED TO
SCREEN PIN,WHICH
PLUGS INTO ANODE
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Cutting Out the H.F. Stage
In order to cut out the high -frequency

stage (which is not normally required for
local -station reception) the aerial lead
should be transferred from the aerial ter-
minal to the anode -terminal connector for
the H.F. valve, as in Fig. 5. This same
method can, of course, be employed when
the H.F. valve has developed a fault, as
would generally be indicated if radio signals
could not be received, although the set
behaved normally when a gramophone
pick-up or microphone was in use.

It is not always a very easy matter to
distinguish a faulty valve in the case of a

SOCKET OF
battery receiver, except by applying

DETECTOR VALVE HOLDER systematic tests, such as those suggested
above. Where a mains receiver is con-

cerned, however, a faulty valve can
generally be traced by the fact that it is
cold after the receiver has been switched
on for ten
minutes or
so.

A Faulty
L.F.Trans-

. former
It occasion-

ally happens

Aerial.
Lead-in.

N

that a low frequency transformer burns
out-causing a cessation of signals
-or develops a partial open -circuit, result-
ing in crackling sounds being heard in the
speaker. If a transformer is suspected
the wire going to one terminal should be
disconnected and re -connected while the

DET.

PRIMARY
BURNT OUT

A7Wde
Co7mector.

set is switched, taking
care that the wire is
well insulated from the
hand in the case of , a mains set.
If there is not a distinct " click "
as the connection is made and
broken the transformer is probably
at fault. Where crackling is ex.
perienced the transformer -primary
terminals should be shorted with
a length of wire ; if this stops the
crackling it is safe to assume
that the component is the cause of the
trouble.

A rapid method of temporobly getting
the set into correct operation again is by
using the secondary winding of the trans-
former as a low -frequency choke, and
feeding the following valve through any
convenient fixed condenser having a
capacity not lower than .001 mfd., as shown
in Fig. 6. It will be seen that a grid leak
(preferably .25 mA) is connected between
the grid and the G.B. negative lead,
which previously went to the G.B. terminal
on the transformer.

There is another troublesome fault which,
although occurring very rarely when
modern valves are in use, is still by no
means unknown. Reference is made to
microphony, which is evidenced by a con-
tinuous " hum," " groan," or even a whistle,
from the speaker. The trouble is caused
by the sound vibrations from the loud-
speaker striking the glass bulb of a valve
(generally the detector) and causing it to
vibrate. This vibration is, in turn, trans-
ferred to the electrodes which also vibrate
and so produce a note in the speaker. The
sound generally starts as a rather low note,
but it rapidly builds up until it completely
spoils reproduction. When this trouble is
experienced the detector valve should be

Fig. 5 gripped in the hand ; if this tends to reduce
_ . - To or modify the noise it can be taken forcut out an

H. F. stage granted that the detector valve is
n

micro -
connect t e new-is to return it to the makers

, phonic. The proper course-if the valve
aerial straight rs fairly
to the lead for examination, but if it is old a remedy

can nearly always be effected by wrappingremoved from
the valve cap. a piece of soft felt round the valve or,

better still, by mounting the valve -holder
on a strip of soft, spongy rubber.

If it appears that the detector valve is
not at fault it is best to test the others in a
similar manner to that described above,
applying the...same remedy if founcl.faulty.
An L.F. valve is more likely to be the cause
of trouble than an H.F. amplifier, but any
one of them might be at the root of the
trouble.

DECOUPLING
RESISTANCE

G.B.-

Fig. 6. --When the primary winding' of an L.F. trans-
former burns out the secondary may be used as an L.F.

choke by making the connections shown here.

1 -4.T71 -

FIXED CONDENSER
-01 MFG (APPROX.)
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PERMEABILITY TUNER
3 -Gang (BP100) - £3. 2.6.
4 -Gang (BP101) - £4.5.0.

PERMEABILITY
TUNING SW

ffN

a new tuning system

that will greatly improve

your radio reception.

Proprietors: Oliver Pell Control. Ltd)

433

Permeability tuning is here
-Varley's great improve-
ment on the old system of
variable condenser tuning
that has held unchallenged
sway for 12 years ! What a
difference it could make to
your set-giving you better
radio entertainment than you
have ever had before. Be
one of the first to use this great
new Varley tuner. Write
for full information to -day.

Varley (Oliver Pell Control Ltd.), Bloomfield Road, Woolwich, London, S.E.18. Telephone : Woolwich 2345.
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Here's the mets

General Purgose, ELF., L.F. and Det.
Power and Super Power Valves 4/5
Screened Grid, type 5.207 .. 2/0
Steep Slope Screened Grid, type 5.215 101 -
Pentode .. 1010
A wide range of Stains types for every

purpose from .

if you hare any difflaully ire obtaining TriotronValres
from, your local Dealer, please write Street to us.

If any difficulty
in obtaining the
Avohlinor locally,
write direct to the THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO LTD'manufacturers:-

Winder House, Douglas Street, London; S.W.1.' Tele. : Victoria 3404/7.

of perfect Radio!
GENERAL
PURPOSE
H.F.-L.F., and
DET. VALVES

The secret of realistic Radio is in
the valves of your set. Buy some
TRIOTRON VALVES to -day
and hear how perfect the pro-
grammes can be : Vaudeville,
Dance Music, Talks, Symphony
Concerts, News-all the items
with startling realism.

hone recorFREE GIFT I of a
gr
beanotiful Viennesed

waltz,' together with full particulars of a
novel free competition with big -Priies. Fill
in 'your name and address on 'the adjoining
codpon and ipost it with ad. stamp to
Triotron Radio Company, Limited, Triotron
House, Bloomsbury Street, London., W.C.I.

For everyone who is radio -minded, the AvoMinor
is the supreme Xmas Gift. It gives a pleasure that
will endure, for it ensures improved and perma-
nently trouble -free set performance. Every fault
can be quickly traced-every radio problem solved
at home.

The AvoMinor is TEN separate testing meters
in one, giving ten different ranges of direct readings
in milliamps, volts and ohms. No other combina-
tion instrument affords such convenient testing
facilities with such dependable accuracy.

The AvoMinor is the ideal gift to give AND to
receive. Suitably contained in a handsome
presentation case with comprehensive instruction
booklet showing how to make every test.

I
I
I

I
I
I

Fully d e-
seri ptive
Folder
free on

application.

The technical pioneer work of
the TRIOTRON laboratories
played a very big part in making
Radio popular. TRIOTRON
VALVES are giving faithful
service in millions of British
homes. To -day, as always, yOu
cannot buy a better valve no
matter what you pay.

To Triotron Radio Company, Limited,
Triotron House,

Bloomsbury Street,
London, W.C.I.

Please send me a FREE gramophone record, as
advertised, and particulars of the FREE Com-
petition.'. Please also send your FREE Catalogue
and Valve Data Chart. I enclose 2d, stamp for
postage, etc,

-

Name

Address

I
I

BI

B

pR1V2 k

NOM MIESNIN EOM MOE IMO .12 MEI 15:12 111.-§

co,

HUMPS
0-6 milliamps

0-30 '
0-120 ',";

VOLTS
0-6 volts

0-120 7.
0-300

SISTAA,

-OHMS
0-10.000 ohms

p-60.00
o-1.200.000,
0-i rncgohrns

effit111:792211E.SKIrta-

" RADIO SERVICING SIMPLIFIED "
This invaluable book makes a welcome
gift. It is a complete survey of radio
testing in non -technical language. The
testing of modern valves and every phase.
of fault-finding are explained in easy
phraseology. Numerous diagrams. A
book that fills a long -felt 2/6
need, and will meet with
enthusiastic appreciation. Post free 2/9
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THE dictionary gives the meaning of
hall -mark as " a stamp to attest as
to a standard," and the hall -mark

which we know so well is affixed to gold
'and silver. It connotes a high standard,
and we think no more fitting name could
;be chosen for onr latest three-valver than
the Hall -mark Three. We do not intend
that this shall take the place of the Superhet
;Three, nor by any means compete with it.
It is intended to fill an entirely different
'need, and to further our campaign for
'cheaper radio. Apart from its simplicity,
its cost is one of its prime features. As
may be gathered from a perusal of the
advertisements in this issue, the complete
receiver (Kit A) costs something in the
region of 45s., and this trifling cost brings
it within the means of every listener.
Cost is one of the principal considerations
of every receiver, but it must always be
;borne in mind that cost must be considered
as a collateral part of performance. It is
possible to build a three -valve set for a
few shillings, but obviously it cannot be
expected to produce the results which
would be obtained with a similar circuit
constructed from parts bearing well-known
trade -marks. In the Hall -mark Three,
however, - we have aimed at producing a
low -price receiver incorporating high-class
components which will give results that
greatly exceed those obtained, by receivers
costing several pounds. How this has been
accomplished will be shown later on. We
must point out, before going into details
of the receiver, that it has been designed
at the express wish of thousands of our
readers who want a small, but powerful
and selective receiver, capable of giving
a really good account of itself, but costing
no more than £2 or so.

The Design
The accompanying photographs, and the

blue print which is given free with this
number, will reveal that the design follows
certain new lines. The two coils which are
'employed are not of the screened variety,
but are built up on simple lines, although
,the method which has been adopted in the
windings renders them extremely efficient.
However, to deal with the circuit in detail,
as this is the simplest method of enabling
`even the beginner to understand the
complete apparatus. Three valved are

The Latest Design in Our New Series of High-
class, Low-priced Receivers. By an Ingenious

Arrangement of High-class Components the

Hall -mark of Performance is Obtained. The

Specification, too, is Hall -marked

employed in the well -tried combination,
S.G., detector, and output stage. The
H.F. valve is not, of the variable -mu type,
and this enables cost to be reduced quite
considerably. Firstly, there is the expense
of a volume control potentiometer; secondly,
the associated voltage -
drop pi ng resistances Practical

meless
UARANTEED<

AN IDEAL
! XMAS PRESENT-FOR

A FRIEND OR YOURSELF!

require more careful choosing, and generally
more decoupling is required, so that further
expense is saved.

The aerial circuit is of the H.F. trans-
former type, giving high selectivity with
good signal strength, and the coil which is
used to couple the H.F. to the detector
valve As of similar type, thus avoiding the
expense of an H.F. choke and coupling
condenser. Coupling between the detector
and output valves is by means of a directly -

fed L.F. transformer, and it will also be
seen that expense has been saved in this
stage by dispensing with the customary
H.F. choke used for reaction. The primary
of the ;particular L.F. -transformer which
has been employed provides ample choking
effect, and smooth reaction is obtainable
throughout the tuning range. Decoupling
has been incorporated in this stage, and
the necessary condenser is of the tubular
type, which is very much cheaper than
the usual type of condenser, and it is
connected direct to the appropriate points
by means of the wire ends.

The Controls
Although there are four controls on the

panel front, there are only two which are
of prime importance, namely, the main
tuning control (upper centre) and the
reaction control immediately below it.
The remaining two knobs control the
wave -change and the filament switching,
and aro therefore only subsidiary. With
regard to the main tuning control, this
operates on the two -gang condenser, and
it will be seen from the illustrations that
a small ordinary disc knob has been used

LF Trans/for/per

'0000

Theoretical circuit of the Hall -mark Three.

Ls

L.T-
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THE HALL MARK THREE I
DESIGNED TO GIVE
FROM MINIMUM EN

GRADE COMPON

Underside of this interesting receiver.

for the experimental receiver, and this
knob is specified in the list of parts.
Messrs. Polar supply the disc control for
this -purpose, and it will be seen in the
advertisement pages, priced at ls. For
those who prefer to have something more
elaborate, a slow-motion drive may be
obtained, although in that case it is essential
to specify when ordering that the " degree "
dial is required, as otherwise you will
obtain a dial calibrated in wavelengths or
frequencies, and this will not hold for the
particular coils which are .used.

A Rola' loud -speaker has been specified
and this efficient unit enables advantage
to be taken of the quality of reproduc-
tion. This loud -speaker, in conjunction with
the particular output valve which has been
specified, will enable really high-class
reproduction to be obtained, and there
will be no suggestion, when the receiver
is working; that it cost such a small
sum.

The Construction
With such a limited number of com-

ponents, construction is naturally greatly
simplified, and it reduces itself to the
mounting of the ganged condensers, the
coils, and the valveholders, and the con-
necting of the separate contacts, in some
cases by means of ordinary wire, and in
others by means of the wire ends of resis-
tances or condensers. The first task is to
mark out the chassis, taking your measure-
ments from the blue print. Alternatively,
the latter may be laid over the chassis
and a tracing made direct on to the chassis
surface. To accommodate the valveholders
you need a liin. bit, and for each of the
coils you must cut a 11in. hole. On the
rear of the chassis you will have to drill

small holes to accom-
modate the socket
strips, and on the
front of the chassis
clearance holes for the
three controls. Alter-
natively, you can
purchase the chassis,
already drilled,direct
from Messrs. Peto-

prevent them from being
the wiring, and the receiver

Testing Out
In view of the remarkable

the simplicity
of the circuit,
it is essential
to use a really
worth - while

45 STATIONS
1.1.1 /.../...1,4131.11-11111111.1 /.1111,11.1.1 4.1.11.111.1 /011.3.1.1.

Scott. Assemble the valveholders, the
socket strips, the two switches, and the
reaction condenser, and carry out as much
of the Wiring as possible with these parts
only in position. The advantage of this
method of construction is to be found
in the ease with which the chassis may be
handled and turned about. If you mount
the coils and the ganged condenser, not
only is the complete chassis more weighty,
but you have to exercise some care to
avoid damage to the coils.

Wiring
The wiring can be carried out in any

manner to suit individual preference,
although it is always advisable to mark out
a wire, as it is placed in position, on either
the blue print or the theoretical circuit
diagram. In this way no wire will be
omitted and no wrong connection should
be made. Some constructors prefer to work
through the receiver in strict sequence,
starting at the aerial and so placing each
part of the circuit in place until arriving
at the loud -speaker terminals. Whilst this
may be an interesting manner of wiring
the receiver, it is not to be advocated, on
account of the fact that all accessories
must be placed in position, and when a
fairly comprehensive receiver is being con-
structed the chassis is cumbersome and
difficult to handle. However, proceed as

,you desire with the wiring, and when you
have affixed all those which are possible,
add the L.F. transformer and complete the
wiring to this. Now place the coil clips
beneath the chassis and lock them in
position, resting the chassis on its end
whilst so doing. Attach the gang condenser,
and the chassis may then be inverted, as the
condenser is higher than the coils and will

N CI

aerial and
earth system.
T h e former
should be
about 60ft.
in length, and
attention should be paid to the
insulation. Remember that you
cannot amplify signals which you
do not receive, and the weak
impulses which arrive on your
aerial must pass through the first
tuning coil if anything at all is to
be made of them. These high -
frequency currents take the
shortest
and easi-
est path
to earth,
and poorinsnia_ AERIAL
tion or COUPLING
dirty in- COILsulators
will result
in a great
loss ofsignal
strength.Thesepoints
are not
so impor-
tant to
the man
with a

u 1 t i -valve
receiver
or a
superhet,
w h e r e
there is a

damaged. Complete
is ready for a test.

results obtainable and

CI, IT

MA

MIP
TWO GANG TUNING CONDI

S.G.VALVE DETECTOR-
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A HIGH-CLASS RECEIVER
AXIMUM ESULTS
3NSE. ONLY HIGH
NITS ARE USED
teat deal of H.F. amplification, but with the
'napler types of receiver attention and a little
lore money spent on the aerial and earth will
ell repay the listener in increased signal

strength and
more stations.
When theaerial a n d
earth are con-
nected plug in

reaction ifpossible.
Should no
station be
heard, use may
be made of
the reaction
control in
order that
some kind of

45 SHILLINGS
the H.T. leads to
the H.T. battery,
inserting H.T. + 1
into the 60 -volt
socket and the
H.T. + 2 plug into

the 120 -volt socket. It might be
found desirable at a later stage to
vary the voltage at H.T.-1, but
for the preliminary tests 60 volts
will be found quite satisfactory.
The G.B. plug should be inserted

'r ES into :the 6 -volt socket, and the
positive plug into the socket so
marked on the battery. Now

switch
I -1.F. COIL the re-

ceiver on
with the
right -hand
switch,
set the
reaction
control
to zero
and slow-
ly turn
the_ tun-
ing con-
trol. Thelocal
should be
heard atsomepoint,
and it
should be
tuned in
to itsmaxi-
m u rn ,
without

Another underside view of the Hall -mark Three.

signal may be obtained for trimming
purposes. Now with a pointed slip of
wood or some other non-metallic screw-
driver adjust the trimmers on top of
the ganged condenser, slowly swinging
the main tuning knob whilst so doing in
order to keep the signal at the correct
point. A little time should be spent in
carrying out this adjustment accurately,
and it may then be ignored. It should now
be possible to turn the tuning knob through -
Out the entire tuning range and find many
stations without the use of the reaction
control. To build up signal strength the
latter should be used, but in the interests
of quality, keep the reaction alwayg at a
minimum. The change to long waves is
carried out by rotating the left-hand
switch, and a number of tong -wave stations
should be heard, Droitwich occupying only
a small space on the dial and enabling
Radio -Paris to be heard quite clearly
without overlap. When the receiver is
functioning correctly, experiments may be
carried out with the H.T.-1 plug in order
to find the most suitable tapping point
for your particular valve and aerial system,
but when once this has been found it may
be ignored until the battery has run out.

Since the receiver was originally designed,
certain ideas have been tried out in order
to still further improve it from the point of
view of construction and operation. So
far as the latter point was concerned, it has
been found definitely imposSible to improve
performance, or in any manner to simplify
the operation, without introducing more
expensive items or in other ways to defeat
the object. So far as construction is con-
cerned, however, -a very simple idea has
been adopted which will incur no additional
expense, but which will prove of great
advantage to the constructor, especially

AT A MOD

the beginner. In the design as originally
constructed the coils were fitted with
small soldering tags, to which the ends of
the coil windings were soldered. Thus to
connect these in circuit soldering has to
be adopted, and as there are eleven connec-
tions to be made to the- coils, the wiring
of the receiver could not be -executed in a
very rapid manner. Furthermore, there
was always the risk that the inexperienced
amateur might unduly prolong the soldering
process, during which the coil ends might
become detached from their tags and thus
cause trouble. We therefore devised the
simple scheme of providing the coils with
coloured leads of sufficient length easily to
reach the various connecting points, and
thus at the same time simplify construction.

The Coloured Leads
When the coils are purchased, therefore,

they will be found to have lengths of
coloured wire, approximately 9in. long,
attached to all points, with the exception
of one. The latter is the connection on
top of the H.F. transformer to which the
anode of the S.G. valve is joined. The
other ends of the coils will have to be
joined so that the colours are connected
as follows :-
Coil No. 1 (Aerial Coil)
Aerial lead-Pale blue.
Earth lead-Black.
Wave -change switch-Yellow.
Grid and- tuning condenser-Two

leads.

Coil No. 2 (H.P. Transformer)
Grid and tuning condenser-Two

leads.
Detector anode-Dark blue.
H.T. plus-Red.

EST P

white

white
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Reaction con-
denser - Green.

Wave - change
switch-Yellow.

For those constructors who
are sufficiently expert to be
able to read the theoretical
diagram, or who prefer to make

their own connections, there is, of course,
no 'objection to removing the coloured leads
and proceeding exactly according to blue-
print ; but time will be saved, and greater
certainty of sound connection obtained, if
the coils are connected direct by means of
their coloured leads.

Receiver Design
It is interesting to compare this receiver

with other models which have been
published by us from time to time,
and the general overall dimensions will be
one of the first points which will strike the
eye of the older experimenter. This is in
no small measure due to the neatness of
the particular gang condenser which is
specified and this represents a marked
advance on the designs of even last year.
A single tuning condenser would have
'occupied at least as much room a year ago,
and yet to -day two sections, each of .0005
mfd., have been accommodated in an all -
metal casing, complete with a dust cover
and trimming condensers, with overall
dimensions of approximately the same
size. The three -gang condenser is very
little larger, and these modifications in
component design naturally extend their
advantages to the general receiver.

The Coils
The tuning coils of a year ago, except

those enclosed in screening cans, also took
up considerably more space then those
employed in the Hall -Mark Three, whilst
the fixed condensers were invariably
enclosed in moulded bakelite cases, one
of which would occupy more room than
all the condensers employed in this receiver.
Thus, there is a definite reflection in this
receiver of the modern trend of design, and
no doubt by next year we shall see even
more important advances which will result
in further modifications -of design. It is
true that in America some " Midget " all -
mains receivers are produced commercially,
but in general the components employed
in these receivers are specially designed for
the purpose and thus have been constructed
with a certain restriction on performance,
efficiency being a secondary consideration
so long as compactness took the lead. The
results are certainly very good, but they
cannot be compared to those obtained when
standard parts are used in a similar circuit
design.

In the case of the components on the
English market, however, efficiency is all
the time the keynote, and no " stunt "

IF YOU ALREADY
OWN A SATISFAC-
TORY RECEIVER-

MAKE THE HALL-
MARK THREE AS

A. STAND-BY.

Drill your cabinet from the dimensions given here.

parts are produced by firms of repute.
Consequently, the combination of those
parts enables a high standard of perform-
ance to be obtained, and the user has the
full assurance that nothing has been
sacrificed.

Smaller Valves
The valves are, of course, still rather on

the large side, and we can see no reason why

FOLLOW OUR
DESIGNS AND

o ACHIEVE BEST
RESULTS !

the amount of glass could not be restricted
in the majority, of types. A general
reduction in the overall height, as well as
a modification of the bases, would enable
even more compact receivers to be con-
structed, and if only this could be obtained
with a reduction in price, wireless interest
would be greatly stimulated, and the em-
ployment of multi -valve receivers, taking
up no more space than the Hall -Mark

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR
THE HALL -MARK THREE.

Two Hall -Mark Coils-B.T.S.
Two -gang Condenser-Polar " Midget."
One Polar Hall -Mark Dial.
Reaction Condenser .0003-Graham Farish.
3 -point Wave Switch-Graham Farish.
2 -point On/off Switch-Graham Farish.
L.F. Transformer 5/1-Varley Niclet.
Tubular Condensers-.5 mfd. (type 250), .1 mfd.

(type 250), .0003 mfd. (type 300)-T.C.C.
Resistances, 2 meg. (type GI), 30,000 (type

G.5 )-Ferranti.
Valveholders, 3 four-pin-Clix.
Terminal Strips, A -E, L.S.-Clix.
Plugs, H.T.1, H.T.2, H.T.-, G.B.+, G.B.-

-Belling-Lee.
Spades, LT+., L.T.-.-Belling Lee.
Battery Leads-Belling-Lee.
Metaplex Chassis, Shin. x 6?,,in. 2 runners,

x 2in.-Peto-Scott.
Valves, VP215 (4 pin), D210,

PP220-Hivac.
Batteries, H.T. 120 volts,

G.B. 9 volts-Exide.
Speaker, Rola, F5B.P.M.

288.

Three but giving infinitely more powerful
results, would- be possible.

Perhaps valve manufacturers will take
the hint, and if such a change in design is
not possible, we should be greatly interested
to know the reason. In the meantime,'
let the Hall -Mark Three take its place as a
milestone in the development of neater,
cheaper, and better radio design.

ODDS AND ENDS
The Beaconsfield B.B.C. !

BROADCASTING- talent is taking a
business holiday from Portland Place.

and is " In Town To -night" all hours of
the day at the British Lion studios at.
Beaconsfield.

'" In Town To -night " is the title of the
radio musical comedy in which a galaxy
of radio, stage, and screen stars are appear-
ing. There is Stanley Holloway, who tells
the famous tragedy of Albert and the
lion, Dave Apollon and Ins Serenaders with
Nora Williams, the well-known Blues
singer, Jack Barty, Tessa Deane, Howard
Jacobs's Band, Leslie Sarony, Olive Groves,'
the Carson Sisters, Billy Merrin and his
Commanders, The Three Radio Rogues,
and many others who are known to listeners -
in all over the country.

Another notable feature of this production
is the inclusion of the Band of His Majesty's
Coldstream Guards, whose martial music
will form a contrast to the dance bands in
the film.

" In Town Tonight " is being directed
by Herbert Smith, who was responsible -
for the highly popular radio revue, " On
the Air."

THE HALL -MARK
THREE MAKES
AN IDEAL XMAS
PRESENT WHICH,
IS CERTAIN TO BE

APPRECIATED.
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EST. 1919
SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES FOR
ALL YOU ,NEED IN RADIO
Miscellaneous Components, Parts, Kits, Finished Re-
ceivers or Accessories for Cash or C.O.D. or H.P.,n
our own system of. Easy Payments. Send us a list of
your wants. We will -quote you by return. C.O.D.' orders
value over 10/- sent carriage and pest charges paid
(GREAT BRITAIN ONLY). Hire Purchase Terms or
NOT available to Irish and Overseas Customers.

PETO SCOTT
BATTERY

S. C. 3
Direct from Factory
to you . . . saves
middleman's profits.
Gives a wide choice
of foreign stations
with amazing per-
fection of tone and
volume.

lb i t with all the latest 1935 improved components
in I 'ding Peto-Scott 1935 Moving -Coil Speaker.
scl El) COILS ; high efficiency S.D., Detector
an I super power output valves. Low 11.T. consumption 
Full -Vision scale. Modern Walnut Cabinet. British
va ves of gum anteed life. Ready to play. Com.plete with
Oldham Accumulator and H.T. Batteries. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid £6 6s., or 5/- down and 18
monthly payments of 7/9.
STRAIGHT 3 v. Mode/ £4/19/6. Cash, Carriage Paid,
or small deposit and balance 6/- monthly.

®Send for Art Folder of Pato-Scott 1935 Guaranteed
Radio de Luxe-models from 2.6 weekly.

with Universal Tapped
Tron,forim r. Send on y
2/6, balance in 10 _monthly
payments of 31-. Cosh or

C.O.D.
Carriage

Pohl

TYPE PIN

£1/8/6

Model FR6.
Send only 2/6
balance in 10
monthly pay moats
or '3. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid 21/1916

For Power, Pen-
tode and Claw
" B."nd only
2/6; 1 oSelance in
11 monthly
payments of
41-. Cash
C.O.D. Ca 0
tinge 11 i 5,
E2i210,

W.B. Stentorian Ste ntla rd Model. Cosh
or C.O.D. Cordage Paid, 21;12/6, or 2/6
deposit and 11 monthly payments of 3/,
W.B. Stentorian Baby Model. Cash or C.O.D. Ca
21/2/6, or 2/6 deposit and 9 monthly payments of 2/6.

c,may. Guaranteed H.T.
6 Fetbuww" ELIMINATORS
For A.C. Mains. 200/250

Toppings; S.O. GOv., Detester
,wnc., Power 120-150v. Output
25 no 'a. peorporates Westing-

house rectifier.
Send only 2/6,
balance in 9
monthly pry.
ments of 4/ -
Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid,
£1 15s. Od.
D.0 Model for D.C. Mains only. Similar
specification, but without rectifier. Cash/or

C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 17d6 or 2,0 deposit apt), 7 monthly pay-
ments of 2/6.

F J
his specification. Moral-buy -a Guaranteed
MR. F. di. CAMM'S GUARANTEE applies only to

ALL

THESE ARE. THE PARTS USED
F. J. cArom AND , CONTAINED - IN THE

PILOT AUTHOR KIT "A"
1 Pete -Scott ItP.e'aclex chassis '8?,in. by S, s. d.

(qin. -with 2in. runners ready drilled
for valveholders and strips .. 2 9

2 B.T.S. Hallmark Three coils, with
coloured leads 7 6

1 Piilar Midget 2 -gang cond., and dial
knob .. 12 0

1 Graham Parish reaction cond., .0003
2 ,0

1 Graham Parish 3 -point wave switch .. 1 0'
1 Graham Parish 2 -point on/off switch .. 10
1 Varley Niclet L.P. Transformer 5/1 ratio 7 6
3 T.C.C. tubular COMIS, .5, .0003 mfds. 4 4
2 Ferranti resistances 2 meg. type G.1. (1),

30,000 type 0.5 (1) -3 Cifx valveholders, 4 -pin with terminals 2
2 Clix socket strips, Al, A2, E and LS+,

1 B.T.S. 5 -way battery lead, HT-, HT+1,
HT -I-2, LT{-, LT -

2 Belling Lee plugs, GB+, 013- ..
Wire, screws, flex, Dial Indicator

Kit " A " Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid £2 - 5 0

EST. 1919

A
kits built exactly to
PILOT AUTHOR KIT.

,carr. 451
Paid

OR YOURS FOR
and 11 monthly
payments tg 4/ -

KIT " A." Author's tl.it of first
specified parts less

valves, cabinet, and speaker.

r
_KIT "B " K"A,"
but including set of 3
Specified Valves, less Cabi-
net rand Speaker. Cash
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid
23/5/9. or 12 monthly

6
payments of 6/-.

L
0

If Rola F513/P.M./288 Moving -Coil Speaker required with any of
3 the above Kit's add 210/0 to (Cash or C.O.D. price, or 2/3 to '

2 0

Cl 99 As forKIT, t
" A," but including valves
and Peto-Scott 'Walnut
Consolette Cabinet, less
speaker. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, 24/0/9.
or Deposit 7/6 :mil 11
monthly payments of 7/3._1

deposit and each monthly payment.

3- ,AS SPECIFIED
2 0 BY MR. F. Li. CAM

Metaplex Chassis,
Slin. by 6M1L with f
2in, runners. Ready
drilled for valve- Pest Sc?
holders and strips. extra.HALLMARK VALVE KIT

Set of 3 HiVac .valves.
(VP215 ; D210 ; P220)
sdiely specified for

Mark 3. Cash or
0.0.D. Carriage Paid;
£1 /0/9 -or 216 deposit
and 4 monthly pay-
ments of 5/-.

SPECIAL C.O.D. PARCEL
como-ish,g. Peto-Scott Ready -Drilled - Metapiex
Chassis;'84in; x 61,11). x 2hl., 2 ILT.S. Hall Mark 3
coils complete with coloured leads, and Polar Alifk.ret
2 gang condenser with dial knob. .01 2 3
Cash 'or C.O.D.-. Carriage Paid. -ow

y' ITEm SUPPLIED SEPARATELY -ORDERS OVER 10/-
,

-sENr CO.D. CARRIAGE AND POST CHARGES PAID
EXCLUSIVELY SPECIFIED
PETO - SCOTT Walnut

HALLMARK 3 CONSOLETTE
Exclusively
specified by
Mr. F. J.
Comm for the
HallMark 3,
this attractive
cabinet is
built by mas-
ter craftsmen
from carefully

.selected woods
and is the only cabinet
this set.
READY POLISHED.
Peto Scott Hall -Mark 3
Cabinet. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage and part packing
FOR HOME POLISHING.
Peto-Scott Hall -Mark 3 Consolette Cabi-
net in the white, ready essembled,
sandpapered and ready for polishing.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage awl part
packing 2/6 extra.

specially designed to house

In2/6 extra.

Consolette
I csi

1016

-FINISHED INSTRUMENT-
Built exact to Author's Specification. Aerial . Yours for
tested on actual broadcasting. Complete
with Valves, Peto-Scott Consolette Cabinet 15
and the noW ROLA F50/P.M./28.4 Speaker. h 11 monthly
Oath or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 26.6.0, - payments of1,11/3.

I-

B.T.S. HALLMARK 3-
COILS

With coloured
Leads for easy
Identification.

Specified and used by
Mr. F. J. Comm for the
Hal! -Mark 3.

No other coils
will so certainly
guarantee exact
duplication of
Mr. F. J. Camul's
results.... There
are no substitutes.

THE 716
PAIR

Postage 9d. extra
- -

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD., 77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
Telephone: Clerkenteell 9406/7. West Fdtd Showrooms : 62 High

Holborn, London, W.0.1. Telephone: Holborn 2242.

Dear Sirs,-Please send me CASH/C.O.D./H.P.

for which I enclose
CASH/H.P./DEPOSIT.
NAME

ADDRESS
PR.W.8/12/34.
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The

" HALLMARK THREE "
specifies the

POIAIR
MIDGET TWO -

Steel frame and cover. Ball -bearing shaft. Small overall
dimensions. Trimmers operated from top. Matched
within per cent or I mmfd. whichever is the greater.

2 x .0005 ... 11/..
Knob dial in degrees 1/- extra

Three -Gang ...     .   . . 16/6
Three -Gang Superhet for 110 and 465 Kc. I.F. 16/6

POLAR ARCUATE DRIVE
Slow-motion drive. Bevelled scale.
Moulded Escutcheon. ft i9
Lampholders

POLAR
TUNING GRAPHS
are now available at 3d. each post free.
Send to -day and ask for new Polar Catalogue.

WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD.,
188-189, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

'Phone : Temple Bar 2244/5/6.
Polar Works - Old Swan,If Liverpool.

I'M 1.1 rum

GANG CONDENSER

0

suitable

POLAR DRIVES
SPECIAL NOTE : It is necessary when ordering'your

drive for the "Hallmark Three"
to state that it is to be fitted with degree scale.

frl 1 IljiMFT

POLAR V.P. HORIZONTAL
DRIVE

Slow-motion drive with vertical moving
pointer. Moulded Escutcluon. /6
Lampholders . "i

POLAR PANEL MOUNTING
DRIVE

Slow-motion drive. Bevelled scale.
Moulded Escutcheon. pg.
Lampholders  1-1/ "

OTHER POLAR DRIVES
for use with the " Midget '1 gang condenser, etc.,
are :-
Polar Vertical C.K. ... 6/6
Polar Semi -Circular 5/9

M 6095
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SYMBOL OF SECURITY SERVICE E
VALUE, INTRODUCED IN 1932 TO
FULFIL A LONG. FELT WANT E

NOW STANDING THE TEST OF TIME !

50'. DE LUXE KITS FOR 246
AMAZING WHOLESALE OFFER DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC
Every Kit is made up of superb quality components throughout, and of author's exactspecified values. ADDITIONALLY TO AUTHOR'S SPECIFICATION,: every Kit includeshigh-grade slow-motion tuning drive and illuminated scale with escutcheon, also de -luxeword - indicating switches are included. See illustrations and detailed specification. Itspeaks for itself.

.EVERY KIT CARRIES A 100% RESULTS GUARANTEE-a delinate guarantee that ifthme ,exults are not obtained, we wilt service the set free of charge or refund your money in full.

in 1011P MT DIRK!.

No.
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1

5

2
1

COMPLETE PRICE LIST
Make. I s.

"Pr. W." .. 5 9

Component,
Pair " Hall -mark Three " Coils ..
2 -gang " Midget " Condenser, with

escutcheon and illuminated disc
drive

.0003 mfd. reaction condenser
3 -point wave -change switch Grips,
2 -point on/off switch .. Grips°
(Both above switches with rotary disc
showing onioff or long, short, through
miniature escutcheon plates.)
5/1 L.F. Transformer .. Magnaoore.5 mfd. fixed condenser .. Wego
.1 mfd. fixed condenser .. Wego
.0003 mfd. fixed condenser ..
2 megohm resistance,: 1 watt .. Franklin ..
30,000 ohm resistance, 1 watt .. Franklin ..4 -pin valveholders . Pye
Chassis, 80n. by 60n, by 2in., with

2 terminal strips : A. -E., L. -S " Goldp lex "Wander plugs : H.T.1., H.T.2,
0.B.-2... " Truscrew "Spade terminals .. . . " Truscrew "Battery cord, connecting wire, and

sundries .. Glazite, etc.

Wavemaster 12
Wavemaster 2

2
2

d.

6
6
9
3

s. d.
4 10

8 10
1 6

8
6

10 2 2
1 3
1 7

4
1 4
1 4
3

11 110

3
2

2 9

24 6
KIT A, complete as above ..

1
1
1

Valve V.P.215 (4 -pin)
Valve D.210
Valve P.220
or

Var. Mu. H.F. Pentode
Detector
Power .. .
Cabinet, for set and speaker ..
Cabinet, horizontal type as illustrated
Cabinet, vertical type as illustrated
Rola Speaker P.M.

Hivae
Hivae
Hivao

.. Clarion

.. Clarion

.. Clarion
Oak
Walnut
Walnut
Rola

50 1

10
3
5

13
5
6

15
27
27
35

10 6
3 9
5 6

0.
8
2
3
8

18
18
22

AT A SAW- A-16 of 40-502

Any part

supplied

separately

NINIMMINSN

HALL -MARK 3

The "Gold -Mine" Hall -Mark 3.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS :

These bargains represent very limited stocks
and are therefore not listed in the new
"RADIO GOLD -MINE." The value is un-

precedented, and cannot be repeated.

5 -valve superhet chassis.
complete Mallard Valves.

Retail'
Value. Prim.

£

Our

s. d.Full A.V.C. .. 11 gns.
6 -valve superhet chassis,

as above . , .. 13 gns.
7 -valve superhet chassis,

!

as above. Also Intersta-
tion Noise suppression .. 15 gns.

Above chassis, all new 1935
models ex famous manu-
facturer. All boxed new
and guaranteed perfect.

25 m.o.. H.T. Eliminators.
4 tappings, 150v. .. 35 0

6

7

8

1

12 6

10 6

15 0

0 0D.C. Ditto
Ormond P.M. Speakers ..
Rola Speakers
Mains Energised :

13 6
27 G

0
0

10 0
14 6

2,500 ohms .. 35 0 0 19 60,000 ohms .. 35 0 0 19 6

WONDER NEW BARGAIN CATALOGUE!
10,000 BARGAINS. FULLY ILLUSTRATED. 5 COLOUR SECTIONS.

PRINTED 3 COLOURS.
Secure your copy of the wonder new" RADIO GOLD -MINE " now.
Universally proclaimed the greatest bar-gain medium in the Radio World, andthe new December issue is the bestyet. Literally packed from coverto cover with thousands of unprecedented
bargains covering every radio require-ment-components, accessories, mainsgear, kits, receivers, and sundries. Allimmediately at your finger tips for
reference through the five colour sections.It's the greatest investment you willever make. Act at once. Send enclosing
3d. stamps to -day, right now.

SEND

D.
STAMPS
TO -DAY

STOP PRESS : See also
our stop press bargain column

.14 on page 468.

a

z

0)

F.:)1

free copy of
sox. Id.)

All components
and sundries,
as listed op-
posite in sealed
carton, with

Pr. W. (value
Price 24/6

As Kit A,

guaranteed valves.
755. I id.)
As Kit 13, with

C
the addition
of Rola Perma-
nent Magnet
M.C. speaker,
and oak consolette cabinet (eit.lorcabinet as illustrated, los. c9/9extra). Price 10
As Nit C, to -

of high-grade D
gether with set

British bat
teries (1 2oy. H.T., 2V.
L.T., ov. G.B.) Price 79/10

TERMS. All goods on
 this 'Kum over

10/- value post and carriage
paid. CASH OR C.O.D.

B with the
addition o fsot of
Clarion fully

(Valle 38/9Price

01:11.11
23, BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, LONDON, E.C.1.

Please forward me (a) goods as opposite. GOODS REQUIRED.do your new December 10,000
bargains,"Itadio Gold -Mine."

Mr.

I encloseOr, if preferred, C.O.D. place X here. D ___False e. d.

THE " GOLD -MINE " STORES The gadio Market-

Place of the World'
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SP ECIAL VOLTAGE STA CHASING
An Explanation of a Novel System of Stabilising the Output Voltage from an Eliminator by Means of a Pentode

ALTHOUGH under most radiocon-
ditions employing high-tension elimin-
ators, fed from A.C. mains, the usual

smoothing arrangements of chokes and con-
densers are sufficient to provide a reason-
ably ripple -free source of voltage and
lurrent, there are special occasions where
a fiery constant voltage is required. Various
'schemes have been suggested to meet these
cases, and the basic principle involved is
'the, operation-of a conventional full or half -
wave rectifier fed from the mains, and the
subsequent elimination of any voltage
,variations from this choke and condenser
smoothed output by making the fluctua-
tions bias the grids of a thermionic valve
in such a manner that the resultant anode
current is constant.

Of course, dry batteries could be used
for supplying steady voltages, but these
deteriorate with time, and although in the
circuit shown in the accompanying diagram
a battery is shown, its position is such
that there is minimum deterioration and
maximum steadiness, as there is no current
drawn from it. In point of fact the length
'of service is equivalent to the battery's
shelf life. With this pentode -stabiliser
'circuit the total current fed from the
output is naturally limited by the anode
current of the valve itself, and its most
important applications are to meet con-
ditions of extreme voltage steadiness up
to as much as 1,500 volts where the current
fed to any apparatus is quite small.

The Scheme Explained
In the circuit diagram a straightforward

half -wave valve rectifier circuit is shown(this can be replaced with a full -wave
rectifier, if desired), the normal output
from which is given across the points A

pentode

is given the stabilised voltage required.
For absolute stability the ,rate of change
of pentode current with reference to the
voltage input from the mains (the mains
variations being responsible for the voltage
fluctuations it is desired to suppress as far
as possible) must be zero.

The dry battery shown should give a vol-
tage of from 45 to 50 volts, and, of course,
the complete circuit is only working satis-

and B. The stabilising pentode is of the
directly -heated filament type, such as a
Cossor PT41, Osram PT4, or Milliard
PM24M, the secondary transformer winding
feeding the filament being centre -tapped.

A double -tapped potentiometer, made upfrom three distinct resistances, R1, R3
and R3, applies the appropriate potentials
to the valve electrodes ; two other resist-
ances-namely, R4 and R5, completing
the circuit, so that at the points C and D

A.C.MAINS
INPUT

COO

0000

factorily when the different variables
provided by the five resistances bear certain
relationships one to the other. These
conditions can be analysed mathematically,
but the expressionS are far too complicatedto give here. The American engineer
who developed this scheme, however, has
provided' very full details of the circuit
constants for a stabiliser having output
voltages varying between 85 and 1,400volts.

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of a suitable voltage stabilising arrangement using a
valve

As a typical example the following'
details will give some idea of the quantities.
R1=3,000 ohms; R5=15,000 ohms;
R3=175,000 ohms ; R4 is zero ; while
R5 = 11,000 ohms. When these measure-
Ments were taken the. ordinary smoothed
Voltage across points A and B was 770 volts,'
and that across the points C and D was
135 volts, the current delivered under these
conditions being just over 12 milliamps.

OLD -TYPE DISC DRIVE
CONVERSION

THE accompanying sketch shows oneof the older type of disc drives
converted to a moving pointer dial. The
top of the front of the chassis of the disc

OFBRACKET Car OFF

Showing the suggested improvement to an old -
type disc drive.

drive is cut off to within in. of the con-
denser spindle, and a in. hole is pierced in
the celluloid scale of the drive. The pointer
can be made with a piece of tin, as light
as possible, and a wire can be soldered
on as a pointer, if preferred. The pointer
is mounted by removing the small guiding
bolt just above the disc drive spindle and
substituting a in. by in. bolt and nut,
with a fin. spacer between. A small nut
will do for a spacer, and another din. by
fin. bolt through the slot in pointer to the
scale, with a fin. spacer between. For the
new scale I used a piece of thin white
celluloid and marked it with Indian ink,
using the top half of the scale for the short
waves and the lower half for the longer
waves.-JOHN G. TiOUGHTON (Liverpool).

UNCONSCIOUS IMAGE
OBSERVATION

WHEN watching any form of tele-
vision image there are one or

two matters which each individual
observer quite unconsciously solves for
hiniself. This is in relation to what
has come to be known as television defi-
nition, and is a personal factor which must
inevitably be associated with any true
judging of the standard of performance of
any particular system.

The first item is the actual position
taken up by anyone looking at television
images reproduced in a, receiver. The

distance from the screen, and the angle at
which obserVations are made are settled
by the individual, so that he is quite satisfied
with regard to the effects and the amount
of real information it. is actually desired toobtain from the images being shown.
Personal habit and the experience gained
from daily routine bring about a tempering
of the demands created by an ideal repro-
duction.

This is borne out by a walk through any
art gallery, when it will be noticed that we
quite unconsciously step back to admire apainting so that any coarseness brought
about by the artist's brush strokes becomesunnoticeable to the eye, the organ in
question registering the illusion or effect --
which the painter wished to convey.

Another item which is purely a question
of personal opinion with regard to television
image observation concerns whether the
standard of definition is to be the ability of
the images themselves to tell any story
which may be associated with the items
being radiated from the studio or, alter-
natively, whether opinion is to be expressed
on the basis of the ability of the observer's
eye to see the elements of the image detail
and the structure. The scientific mind
will obviously take as the view point the
latter and more rigorous exathination, but
if we are being entertained, then the ability
to tell the story without the mechanics of
the process being too prominent will un-
doubtedly be the fairest way of treating
the whole problem.
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ELECTRICAL CELLS
A Simple Explanation of the Battery-How it is Constructed, and How it Works

The Simple Cell
IF strips of two metals are put into

water, containing, for example, salt
or a little sulphuric acid such as is

used in accumulators, then, provided.
they do not touch each other, they rapidly
acquire a potential difference. If we

 take the metals copper and zinc, in a
weak acid solution this " potential

I difference " is of the order of one volt,
 and is not affected by the dimensions
I of the plate.
I Some interesting experiments can be

made to show the properties of such a
simple cell, and the apparatus can be

! found at home.
1. Put a strip of commercial zinc in

dilute battery sulphuric acid ; it will
I dissolve slowly, giving off bubbles all the

time.
2. For this experiment a little mercury

I is needed. Take the zinc out of the acid,
and put a little mercury on each side
of it ; then try to rub it off again ; you

I cannot, because the mercury has amal-
gamated with the zinc. If this amalga-

 mated zinc is put back into the acid, it no
I longer dissolves and gives off bubbles.
i 3. Now put a strip of copper in the
 acid with the zinc. Make the copper
I and zinc touch outside the acid, but not

inside. Bubbles immediately appear from
both zinc and copper, but on inspection

Iyou will see that some very small bubbles
are clinging to the surface of the copper.

4. Take the copper out and
rub it. Connect the copper
to the zinc by copper wires
through a low - resistance
" galvanometer " (this is
only something to give an
idea of the amount of current
in a circuit, like an ammeter,
but more sensitive). Put the
copper back in the acid,' and
observe the deflection of the
galvanometer. The deflec-
tion can be taken as a rough
measure of the , current, and
after some time will be seen
to decrease. When it has

decreased, take the copper out, rub the
bubbles off, and put it back. The current
should return to its former value.

! 5. Now put some crystals of potassium
dichromate into the acid. (If you have
none of this, use Condy's fluid ; this is

! mainly sodium dichromate, which is
cheaper but just as useful as the potassium
salt). If the galvanometer deflection is

! down, it will then jump up and stay up.
This shows why the dichromate cell is
very good for keeping a voltage of two

! volts (just over, in fact). In the

iA cell from
a dry bat-

tery.

dichromate cell, carbon (from old dry
cells) is used instead of copper.

These few experiments give the whole
theory necessary to understanding the
running of " primary cells." They are
best explained as follows :-

In No. 3 no bubbles
were evolved unless
there was electrical
contact outside the

A dichromate cell and another battery of
the type mentioned in this article.

acid ; that is, unless a current flows.
The formation of bubbles shows that
chemical action is taking place, and so
chemical action requires a current for it
to continue. Nos. 1 and 2 showed that
some action took place even with zinc
alone, but this was only because the zinc
was impure ; if you had used perfectly
pure zinc, then it would not dissolve at
all. Also, if the impure zinc were
amalgated (as explained in Experiment
No. 2) there was no action. The reason
for this is very difficult to explain to a
beginner, but can be under-
stood later. Here we can ZN
say no more than that it is
overvoltage.

No. 4. The decrease of the

ing the resistancq of the cell. This de-
creases the voltage obtained from the cell,
as is easily seen when the reader has come
to the study of simple electrical circuits.

The problem of polarisation is the most
important one in cells which are to find
practical use in wireless. It can he
overcome theoretically ,in two ways,
either by brushing away the bubbles,
which is impracticable ; or by adding to
the cell some chemical agent which can
take away the hydrogen. This is quite
easily done. Water is nothing but
hydrogen combined with oxygen, and
since water is a very " stable " substance,
it follows that if we add oxygen in some
form or other to the cell, it may combine
with the hydrogen and form water. In
fact, that is what happened when we
added .potassium permanganate to the
cell. That substance. which can be used
for making some rather dangerous fire-
works, contains a great deal of oxygen
which can be given off yery easily. There-
fore the hydrogen bubbles become " oxy-
genated " in water, and the other stuff
which, if unwise, you can make fireworks
with, is de -oxygenated to a new substance

which chemists call chromium sulphate ;
this is green in solution, and so any
primary cell which uses potassium per-
manganate as a " depolariser " becomes
green when it has been used for a long
time.

1

I

I

I

Ii

The Dichromate Cell
This has been described above ; but

you must use carbon from dry ,batteries x!

Instead of copper ; and if you have no I
mercury handy you must have some
arrangement to lift the zinc electrode out
of the acid when the cell is not working, I
otherwise it will continue to dissolve.
Another important point is to have as
many as possible carbon rods.

Leclanche Cell
In this cell the negative pole is again

zinc, and it dips into a jar of water
containing sal ammoniac, or ammonium
chloride to give it its proper name ; there
is also a pot, made of unglazed earthen-
ware, standing in the jar. This pot is
called a " porous pot," because it allows
very small particles, or drops of liquid, to
pass through it. Inside the porous pot is
solid manganese dioxide (a very cheap
substance) and little granules of carbon.
The action of the cell is practically the
same as the dichromate cell, except that
the manganese dioxide acts slower.

ZN Cu

Section of a Leclanche This diagram explains the
cell, function of the primary cell.L NNW k4S4401.11,1140=41..1111.11M1,4111111.1.4=1.01M40.4.,,,=11.111111.0.0414111m14t 41141,4111111,1,4111411.11111.4141M4

141=141,4111/011 /M.11.011 /.1101 /.1.4.1,1=1,111114114MI 401140.4114.14.111.111111,1111,01111.1,4,1M, 1 .111.1 1m114. 4411M

current after some time is
due to polarisation. You
will remember the very
small bubbles which were
attached to the copper plate ;
these 'cause the current to
diminish for two reasons :-

(a) They form another cell
whose " electromotive force,"
i.e., the source of the voltage,
acts in the opposite direction
from that of the main cell.

(b) They cover the surface
of the copper, so reducing the
area available for carrying
the current, and thus increas.
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Only Dubilier-the 100 per cent. British Electrolytic
Condensers have so great a reputation for reliability
under long periods of heavy duty. They guarantee
trouble -free reception to the listener and a minimum
of servicing to the manufacturer. Set manufacturers
should apply for terms and details of Condensers
specially designed for their requirements.

8 mfd. 500 D.C. peak voltage 5/6 each.
4 mfd. 500 D.C. peak voltage 4/6 each.

Write for free illustrated literature.

PAPER MOULDED
TUBULAR CONDENSER ' MICA CONDENSER

DRY.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER RESISTANCES

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO, (1925) LIIVIITED, DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD. N. ACTON, W.3
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AMATEUR TELEVISION
PHONIC WHEELS

By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
FIl0:4 time to time, when discussions

take place concerning mechanical
forms 'of television receivers, refer-

encus ;I cc made to phonic wheels and
ilmtor4., and these are confused with

synchronisiny. or correcting devices
which function in such a manner that they
beep the image steady within its normal

FIELD
COI!.

PHONIC
WHEEL

Fig. 1-Indicating the influence of the mag-
netic flux on a tooth of a phonic wheel.

observation frame. The phonic motor or
La Cour Wheel, as it is known on the
continent, is really a simple driving motor
which, in its very common form, is used
for rotating light scanning disds, consists of
a laminated armature . of ferre, magnetic
material (preferably soft iron) rotating
between pole pieces of electro magnets
which are . fed
from a source
of alternating INPUT
current. An
actual television
receiver, designed by
Mihaly some time ago and
incorporating one of these
motors, is shown in Fig. L.
The toothed wheel or
armature resembles some-
what the gear wheel of
a lathe with the tops of the gear
teeth turned down, the w.dth of
the wheel in this case being much
greater than an ordinary gear
wheel.

Operation
In Fig. 2 is indicated one pole piece of

such a motor, together with a portion of the
rotating wheel, one arrow indicating the
direction of rotation, while the inclined
arrow shows the influence of the magnetic
flux which.- is developed between the pole
piece and an approaching " tooth," due to
the current in the field coil.

For simplicity of explanation it is best
to assume that a sinusoidal waveforM of

alternating current, as indicated in
Fig. 3, is fed to the field magnet
system of this motor. During each
current reversal the magnetic flux
will reverse in sense also, but since
the magnetic attraction depends a
upon the square of the current, this a
attraction, which, of course, pro-

duces the mechanical
force between each indi-
vidual tooth and pole tip,
will rise to the same

maximum positive value for each
half cycle, as shown diagram-
matically in Fig. 4. It is,
therefore, plain to readers
that what we term the
synchronous speed of the
rotor will correspond with
the passage of the teeth
past a pole piece.. This
is not equal to the number
of cycles per second but
is twice that number.

Under ordinary circumstances
a phonic wheel motor iS not
self-starting, and- requires to
be run up to speed. In the case
of the receiver shown in Fig. 1 this was
done by allowing the wheel shaft (shown
vertical) to protrude slightly through the
metal. cover (shown inclined), and this
engaged with a small hand crank to provide
its initial revolutions. It is possible to bring
standard electrical practice into play, how-
ever, and bifurcate each pole piece so that

H.T.-1-

Fig. 5.-A simple oscillator circuit for pro-
viding power to drive a phonic -wheel motor.

sections of it lie opposite two teeth simul-
taneously, and then " shade " one section
of each pole piece with a copper ring.
The motor is then rendered both uni-
directional in rotation and self starting.

Oscillator Drive,
Naturally, these

simple motors can
be fed in a variety

Fig. 3.-The simple sinusoidal current wave-
form applied to the field coils.

Fig. 1.-An actual television receiver incor-
porating a simple phonic wheel motor.

of ways, but one which is very ingenious
brings into play a valve oscillator so
arranged- that it can be pulled in frequency,
over a- limited range by properly timed
impullses. An oscillator of this character
is generally termed a relaxation oscillator,

and the simple
circuit of Fig. 5
illustrates o n e

HT+for m of this
device in which

a phonic -wheel motor
serves as the drive for the
scanning mechanism.

First of all, the received
television signal is amplified
and rectified, and then
fed to a dual 10w -frequency
transformer in order to split
the signal and transfer it to
two different valves. The
first of these valves, V1,
feeds the light modulating
'device incorporated in the
television receiver in the
usual manner. The second
valve, V2; 'is fed from the
other transformer second-
ary, via a volume control,
a stage of B.C. coupling
serving to link this valve
to the grid circuit of V3.

This valve is maintained in a weakly
Oscillating condition, and magnetically
linked with the tuned anode circuit is
another tuned coil which feeds to the
grid" of a power oscillator valve, V-1,
in the anode circuit of which is included
the field winding of the phonic motor ,
ShoWn -in a simple -diagrammatic manner.
The power generated is sufficient to
drive the wheel at the correct speed,

but to reduce objectionable
hunting to which this form of

prone.coinplete
device is very

TIME r -MAGNETIC IMPULSE -1->
- .

Fig. 4.-The magnetic attraction is -always
unidirectional.
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BAND SPREADING ON THE SHORT WAVES
In this Article a System is Outlined which is Simple

to Incorporate in a Set, and Easy to Operate

BAND -SPREAD tuning, whilst an attrac-
tive proposition to the short-wave
enthusiast, appears to many as a

complicated business a little beyond their
ability in so far as the practical
application of the system is
concerned. It has undoubtedly
been responsible for more hard
words and disappointing failures
than anything else associated
with the design and construc-
tion of short-wave receivers.

The principal complaint
usually was that the operator
never knew where he was work-
ing, and instead of .simplifying
tuning the reverse was the case.
There are but two reasons for
such a state of affairs. The
application Of the system was
wrong, or the operator did not
try to master the new arrange-
ment, which is drastically
different from straight tuning.

Readers who carry out the
instructions given in this article
will find that their troubles
will end as the system out-
lined, together with the data
given, has been carefully
worked out in theory and
applied in practice. Not only
is it possible to spread the
amateur bands, but every band within the
tuning range of your receiver, when using
the coils outlined, together with tuning
condenser capacities recommended.

The materials required are as follows :-

soy

ye
G

R

Fig. 2.-Coil suitable for 30m.
to 55.5m. G=7 turns 26 D.C.C.
R--=7 turns 26 D.C.C. G and

R turns spaced 1/16in.

4 lengths of 21in. diameter ebonite
six -ribbed former.

8 hard -wood discs .(see text).
4 3/16in. ebonite discs (D2), 2iin. dia-

meter.
4 3/16in. ebonite discs (Dl), 21in. dia-

meter.
16 valve -pins and double nuts and

washers.

By A. W. MANN

1 four -pin valve holder.
i-oz. reel 26 D.C.C. wire.
1 .0001 mfd. (Lissen) midget variable

condenser.

24
D2

I
II 101

I
AI 
A

I I IV

II I
it

It

t I IP
I I I

X ->

241-
Fig. 1.-A coil for 39m.
G=10 turns of 26
R=10 turns 26 D.C.C.
R turns spaced 3/32in.

J

R

Di

to 68m.
D.C.C.
G and

Fig. 3.-A coil for 28.1m. to
35m:' G=4 turns 26 D.C.C.
R=-5 turns 26 D.C.C. G and R

turns spaced i-in.

1 Ormond small SM dial.
1 discarded square -law variable condenser.

Any capacity from .0007 mfd. to .00025
mfd. will do. Remove all plates, and
assemble with 2 fixed plates double spaced,
and 1 moving plate.

4 bakelite knobs (optional).

*II  
The waveband shown under
each coil is that covered with
the tank condenser to its

mimimum capacity

Making the Coils
First cut and square the ebonite formers

as shown in the illustrations. Various
wrinkles have appeared in PRACTICAL

Fig. 5.-The valve
base which is used
as a coil holder.
The reference let-
ters indicate the
connections to the
various coil wind-

ings.

WIRELESS, showing how to cut -the slots
accurately.

The four ebonite discs D1 (Fig. 1),
should next be cut. Follow this by cutting
out four hard -wood rings to fit tightly
inside the formers, and drill a liin. hole
through the centre. Mark out (with the
PRACTICAL WIRELESS presentation gauge),
the holes for valve legs to suit a 4 -pin valve-
holder,.and then drill four holes in ebonite
discs and screw them to the Wooden rings.
Follow on by fitting valve pins and lay this
part to one side. Cut out the top discs
D2 next, also the other four haid-wood
discs, omitting the lkin. diameter hole,
and fasten them together as previously
described. Fit bakelite knobs to these
discs if desirable.

Having completed the various parts
of the coil formers, the actual
winding may now be taken in
hand. First study Fig. 5, and
nOte that the top of reaction
winding goes to one filament,
and the bottom of grid coil goes
to plate socket, as marked on
valve -holder, which is used as a
coil base. Before commencing
winding, place the valveholder
in your receiver in order to see
how these connections will work
in with the existing wiring.
When the best position is
found, wire up the coil base
permanently. Take the formers
and drill the usual double
holes at the top and bottom
of the windings. It is advis-
able to wind round the turns
required, just to make sure as
to the exact location of the
bottom double holes, before
winding permanently. Wind all
turns in a clock -wise, direction,
and leave sufficient wire at
each end to enable connections
to be made to pins. Fasten
the ends to appropriate pins,

and wind evenly around a pencil, like a coil
spring.

The coils may now be assembled. Glue
the edges of the wooden base rings, and
fit them into the bore of the former. Fit

Fig. 4.-A coil wound for 12.5m.
to 26.5m. G=-3 turns 26 D.C.C.
R=5 turns 26 D.C.C.- G turns
spaced 3/ I 6in. R turns spaced

3/32in.

the top disc D2 in the same way. If found
desirable a 2BA screwed rod may be passed
through the knob, top discs and bottom
discs, thus making a very satisfactory job.
Double nuts should be fitted at both ends.

The Necessary Alterations to Set
Next we come to the -most interesting
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part of the work, i.e., altering the receiver.
The, existing tuning condenser may be a
.00025, .0001, or a .0003 mfd. Whatever
it happens to be does not matter ; just take
it out and fix the two fixed- and one moving -
plate condensers in place. Make quite
sure that the fixed vanes are double spaced.
A place for the .0001 midget condenser
must now be found. If there is sufficient
room on the front panel mount it there.
I find that the detector end of the cabinet
is a much better position from the operat-
ing point of view. Having fitted the tank
condenser and band -spread condenser
in the receiver, wire the fixed vanes of each
in parallel, also each set of moving vanes,
that is fixed to fixed, and moving to moving.
In order to find the wave -band you require
plug in the appropriate coil, set the three
plate condensers at zero; then tune the
receiver with the .0001 tank condenser.
For example, the coil shown in Fig. 3
covers the waveband from 28.1 to 35 metres.
If you wish to spread the 31 metres band
tune in Zeesen DJA, using the tank con-
denser, and then adjust the three -plate
spread condenser to the centre of the dial.
By reducing the capacity of the tank con-
denser DJA will come in again. Now leave
the tank condenser set, and tune with the
spread condenser each side of the centre
point of the dial.

Another method is to set the tank
condenser at zero and tune the spreader
over the full scale, bring back to zero,
increase the tank condenser one degree,
and repeat the former operation until the
whole tuning range is covered. Briefly
advance the tank condenser one degree
at a time with spreader at zero, and cover
the full scale with the latter. If desirable,
set spreader half -way on a 100 dial, and
search each side of that point to zero and
100, then advance the tank condenser
and repeat.

The writer does not claim that this system
of band spreading is the best. It has one
defect, and that is the spread is not con-
stant over all wavelengths. The tapped
coil system is better, and the constant
band -spread system developed and used in
American commercial, spheres is ideal.
Both, however, are complicated. The
system outlined in this article, however, has
the following advantages. It is simple to
incorporate, to operate, and to under-
stand, and providing that the enthusiast
is not hypercritical is quite a satisfactory
proposition. In conclusion, readers will
find that a few hours spent in tuning with
the tank condenser (spreader at zero),
and calibrating the dial of the former, will
be well repaid. Before doing this, however,
set the aerial series condenser at its mini-
mum capacity, i.e.,. vanes right out. If
you require a special coil for the amateur
40 metres band, so that spreader puts
this band in the centre of the dial, reduce
the coil shown in Fig. 1 to nine turns by
removing one turn on each coil T and S.
To further increase spread -over on all coils,
reduce spreader to one fixed and one moving
plate. Don't forget, however, that by
doing so maximum wavelength will be
reduced on all coils.

50 Tested Wireless Circuits
. By F. J. CAMM

(Editor of "Practical Wireless.")

Obtainable at all Bookstalls or by post
2/9 from Geo. Necones, Ltd., 8-11, 216
Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2
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IS ICELANDER-

No owner of an Eddystone Kilodyne need suffer
from deep depressions. The set will pick up short
wave transmissions from all over the world and
must be handled to appreciate its wonderful
capabilities. Unlike many " All Wave " receivers;
the Kilodyne after-
wards for short-wave working, but an instrument
designed for efficient short-wave reception as a
first consideration and adapted later for the higher
wavelengths. The features of the design are ease
of operation, an excellent slow-motion open vision
tuning ccntrol, freedom from objectionable body
capacity effects, even on the shortest waves, no
spots in any wave -range, and smooth and definite
reaction everywhere. Ideal for world - wide
reception of short-wave programmes.

COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS FOR BATTERY OR
A.C. MAINS WORKING :-Four valve stages. S.C.
Det. L.F. Pentode. Rigid one piece diecast aluminium
chassis, battleship grey cellulose finish. Bakelite wood finish
panel. Automatic grid bias. Drop fed, decoupled II.T.
Genuine one -dial toning. Gramophone P.U. Terminals..

Wave -range 13/82 metres and 2601510 metres, but adaptable
to any other wavelength up to 2,000 metres if required. Com-
plete with erection and instruction booklet. Price does not
include valves or cabinet, but A.C. Model includes M.C.
Speaker.

PRICE-BATTERY MODEL £6-19-6
A.C. ALL MAINS MODEL £13-0-0

A.C. Model includes M.C. Speaker.
Folder K W.6. free on request.

STRATTON & CO. LTD.,
BROMSGROVE STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

London Service Depot : WEBBS' RADIO
STORES, 14, Soho St., Oxford St., W,1.

7'clevhona : GERRARD ..21,89.

Glasgow Service Depot : JAMES R. HUNT,
138, West Nile Street.

EDDY-ST.1E
KILODYNE

HAS PICKED UP
THE ENGLISH
SHORT WAVE
STATION ON AN
E DDYSTONE
K/LODYNE
AND IS HIGHLY,
AMUSED TO
HEAR THAT ONE
OF HIS DEEP
DEPRESSIONS
H AS JUSTREACHED

ENGLAND:
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UNIVERSAL VALVE POINTERS
(Continued from page 432) .'

of an undistorted otitpnt- in the neigh-
bourhood of two watts, and while this is
ample for most purposes, many con-
structors who are strong advocates of good
quality prefer to use a potier stage capable
of at least twice that output.

It has already been pointed out that the
heaters of the valves in a set using
A.:C./D.C.Valves,are connected in series with
a regulating resistance across the mains.
It' is at once apparent, therefore, that all the
heaters must berated to take exactly the
wine current.. Unfortunately, the various
'valve manufacturers have not achieved
standardisation in this respect at the
moment. Some makers have adopted
0.2 ampere for their heaters and others
0.25 ampere. Valves of different makes,
providing their heater currents are equal,
will, however, work perfectly well together,

"A study of the valve catalogues makes it
clear that different valves taking the same
heater current; do not necessarily require
the same heater voltage.. This does not
matter in the slightest, since the valves are
to be connected with their heaters in series.
The reason for the differences in heater
voltage is really a matter of heater wattage.

For most valves, such as H.F. pentodes,
detectors, and so on; a heater wattage of
between 2 and 3 watts will provide ample
electrog emission from the cathode for
satisfactory working. In the case of output
valves and rectifiers, however, which have to
pass a fairly large anode current, the heater
wattage must be correspondingly increased.
It is for this reason that, to quote one

OUTPUT _
PENTODE_DETECTOR PENTODE RECTIFIER

Fig. 2.-The arrangement of the heater wiring
to avoid hum and large potential difference's.

maker's figures, as an example, the early
stage valves have heaters consuming 0.2
ampere at 13 volts, while the heater of the
output pentode consumes 0.2 ampere at
24 volts, and that of the fuff:wave rectifier
0.2 ampere at 30 volts.

Proper Series Connection
All that really matters is that the total

voltage drop required by all the" heaters
in the 'set shall not exceed the -mains
voltage available. The ratings of all makes
of valves have been so 'arranged that this
Condition is fulfilled easily even in a set
employing six or even eight valves.

In fact, as already. hinted, -there will
always be an excess voltage which must be
absorbed by a regulating resistance. The
ideal form of regulafor for this pUrpose is a
device known as a barretter." It is a
form of electric_ lamp having a long filament,
usually of ironwire, the resistance of which
varies with its ,teMperature in such a way
that it cimnpenS. ates for fairly wide
variations in voltage.

As an alternative to a barretter a wire -

wound resistance 'of suitable value and
capable of_ ,carrying the heater current
continuously withc ut Overheating may he
used. ;.The actual voltage of the resistance
will depend ppm the mains voltage and the
voltage required for.the heaters, and can be
calculated by adding up the heater voltage
ratings 'of all the valves, subtracting this
from the mains voltage, and dividing by
the value of the heater current in amperes.

RECORD
VALVES
FOR RECORD
CHRISTMAS
PRESENTS

What could be a better present-either
for yourself or your friend-than a set
of Record Valves. Record Valves will
breathe new life into a receiver,
sensitivity, selectivity, tone and output,
all will be improved. And look at the
Valves are the cheapest in the world.

BATTERY HEATED
VALVES.

D.L.2. Special non-microphonic De-
tector.

H.2 High -frequency Amplifier.
L.2. Low -frequency Amplifier.
L.P.2. Low consumption, small power.
P.2. Power (suitable in 2nd L.F. stage).
S.P.2. Super Power.
P.T.2. Pentode.
,S.2. Screen -grid H.E. Amplifier and

Det,

PRICES FROM
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price, Record

INDIRI C rLY HEATED A.C.
VALVES

AC/HL. A.C. Detector and Triode
Amplifier.

AC/S A.C. Screen Grid H.F.
AC/VS A.C. Variable -mu.
AC/PT A.C. Pentode.
AC/P A.C. Power.

RECTIFYING VALVE.
_ FW.350. Full Wave Rectifier (output

300 volts, 80 milliamperes).

From your wireless- dealer or from any branch of
Currys. If you have any difficulty write direct to :

RECORD RADIO LTD.
Eldon St. House, 2-3, Eldon Street,
LONDON, E.C.2. Tel.: Bishopsgate 1301

topping Christmas present, Dad)
I bet you'll use it as much as I do,thoughn
The eyes of the Radio enthusiast will sparkle with

delight at the sight of a Pifco ROTAMETER De Luxe.
This wonderful instrument enables every kind of test to
be made and saves much valuable time in the tracing of
Radio faults. It is finished in black bakelite, and supplied
complete with leads, in velvet -lined case. The turn
of a knob brings the required scale into operation.
Sea this Radio necessity at your dealers or write for the new Test-
meter Folder to P1FC0 LTD., SHUDEH1LL, MANCHESTER, or
150, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

R OTAMETER - DE - LUXE
1 -0-5 volts.
2 -0-20 volts.
3 -0-100 volts.
4 -0-400 volts.
5 -0-10 milliamperes..
6 -0-50 milliamperes.
7 -0-250 milliamperes.
S -Resist:valve test.
9 -Plug-in test for valves.

HE" ROTAMETERS
PIFCO ON THE SPOT WILL TRACE. YOUR TROUBLES LIKE A SHOT

The best of all Gifts is-a Book!

HOBBIES NEW ANNUAL
Edited by F. J. CAMM. 3/6 net. (by post 4/-.)

Will be welcomed by every boy who is keen on making things-and by his father as well !
It contains clear instructions for making all sorts of scientific and MechanicalModels, etc. Inaddition to many illustrations includes a number of loose, full-sized patterns.

From all Booksellers or by post from
GEORGE NEWNES LTD. 8-1i, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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E.M.I. Anti -static Equipment
AUSEFUL anti -interference aerial system

will shortly be released by Electrical
and Musical Industries Service, Ltd., for
the elimination of man-made static in those
districts where reception is spoiled by this
form of interference. The illustration
below shows the complete equipment, froni
which it will be gathered that it consists of
a length of screened lead and two impedance -
matching transformers. The latter two
components are of the step-up and step-
down type designed respectively for use
in the aerial and at the receiver, and to
connect the two the special feeder cable
which is supplied with this kit is of the
twin balanced variety. The covbring of this
cable is of the heavy waterproofed type,
and thus the equipment may be fitted and
forgotten, with the certainty of complete
reliability at all times and in all weathers.

The E.M.I. anti -static aerial equipment.
Supplied with the outfit is a comprehensive
book of instructions, which, in addition to
giving the necessary details to enable the
equipment to be fitted to a normal house-
hold receiver. includes details for wiring
from one to twelve receivers for dealers'
demonstration 'purposes, and the use of
the screened cable for underground aerial -

feeder lines, etc. The price of the com-
plete outfit is 57s. 6d.

The Rotameter De -luxe
THIS novel instrument gives eight
1 different ranges for testing purposes,

all difficulties regarding the setting for each
range being completely removed by means
of a very novel switch, which, in addition
to inserting the necessary, resistances, etc.,
in the leads also changes the appropriate
scale. The latter is printed on an eight -
sided roller, situated behind a small`window,
which permits only one side to be seen at a
time. Thus, by rotating the knob at the
side until the required scale is brought into
view all the necessary internal connections
and modifications are made and there is

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

thus very little risk of damaging I he'
instrument through wrong use. ITT audit ion
to the eight scales, two terminals arc pro-
vided on the top for the connect ion of tote
substantial testing leads, and a set ,,1 isdes
arranged in standard valve -leg formation
enables a valve quickly to be inserted for
testing the continuity of the filament ur
heater. The instrument has a resistance
of 500 ohms per volt and the eight ranges
arc :-

0-5 volts
0-20
0-100
0-400 

0-10 mA.
0-50
0-250 
Resistance test.

To enable the instrument to be set
accurately a zero adjusting screw is pro-
vided, and a small cell is included in the
ease for the resistance and continuity tests.
The ranges which are covered are adequate

for all normal require-
ments, and the instru-
ment has been thoroughly
tested and the calibration
has been found very
accurate. The case is
attractively finished in
black Bakelite, and the
eight, ranges are e gra ved
in black on a matt alumi-
nium panel above the scale.
and this, together with the
attractive booklet of in-
structions, will ensure that
no difficulties can arise. A
n c a t velvet -lined Mart,
leatherette case houses t 1,,

instrument and it is thu
protected from dust,ete.,a nd
is a very attractive present
for this time of the year.
The price is two guiesas.

General Release of Mullard
A.C.,(D.C. Valves. New
Type Added to Range
ALTHOUGH a large number

of commercial receivers
employing Mullard UTTi VCI'<:11
valves have appeared on the
market and the valves themsel V es
have been available for replae,--
ment, no official "general re Hos, '

of the complete range has bean
notified. It is now announced,
however, that these valveii are
available.

The original range, it will he
remembered, comprised t he octode
frequency -changer tE.(-'.13) ; the
variable -mu- screened pentode
(V.P.E3A); a ``straight" sereened
pentode (S.P.13) ; double -diode
(2.D.13) and output pent(iiii
(Pen,26), together with a lia If- wa v.
rectifier (U.R.1) and full -wave
rectifier (U.R,2).

A new type has now been added
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at d Avi 11 shortly- be' available. `]'his is rte

._;.(111;i1 1.1.3. t,itlr the
1011()V. 111:11 et cristics :-

Hea t, r current
heater v.iltago

tinveihotee

0.2
lit V.

10.01400100.
Anielitie.iii(qi factor
Ii it nn l .ruluctutiee 4.0 Ma,.

Price 1341
This vAlvii will. of course, find its chief

applieat km as L. V. amplifier following the
S.D.I3 diode Jere. lots
The Adey Key

WE pna nesitioned in our
W pigs, the iit).i ifls ill wItieh in

manufactured by the ,1iley iLtdio
Company, and I,'i the hen. -ht crf those. wh,
ari unai v.e to Oilid peitit
iii ilcat th, oic.i-nnc only 81in. wide.

finsi,h is ,IneisTs hair -valve battery
``river, has1 sre.,her. 'for

L.T. and II.T. supply. The Trsot intsrsA mg
tat -me ,,f these rem vers is the deviev,
I.:noun ;is t lie Ad,.,- Key. Thiii
1,11W of OW p: tehieb 118e11 to t.' popular-

plussing in the loud -speaker, and the
upper issia Him C011taillS a small tapi.cd
ince!. h.r h a selector Switch projecting
through the edgo of the plug. The jack
into which the plug fits is willtd in the:
awl detector anode circuits, Auld thms
removal of ti' plug interrupts the L.T.
supply and puts the receiver out of action.
Owing to its very small size, the plug utaV
then be placed in the rsicket or otherwise
carried about and no unauthorized prrsim
can use the re( river. -at plusssd into
the jack, not only is the L.i. sire :nit,
completed and the valves hce) ore
but the small coil in the top of the plug is
then inciulcd in the detector anode sir. nit
and thus (lanes within the field of the fearer`'
aerial uiniling situated inside the cabinet,

rotating the plug they degree of coupling
may he varied, and the manipulation
the small switch enablers the ,

, h, moditi, d a., ordins to thy a'-, Tigth.
Thi arrangsss

,tiork4 In

THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR'S
ENCYCLOPIEDIA

By F. J. CA M
( Editor of ' Practiect Wire/ran

Third L di/ 5 - net.
Cr,r,ir,,1 .

Frtm oil

This is the Ileayberd main, unit which was ,peeificd
for the A.C, SuPerhet Three.
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The Peto Scott S.G. Three Kit
Details of an Interesting Complete Outfit for the Beginner

THE kit under review is highly suitable
for the. beginner or newcomer to
radio, containing in its case, in

addition to the receiver and necessary
batteries, the aerial and suitable insulators.
The carton in which the outfit is delivered
bears the inscription " From Factory to
Fireside," and certainly there is very little
left for the listener to worry about when he
receives this kit. The receiver is housed
in a neat cabinet, of strictly modern design,
the controls -and tuning escutcheon occupy-
ing one half of the front and the loud-
speaker grille occupying the remaining half.
The reduction in size which results from this
side -by -side arrangement enables a really
small cabinet to be employed and yet
permits of the batteries being enclosed out
of the way. The cabinet in question is just
under 9in. deep and is less than 18in. long.
The height, including the small ornamental
feet, is only llin., so that it may be placed
on a really small table without looking
clumsy or ponderous.

The Kit
When the carton is undone the cabinet

will be found securely held in Position by
corrugated boards, and with the battery
cords neatly tied and arranged, and the
instructions together with a spare fuse-
a very thoughtful point on the part of the
makers-securely fixed to the base of the
cabinet with drawing pins. - Thus, before
anything with the receiver, the
spare fuse and instructions are almost

Registered Trade Mark

placed into your hands. Three valves
(Hivae manufacture) are packed in the lower
part of the carton; each in their individual
boxes, and an accumulator, grid -bias, and
H.T. batteries, a coil of aerial wire, and a
package containing the insulators completes
the kit.

The receiver chassis is probably one of
the neatest which we have seen, measuring
only Bin. by 6in., yet it contains all the
essentials of a really well -designed modern
three -valuer. Two screened coils ; a ganged
and totally screened condenser ; full -vision
drive calibrated in
metres ; combined
wave -change and
radio -gram switch ;
reaction control
and volume control
are all included in
this small chassis.
A Permanent -mag-
net moving - coil
loud -speaker is em-
ployed with the
chassis, and thus
fully meets the
demands of the
modern listener.

The Circuit
The valve com-

bination is the
already popular
S.G., detector, and
super power, the

appropriate valve sockets being clearly
identified by indelible markings on the rear
edge of the chassis. The choice of circuit
arrangements has been so Made that the
maximum signal strength will be obtained
in any part of the country, and the normal
selectivity is adequate. To enable adjust-
ments in this direction to be made, a small
plug projects from the rear edge of the
chassis, and two terminals, marked 1 and 2,
are provided in addition to the aerial socket.
Thus the aerial is plugged into the aerial
socket, and then the small plug may he
inserted into socket 1 or 2 accord:ng to the
results desired. Socket 1 gives greatest
selectivity, but results naturally in a slight
loss of signal strength. On the other hand,
socket 2 gives greatest signal strength but

(Continued on opposite page)

This is the Peto-Scott S.G. Three.

WEIA UNIVERSAL,
WEARITE SCREENE

COILCOMPONENTS
as gift suggestions
Make it a gift of a Wearite Component this Christmas, and so help
your radio friends hear the holiday programmes at their best. Get a
copy of the Wearite Booklet-crammed tull of technical information and
helpful suggestions. Fill in the coupon-and post to -day.

WEARITE
CHOKES

The H.F.P.A.

41 -

The H.F.P.A. CHOKE
(as illustrated)

Effective impedance 15-2,500 metres
Self -capacity 4.5 m.mfds.
Inductance 250,000 mh.
D.C. Resistance 300 ohms.

The H.F.P. CHOKE
Similar in characteristics as
the H.F.P.A., but
without Pigtail 3/6
Connection ..

The amazing tuning range
and the wonderful degree of
selectivity made possible are
features which have promp.
ted leading set designers to
use the " Universal " coils.

Whatever the set you are
contemplating - remember
the " Universal " is de.
signed for use for Aerial,
H.F. and Band Passing.
Send for circuits.

The H.F.P.J.

PRICE 2! -
Effective im-
pedance 100-
2,000 metres
Self -capacity

7 m.mfds.
Inductance

220,000 mh.
D.C. Resistance

770 ohms.

Tunes 180-559 ani
850-1950 metres

5, -
per coil

To Messrs. WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,
740, High Road, Tottenham, London, I1I.17.

Please send me your new booklet G.N. 834, together with literature on
details of the Universal Coils, the new " L.P." (Lucerne Plan),' Teamster "
Blueprints and details of your Power Packs, etc., with circuits, for which I
enclose 3 penny stamps.

NAME

ADDRESS

Prac. 8/12/34.

1$,R,.,15904
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THE PETO-SCOTT S.G. THREE KIT
(Continued from opposite page)

is not so selective. A separate H.T. lead
is provided for the voltage on the. screening,
grid of the H.F.- ValVe; a:'nd this'enables'.
maximum efficiency to. be obtained. To
many listeners this arrangement is prefer-
able to the use of a potential divider,
although by inserting the appropriate plug
into, say. the 70 or 80 -volt socket on the
battery, it may be -forgotten-about and no
experiments need be carried out to see -if
any improvement is possible,

Results
The receiver was connected up and tested.

in our laboratories. Following the makers'
instructions, the various battery connec-
tions were made, and the tuning dial was set
to the 'wavelength of the London Regional.
station. The combined switch knob- Was
then turned to the medium -wave position
and the London station was immediately
heard. The volume control was then turned
to provide good signal strength; arid no
further adjustment was found necessary.
The tuning control was then turned to the
Midland Regional Wavelength and nothing
was heard. However, the particular ganged
condenser which is fitted to this receiver is
provided with a concentric knob on the
front which controls a trimming condenser;
and the moment tlis was manipulated the
Midland station was brought in at comfort-
able strength. .During a test of the receiver
this trimming control was found of in-
estimable value, and it enabled the very last
ounce to be got out of the receiver by
accurately balancing the two circuits. With
this control and the reaction control very
accurate settings are obtainable on weak
forei7n stations, whilst the volume control
enables the strength of the local to be very
finely Controlled. The kit will prove -ideal
for a Christmas present, and the price is six
guineas. It is available, if desired, on hire
purchase terms of 5s. down, and eighteen -
monthly payments of 7s. 9d:

British Radio Institution Lectures
THE remaining lectures for the -.1934-5

session,, to be held at King's College,
Strand; W.C.2 -are as follows :- -

December 11th : " Effeets' of Radiation
on Living Matter," by Dr. Hugh Davies,
M.A., M.R.C.S., D.M.R.E.'

February 12th : " Transmission of
Pictures Over Communication Circuits,"

 by E. S. Ritter, M.I.E.E.
March 12th : " Recording and Repro-

duction of Sound_ Motion Pictures," t y
H. S. Hind. A.M.I.E.E.

April 9th : " Radiology and High
Frequency Engineering," by Dr. Bernard
Leggett, M.I.E.E., F.R.C.S.

Invitation Cards to these lectures,
which commence at 7 p.m., can be obtained
on application to the Secretary. The
British Radio Institution, 36, Gordon
Square, London, W.C.

Sterno Records
Charlie Kunz, the popular director of the

Casani Club Orchestra, is again in the British
Homophone Company's current list on
Memo 1519 and 1520. These two records
introduce such popular tunes as " I Saw
Stars " and " Who Made Little Boy Blue,"
and " Sitting Beside o' You " and " What
are You Going to Do " (the last two tunes
are from the musical" comedy " Yes,
Madam;" which is now running at a London
theatre). .
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est wishes Xmas
EIMINEMENA

est results fo
4N1

Made under
licence from
patentee,
Hans Vogt.

COLPAK TUNING UN1Tm
The finest resolution you can make is to fit the finest tuning unit
cf all in your Set-the Colpak tuning unit. When all those happy
and important broadcasts at Christmas and during the New Year
are coming through crystal-clear and uninterrupted, you will be
glad you were so wise in your choice. Incorporating Ferrocart
Coils, the efficiency and precision of the Colpak is unparalleled.
The fact that it has been specified time and again by all the
leading experts in the country is ample proof in itself of the
Colpak'c superiority. Price complete- 57'6d.. Send to -day for
latest Colvern booklet No. 13 to Colvern Ltd., Romford, Essex.

C 0 L V
NRIalits*

R
free BLUEPRINTS OF SPLENDID SETS
To COLVERN, Ltd., Romford, Essex. Please send me full details and Blueprint of

the { COLPAK CLASS B
* * Strike out name of Blueprint not required.A.C. MAINS SET

Stamps value 3d. to cover postage are enclosed.
NAME
ADDRESS
A.4

If you would like .a copy of our Ferrocart Booklet, please put a X here
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On sale at all News-
agents, Bookstalls and
Dealers, or by post nd.
from George Newnes,
Ltd., 8-11, Southampton
Street, Strand, London,

W. C.2.
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CHRISTMAS

ppiEMEN

Special Features include:-

PLANNING YOUR CHRISTMAS PROGRAMME
THE FILM AS PROPHET
Romances of the Unreal

A CINE AMATEUR VISITS HOLLYWOOD
CINE AMATEURS' ANNUAL CO_ VENTION

TWO NEW BOOKS FOR AMATEURS
"IN THREE WEEKS"

What Can Be Filmed Between Now and Christmas
ALL THE NEW APPARATUS DESCRIBED

Ceo. Neu-nes, Ltd.
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CHRISTMAS, -WITH7- THU RADIO.
STARS- - -

{continued from -page 417)
to put up his cinema show, which includes
all kinds of -delightful 'films, and the party
closes with a burst of hilarity. In the.
evening Christmas dinner  is- held - at the,
Jack Hulberts' house. Pamela is allowed
to sit up for this, and so is Sinbad, Claude's
nephew, who lives with them, but Jill and
Jaqueline are not considered quite big
enough as yet! Broad hints have been
dropped for -months past as to the nature
of their Christmas presents, and point blank
requests for , a pony, although Claude
and Enid feel that a pony: is somewhat
difficult to accommodate in a London- flat.
However, they think of comprornising
with a stuffed pony for Jaqueline, One of
those lovely ones On Wheels; with harness
that takes off and which can be put on again
only after a- great deal of thought and
concentration. Jill will probably :Let a
new bike, -a real one this tithe, riot a fairy
cycle, for;- after all, she feels she is old
enough-a grown=up' woman of seven.
Topliss Green Junior

Topliss Green's son, aged ten, is going, to
have a marvellous time this year. Topliss
is going down to Folkestone to sing, as he
has done for the past few years, and Mrs.
Green and William are accompanying him.
They are staying at the Pavilion Hotel,
down by the harbour, and Mrs. Green
says that William has the time of his life
there. They have ping-pong tournaments
and all sorts of fun, and on Christmas
afternoon an enormous Christmas tree for
all the children staying in the hotel, and a
fancy dress party. William hasn't yet
decided what he is going to be for this,
and anyway, he is keeping it very secret.
He is devoted to animals, and ever since
he was four he has declared his intention
to be a farmer when he grows up.
Mrs. Green thinks it would be a godd plan -
for him to be trained as a vet., as that would
give him plenty of scope to indulge -his love
of animals, and would also help him
considerably as a farmer. William's one
desire at the moment is for a Shetland pony.
Mrs. Green tells him that he is sure to
have one some day, even if he has to wait
till he is grown up, but William feels that
is rather poor consolation ! He seems to
imagine that it would be quite easy to keep
the pony in the flat in London, and to take
it to the hotel at Christmas, but his parents
share with the Claude Hulberts the view
that ponies in London flats are not really
practicable. What is going to be purchased
for him is. a dog, a wire-haired terrier.
Anne and Eve Foort

Reginald Foort's two little girls, Anne and
Eve, make a lot of their Christmas decora-
tions at school. They are clever and always
have a big party on Christmas Day, and
spend weeks beforehand preparing for it.
They are both very fond of books and
reading of all kinds. They have a great
weakness for Teddy Tail and follow his
daily adventures with the greatest
enthusiasm. Reginald is sure to include
Christmas Annuals amongst their, presents.
Anne and Eve love animals, anything that
is alive and interesting, but are frankly
rather bored with dolls.

Ronald Frankau's small daughter, Rose-
mary, although she is not yet two, is already
manifesting an interest in housekeeping,
and is 'never so happy as when she is pouring
out tea from her, dolls' tea -set. Ronald 18
giving her "an enamelled tea -service for
Christmas.

DELIVERIES
-

-Ensure early delivary of yaur radio requirements by entrusting your
order to us. Our central position' enables us to supply much equipment

itt off which at present there is a shortage. CASH & C.O.D. ORDERS

21/ DESPATCHED BY RETURN,. POST FREE... .

k £5 SUPERHET THREE
tf Complete Kit of parts for this remarkable set

exactly as used by Mr. T. J. Camm.

716
delivery

KIT A. - Complete parts, Cash
or C.O.D. £5,: -or 7/6 secures delivery,
balance by 11 monthly payments of
9/3.

KIT B. Complete parts, including
121. specified valves. Cash or C.O.D.

Secures '
£715,6 or 121- secures delivery and

delivery balance by 11 monthly payments of

W. B. STENTORIAN
W. R. Stentorian
Senior'P.M. Speaker.
Cash Price £2'2,0,
or 216 with order
and 11 monthly
payments of 4/-..

W.B. Stentorian
Standard P.51.
Speaker. Cash Price
£1/12/6, or 2/6 with
order and 11 month-
ly payments of 3/-.

5/6
Secures
delivery

10/ -
Secures

deli very

5/-
Seen res
delivery

5/-
Secures
delivery

.
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New Rothermel-Brush Piezo-Electric
Pick-up. Cash price 1212/0, or 5 6 witli

order and S monthly payment, of 5,-.

Graham Farish Raider Kit, with
valves. Cash prlee, £516/8, or 10, -

with order and 1l monthly pa) went s
of 9/8.

VALVES
Every type of valve replasement r,k
supplied on convenient term,. 3 1" 1

'Valves, Mallard, Cossor or Nar,,ni,
tr.-..

S.C. 1)et., Power, Cash price £1 5'0, Y.
teor 5/- with order and 5 monthly

payments of 4,7. - - e'
.

H.T. ELIMINATOR
Atlas T10/30 N.T. Eliminator and
Trickle Charger combined. price
£3/9.6, or al- with order and 12

monthly payments of 5 11. t-

ALL CARRIAGE PAID

'EST? .-192 5. THE 1PHONENAT1977.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLYE0
11,0AT LANE NOBLE St LONOON,E.C.2

THE IDEAL XMAS GIFT
Having purchased the entire

Listed -at -12-6
Read what

"PRACTICAL
WIRELESS"

says after testing
these speakers:

" . . conq ructors will
be intere.ded in the
announcement that
Messrs. Radio and
Electrical Wholesale
Supply, Ltd.' of 6,
Conduit Street, W.1,
are able to supply a
really good moving coil
speaker for the specially
low price .of 16/6 . .

the sensitivity is of high
order and the speaker
will be found to give
a good performance
even when fed from a
small4.1%. valve, whilst
it -will carry a -consider.
able signal without
distress.' PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, 3-1.1-31.

LIQUIDATION
STOCK

of FAMOUS FACTOR
We offer these

BRAND NEW

FARRAND
INDUCTOR P.M.

MOVING COIL

SPEAKERS
at the amazing

clearance
price of

ONLY (Post Free)

This speaker is of latest
design with full 7 -inch
cone of special fabric for
reproducing perfectly, over
a wide frequency range.
High grade steel magnet
and pressed steel chassis.
Output transformer
(tapped for Power, Super -
Power and Pentode out-
put valves) included. Only
a limited number of these
s alters available, so send

16/6 NOW to-
RADIO and ELECTRICAL WHOLESALE SUPPLY, Ltd.,

6, Conduit Street, London, W.1.

AMAZING
RESULTS!!
BY FITTING A.C. MAINS
VALVES IN YOUR BATTERY
RECEIVER, REWIRING AND

INCORPORATING A-

HEAY ERD
LOW-TENSION MAINS
TRANSFORMER, CONSTANT
POWER AT MINIMUM COST

WILL BE ASSURED.

MODEL OUTPUT PRICE
723 2+2v 3 nips 12/6
727 2-(-2v 5 amps 17/6
731 2+2v 10 amps 22/6

^  .

Send coupon, togethrr with 2.1, in stnini,, fur our
latest 1935 Ilandbook, 3IA1NS POWElt FOR
YOUR RADIO. niche,' with circuit
hints, etc. (aura).

Mr

Address

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO, ".Y2'8" "-LONDON, E .C.2
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IMPRESSIONS ON
THE WAX

Interesting News About Recent Records.

®NE of the problems of a record
company is to be on time with titles.
Often, as in the case of Brunswick,

the titles are American and the matrices
are already in the possession of the English
company, but the publishers hold up the
titles-usually because the numbers in
question are in some musical show or film
and cannot be released until the opening in
London. A typical example was " Night
and Day," which was held up for so many
months, although the song was well known
here all the time. Often, too, by the time

the -records are on sale the demand for the
song has dwindled because people are
becoming tired of -the melody.

The case of " Heat Wave," however, is
more happy. This ,eong, from the most
successful musical show, " As Thousands
Cheer," which was played to capacity in
the States for over a year, has not been
overdone in this country. And the English
Decca Company are dead on time with three
records of itby . Joe Venuti (F5202),
the Casa Loma, with vocal refrain by
Mildred Bailey, the coloured star and wife
of Red Norvo, the famous exponent of the
Marimba and xylophone (01868), and by
The Dorsay BrOthers (01867), who are one of
the outstanding combinations in the States.

A Crippled Singer
Connie Boswell's rendering of " Say It "

(01865) is a very beautiful number. Connie

Arr. F. J. Camm says:
"Hivac Valves ,contribute no small
part to the efficiency of the Hall -Mark

Three. My aim was to produce a receicer

utilising high-class components in a

modern circuit to give a first-class per-

formance, hence the name Hall -Mark

Three. Rigid adherence to my specified

parts will ensure entirely satisfactory

results.
Mr. F. J. Camin, Edi!or of PRACTICAL WIRELESS;

and designer of the "Hall -mark Three."

Vk IVA
THE SCIENTIFIC

BRITISH MADE

FOR THE

"HALL -MARK 3.
Thousands of Dealers already
hold supplies of all these Hivac
Specified Valves. Furthermore
we carry ample stocks to fu'fil
forthcoming orders by dealers.

These are the Hivac
Specified Valves:

D210

PP220

VP215
(4-pin)

Special Notice to Dealers.
Urgent orders may be telephoned from any tart of Gt. Britain, lehoezn

. 'Phones: Clcrkenwell 7587 and 8064.

3/9
6/6

1016
7-9 p.m. at our expense.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES GUARANTEED
High Vacuum Valve Co., Lid., 1 13-1 1 7, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1.

,

Boswell Manages to give something to a
song that no one else seems to achieve.
Maybe this is due to her intensive musical
training. She even " arranges " her accom-
paniments note by note, and spends endless
hours in perfecting her phrasing and mould-
ing the scheme of her song. As you know,
she in unhappily crippled and has to be
carried, or wheeled in an invalid chair.
Realising, therefore, the physical handicap
under which she has to work, her results are
even more astounding. Maybe she is com-
pensated for her 'affliction by being giyen
this glorious voice, which is the most
phenomenal musical factor. in America
to -day; and her services on the radio are
consequently in tremendous demand.
" Love in Bloom"

Next conies the " Street Singer " singing
Love in BlOom " (F5209). Bing Crosby

has already recorded this, and the song is
becoming an outstanding hit. Remem-
bering, the amazing sales the Street Singer
reaches, you can rest assured that his new
record is going to be in best-selling class
within a few weeks.

Frank Crumit ffiakes his first appearance
Decca:Dec on P5-210. As you will know, he

has long been a big seller in this country,
and is, of course, one of America's " sure-
fire " hits. His capture for Decca is regarded
as a great scoop. His songs are always
simple in melody, with humorous words
Which form a complete short story. His
most famous effort was " Abdul Abulbul
Amir." He writes his own material, and
with the provincial market should be a
tremendous success.

The Bolero
" Bolero," by Ravel, is a piece of modern

music that has had a startling world success
in recent years. The film of that title has
been built around Ravel's music, and has
been a tremendous success in this country,
where it is still showing to crowded houses.
The complete dance is recorded on Decca-
Polydor-which takes up four sides, played
by the Lamoureux Orchestra of Paris,
conducted by Ravel himself, and which is
the only authentic recorded version in
existence (CA8015-6).

Realising the importance of this composi-
tion, Decca decided, in response to an
overwhelming number of requests, to record
a condensed version on a one -and -six-
penny record. The choice of orchestra was
difficult, but it was finally handed over to
Harold Ramsay. The reason that Harold
Ramsay was chosen was that he has lately
formed a Symphony Orchestra on most
novel lines, and which is the first of its kind
ih England. In effect, it is modelled on
Paul Whiteman's Orchestra, which is a
combination of jazz and symphony players.
As an indication of the importance of thia
record, the " arrangement, as played by
Harold Ramsay's Orchestra, had to be
approved by Ravel's musical representa-
tives before the record could be made.
The number of this interesting record is
F5236.

" Valencia," which had a world-wide
popularity a few years ago (it sold more
records than any single composition in
history), has been revived by the Massed
Bands of Lew Stone, Alfredo Campoli, and
Don Rietto and his Accordion Band, con-
ducted by George Scott -Wood (F5167).
A Mystery Singer

. I am often amazed at people's efforts to
gain notoriety for themselves. In the case
of this- Mystery Singer, however, I am

(Continued on next page)
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forced to be inquisitive, because I do not
think his is " stunt " publicity.

This singer was recently found by the
B.B.C., and Decca were approached by them
to record him, his first broadcast having
caused considerable stir. ' I was naturally
interested to know who this Mystery
Singer might be, and I visited the recording
studios to find out. Imagine my surprise,
therefore, when I found him alighting from
a taxi, completely masked, and with a
member of the B.B.C. either side of him !

I followed into the studios and watched
him make his record (" A Roving Medley,"
F5252), in the hope that the veil might be
lifted. I was unlucky ; as soon as the re-
cord was completed, he was escorted out
of the building by these two stalwarts and
vanished quickly into thin air, leaving the
whole of the recording staff in complete
wonderment !

A 27 -year -old Hit !
In these days of radio, and the reputed

short life of popular hits, it is interesting
to see that the star " His Master's Voice "
record of recent times is of a song which_
was a hit twenty-seven years ago. " I
love you so," the waltz song from the
" Merry Widow," has been a public favourite
for two generations. Before the first
night of " The Merry Widow " at Daly's,
in 1907, Lehar had some conception of the
possibilities of the song he had written,
and strict orders were given to all members
of the staff not to whistle the tune outside
the theatre. Lovers of good singing must,
therefore, hear the famous American tenor's,
Richard Crooks, recording of " The Merry
Widow Waltz," which is issued on H.M.V.
DB2336, coupled with " Kathleen Mavour-
neen."

Records of Banned Band Concert
Many thousands of brass band enthusiasts

who were unable to hear the performance
of the massed bands at the Crystal Palace
festival at the end of September, owing to
the ban imposed on the broadcast by the
organisers of the festival, will be interested
to know that this did not extend to the
" His Master's Voice " mobile recording
laboratory, which was stationed outside
the Crystal Palace, and Captured on wax
four of the pieces played by the massed
bands. These include Excelsis " march
and " Jesu, Lover of my Soul," on H.M. V.
B8229, and " May Day 'levels " and " Cham-
pion " march medley on H.M.V. B8230.

Another product of this marvellous
laboratory is a medley of war -time songs
and other marches played by the Massed
Bands of the Southern Command, which
was recorded during the Aldershot Tattoo,
and now released on. H.M. V. B8224.

First Peter Pan Record
The imminence of Christmas makes the

" Peter Pan " selection by the London
Palladium Orchestra, on H./11, V. C2693, of
topical interest. The London production
of Barrie's piece, for which this music was
specially written, is always an event of
the Christmas season, and young and old
will have many pleasant memories conjured
up by listening to the first recording of
this music.

Children will want a selection of nursery
rhymes, arranged by Henry Hall, which is
played and sung on H.M.V. B8231 under
the title of " Noah's Ark," whilst Gerry
Fitzgerald, the new star B.B.C. light
vocalist, has made a good record of I
love you so much, Madame " and " Then
I'll be tired of you," on H.M.V. B8226.
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SPECIFIED and USED by Mr. F. J. CAMM
for the.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED
LISTS OF B.T.S. TELEVISION
APPARATUS, SHORT WAVE

RECEIVER KITS and ADAPTORS.

HALL MARK 3
Be well advised - use
only the specified B.T.S.
HALL MARK 3 COILS
and duplicate Mr. F. J.
Can -tires published re-,
sults. There are NO
SUBSTITUTES.

With coloured leads for
easy identification and
mcunting brackets - for
easy assembly. THE

PAIR

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL
RADIO DEALERS. In
cores cJ difficulty, sect( direct.

B. T.
BRITISH TELEVISION SUPPLIES, LTD. BUSH HOUSE, LONDON, W.C.2
Telephone : TEMPLE BAR 0134. Telegrams : TELEVIEW, BUSH. LONDON

fatest andgioatesi /
'2,artietienzegt

THE MARVELLOUS NEW
"STENTORIAN" SPEAKER
Will bring an
unbelievable im-
provement to
your set, be-
cause the new
and exclusive
magnet gives
nearly twice the
volume of any
previous commer-
cial speaker, and
a new method
of speech coil
assembly obtains
astoundingly clear
and faithful tone.
Also, an improved
"Micro lode
device providesaccurate
matching
with any set, or
when used as
an extra speaker.

SEND ONLY2/6
AND

TRY IT
FOR

7 DAYS

W.B. " STENTORIAN " SENIOR model
MS 1. Specified for F. I. Camm's Superhet 3.
Sent to approved customers for 7 days' trial
for only 2/6 deposit. If satisfied, pay further
2/6 at once, then 8 monthly payments of 5!...
(Cash in 7 days, 42/-)
W.B. " STENTORIAN " STANDARD model
PMS 2, sent to approved customers for 7 days'
trial for only 2/6 deposit, If satisfied, pay further
2'6 at once, then 6 monthly payments of 5/-.
(Cash in 7 days, 3216). Full postal address :-

E 71. HERAUDLTD
(Dept. P.66), EDMONTON, LONDON, N.18.
'Phone : Tottenham 2256. Estab'd 35 Years.

INSULATION

Clix obtain maximum insulation
by mounting only the heads of
valve sockets in thin paxolin,
providing true low -loss construc-
tion, with resultant gain in

efficiency "HALLMARK.

CLIX
Specified
for the

Although thin, the insulation is THREE ".
very strong, and will not chip or
fracture with careless treatment.

Folder "N" Free
LECTRO LINX, LTD.
79a, Rochester Row, London, S.W.1
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IDEAL XMAS GIFTS
Home Broadcasting

by your family and friends
A NEW PRACTICAL HOME
MICROPHONE for broadcasting at
home. It. is a general purpose,
'robust mike, with solid bakelite
body, back terminals, front metal
grille. No. -11. New design, finely
finished . . 6/6
No. 11A. Special in solid brass
body, unequalled at the price on
speech and music, 7/6.
P.W. No. 11 TABLE MIKE. No. 11, 5/6This is a splendid Microphone for
speech and music. The bakelite case, containing a
2 -in. mike and transformer, is on a bronze pedestal.
Switch and plug sockets are fitted on the case. It
stands unrivalled for quality and price 15/-.

Fun on your Radio
Lesdix Microphones reproduce
your voice amplified from your
radio set to loud speaker.
5/- MICROPHONE BUTTONS
For all purposes. Usually sold
at 8/6. Our price has always
been 1/-. We have supplied
thousands to home users,

Pedestal Microphones .

Lesdix No. 10B Pedestal, 10in.
high, 12/6. Lesdix Superior No;
12 BB Ring,l4in. Pedes-
tal, 18/6.  ,W.E. Type.
Table Model, 5in. dia.,
for lectures, 35/-.
StudioRecordingMikes.
B.T.H. Moving Coil
P.M. £5: Amplion,
£5 ; Browns D, £8 ;
Ig r a nic Transverse,
£8 ; Western Electric

P.A., £10 , Siemens

Coil for £15; famous
Marconi-Reisz B.B.C.
Model, £18.

CROONERS Lapel
Mikes for Dance Bands. American
type model 12/6

Ericsson model transmitters, stan-
dard type, with stand and mouth-
piece, as illus., 4/6. Postage 1/-.
PARTSfor Home Constructots.Buttons

1/- each, Microphone Carbon Granules,
in glass capsule, for four buttons. Grade
No. 1, 8d., No. 2, Medium 1/-; No. 3,
Fine, 1/6; Carbon, solid back, blocks,
4d. Mouthpieces, curved or straight,
10d. Carbon diaphragms, 55 Mire.; 6d.
Panel Brackets, pivoted, 5/, Reed
Receiv6r for Button`Amplifier
making 3/, Headphones, 1.R., 2/9.

"MICROPHONE MARVELS"
IllustratedBooklet by Lafone,

9d. post free
FREQUENCY RECORDS. Great

4/6 demand for these. We can deliver
froni stock any of the Nos, 90 to 09

previously advertised at the, price of 2/6 per record,
or 20:- for the 20/7,000 cycles set of ten.
LIGHT SENSITIVE -CELLS. Small sensitive resistance
model, gold grids, meisture-proof. L to D ratio 5 to 1,
51- each. Mounted in Bakelite, 7/6. Super Model in
Oxy-brass body with window, -10/ -' Bulb photo Cells,
11.C.A., 251-, B.T.P., 15/-. Relays for above from 7/6.

SEND FOR XMAS BARGAIN LIST " N."

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

" N.W." No. 11
15f-

No.12"B.B."
18/6

218, UPPER THAMES ST., LONDON, E.C.4

10,000 MOTORS: Spring and Electric for
RADIOGRAMS or GRAMOPHONES in stock.
Thousands of components ; Tons
anus, sound boxes. pick-ups, Horns,
pedestal -portable cabinets, hinges,
lidstays, springs. gears, repairs,
Portable Cremes from
Violins, strings. Aceordeonti, etc.
64 -page Catal. how to make them,
2d. All 1035 Brands Radio 70 -page
Catal. 4d- Est. 30 yrs.
The Regent Fittings Co. (D285),

120, Old SI., London, 2.0.1.
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PRACTICAL LETTERS' fROM
'REA S

The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his correspondents.
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily

for publication).

Pictorial versus Theoretical Diagrams
Snc,-I would like to second the sug-

gestion of your correspondent, Peter
Edwards (Copthorne), in the current issue
of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, relative to the
doing away with pictorial diagrams. I
find it impossible to " visualize " the circuit
that is being referred to without first
translating the " pictorial " into its cor-
responding " theoretical " diagram.-PERCY
J. FosTE'R.(Cardiff).

The A.C./D.C. Superhet
SIR,-It is a pleasure to read your live

paper, as it is right up to pie minute in
keeping your readers in touch with the
latest ideas in wireless. The A.C. Superhet 3
is a good example of your foresight in this
respect, as this type of set will appeal to
many. My only regret is that you should
have decided to follow with a D.C. model,
as I should have thought that most D.C.
pers, in view of the eventual change over

would have preferred the universal
Model version. Anyhow, I hope you will in-
troduce the A.C./D.C. model in time to
be built before Christmas.-R. G. MARTIN
(Birkenhead).

[We have already described the D.C. and
A.C. models, and in this issue will be found
advance details of the A.C.ID.C. (universal)
model.-ED.]

A Super Receiver !
SIR,-In the issue of PRACTICAL WIRE-

LESS for Nov. 17th, a reader, Thomas J
Evans, mentions a set with 2 H.F., A.V.C.
and push-pull output, band-pass tuning,
tuning indicator, and an output of 4 to 6
watts. This is just the set I am wanting, and
I hope you will publish a suitable circuit
shortly.-S. Pm:10E7r (Boosbeck).

[Are any other readers interested in this
type of receiver ?-ED.]

A Short-wave Wanted
SIR,-In reply to the query regarding

a short-wave receiver, as suggested by
L. Buckley in PRACTICAL WIRELESS dated
November 17th, 1934, I should like to
mention that such a receiver would suit
my requirements, as I have recently success-
fully passed the P.M.G. second class ex-
amination, and I am considering building
a short-wave transmitter and receiver
when I am permanently settled. As I
would only  require to receive the short
waves, such a receiver would be par-
ticularly suitable.-T. F. TYSON (Earl's
Court, London, S.W.)

Another Tribute
SIR,-I am very interested in the super -

het receivers you are bringing out. The
prices are quite reasonable, and you appear
to have got over many of the faults from
which the superhet suffers. I have not
built one of your sets yet, but shall pro-
bably tackle the A.C./D.C. version.

I like your paper; it is chatty and well
informed, and I feel there is a personal
note-to do the best for your readers.
Many of your ideas I have taken advantage
of with profit. There is one thing which I

think would be of benefit to constructors,
and that is the inclusion in the list of
components of the price of each item.
I am very interested in power packs,
and I liked the " Armada" mains unit-this
set was quite up to a high standard.-
WILLIAM LLEWHELLIN (Coulsdon, Surrey).

[The prices of the various components
may always be ascertained from the adver-
tisement pages, _especially in the kit adver-
tisements.-ED.]

A Colonial Set Wanted
Srft,-May I suggest that your excellent

paper designs a " Colonial set " for short
waves and the medium -wave band for listen-
ers overseas ? I am sure that there are thou-
sands of other enthusiasts who at present
strive with mediocre results to hear English
broadcasting to whom a set designed
especially for their needs would have an
instant apPeal. May I suggest that a
compact battery set with some provision
against " fading " would be just the thing ?

A. RUMBALL (Aboukir, Egypt).
[What do other readers overseas think of

this suggestion ?-ED.]

Earthing to Water Pipes
SIR,-With due respect to the writer of

the article " Aerials and Earths for the
Flat Dweller," appearing in your issue cf
October 27th, I would like to make a few
comments as to suitable earths.

(Continued on opposite page)

CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK

-THAT a simple spark -gap for the aerial
circuit may be constructed by arranging two
pointed strips of metal close together.
-THAT a soldered joint should not be cooled
by dropping water on it or holding it under the
tap.
THAT a gramophone needle may be used to
cut out circles of aluminium for screening
purposes.
-THAT a quick make -and -break should
always be employed when connecting or dis-
connecting components in a circuit carrying
heavy currents.
-THAT an electrolytic condenser must be
mounted in the position indicated on the con-
taining case.
-THAT small -capacity condensers of the
variable type may be constructed by inserting
thick wires into systoflex tubing.
-THAT a rectifying valve glowing blue
indicates a severe overload-most likely from
a punctured reservoir condenser.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a
practical nature suitable for publication in PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. Such articles shonld be 'written on one side
of the paper only, and should contain the name and
address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does not hold
himself responsible for manuscripts, every effort will be
made to return them if a stamped and addressed envelope
is enclosed. All correspondence intended for the Editor
should be addressed : The Editor, PRACTICAL 'WIRELESS,
Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand,

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless
apparatus and to our efforts to keep our readers in roach
with the latest developments, we glee no warranty that
apparatus described in our columns is not the subject
of letters patent.
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(Continued from previous page)

It is frequently difficult to find Aich
pipes run direct from the main, and which
from a cistern. Pipes which supply sinks
can be relied upon as being of the former
category, and, therefore, suitable for
earths. Radiators are queStionable for
using as earth connections, as pipes to these
never run into the earth. I should also like
to point out that if main pipes from earth
are of iron, they cannot be relied upon as.
well as if of lead, for while the latter have
soldered joints, the former merely have
screwed joints, sealed in red lead, and they,
therefore, do not make good electrical
contact.

I trust you will pardon my criticism,
but the errors pointed out might be made
by anyone not acquainted with plumbing
and hot-water fitting.-E. DENIS KNIGHT
(Brighton).

Short..wave 3-valver : Gramophone
Records
SIR,-I have taken your valuable weekly

from No. 1, and I have gained a large
amount of knowledge from it. It is the
finest radio tutor for the amateur, and
its pages are full of interest. I haVe never
written to you before-not even to thank
you for the splendid gifts I have received.
but I do so now, and also make a special
request. Please let us have a good long-
distance short-wave 3-valver. It is always
easy to get the medium or long waves.
The winter is now at hand, and most of us
who have built sets find nothing else to
do except to sit down and tune in. I
would very much like PRACTICAL WIRELESS
to tell us in simple language how to make a
few records for the gramophone ; the
apparatus required, how to use it, and
where to procure the necessary parts.-
HAROLD F. RUMMY (Belfast).

The £5 Superhet Three : Another
Appreciation
Sun,-I should like to congratulate you

upon your latest Home Constructor's Set-
the £5 Superhet Three. The circuit is
obviously a good one, capable of extracting
the last ounce from the valves specified.
I cannot help admiring the modesty with
which you introduce your set to the con-
structing public.

With compliments, and again congratu-
lating you.-ARTRuR W. SMITH (Hasa -
mere).

Astounding Offer !
YOUR FAVOURITE
SNAPSHOT MADE
INTO A 154 -PIECE

JIG -SAW PUZZLE
Size 13" x 10"

Simply send a zlins. by 3Iins. negative with 2/6
P.O. and we Will make from it a GIANT JIG-
SAW PUZZLE of highest quality and return it
neatly boxed with your negative and a small
print to act as key. An ideal Christmas Present

Post 2/6 Free
You may order as many Puzzles as you like at 2/6
each. If you want an additional full size
enlargement simply send a/- extra. Address
"Practical Wireless" Jig -Saw Puzzle Dept.,
14, Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.z.

Cut Out and Attach This Announcement
to Your Order.

"AS NEAR PERFECTION
AS I BELIEVE
P 11J RF ECTION
POSSIBLE . . . ."

Stentorian Senior
(PMSI) - - - 42/-
(100 per cent dust protection.
Oversize cone)

Stentoan Standard 32/6(PMS2)- - -

(pms6)
Stentorian Baby 22/6_

-Says Mr. F. J. Camnt.
The new vivid clarity provided by the unique
" Whiteley " speech coil-the extra sensitivity
given by the new developments in magnetic
material exclusive to W.B. Stentorians-and
the hundred technical refinements to improve
balance of tone and reliability-together bring
a startling new standard of performance which
has amazed technicians throughout the country.

Thousands of listeners have increased the
enjoyment of broadcast entertainment this
new way. You, too, can obtain from your set
a new majestic volume and an illusion of
reality you never believed possible.

BOTHER EXPERTS
Mr. H. J. Barton Chapple, Wh.Sc., B.Sc.
(Hons. Lond.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M.I.B.E,
Hon. M.I.W.T. (the great radio and tele-
vision authority) :-" For tonal quality it
is the best speaker I have heard so far."

" WIRELESS WORLD " :-" A consider-
able increase in efficiency."

" POPULAR WIRELESS " :-" Eclipses
previous standards" and " A valuable
contribution to better broadcasting."

Mr. A. K. ,SOWERS, " AMATEUR
WIRELESS " :-" A definite advance in
design."

Nine dealers out of ten
stock W.B. Stentorians.
Hear one to -day, and
marvel at the difference !

Write for the
new W.B.
"Stentorian"

Leaflet.

100% pro-
tecttenfrorn

dust.

Oversize
cone.

Let the incomparable

STENTORIAN
breathe life into YOUR RADIO !
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., Dept. D, Radio Works, Mansfield, Notts.
Sole Agents in Scotland : Radiovision Ltd.. Sole Agents in I.F.S. : Kelly & Shiel. Ltd.,

233. St. Vincent Street. Glasgow. C.2. 47. Fleet Street. Dublin.

RAND PRIVATE USERS
"It has given my set a new lease of life. I could

not have believed my set (a home -constructed 3 -raise)
capable of such vivid realism. I am proud of it now,
thanks to your great achievement." R. S., Berk-
hamsted.

" ... in fact, no words of mine can express my feel-
ings about this masterpiece of loudspeaker art and I
can only say that from henceforth W.B. Stentorian
is my motto, and I ant proud of A. H. K.,
Brierley Hill.

"I cann,t speak too highly of this marvellous instru-
ment. G. H. N., Altrincharn.

" Thank you for the opportunity to hear radio so
perfectly." R. C., Swindon.

tVeD non -resonant
(ail chassis.

NewWhiteleu
Speech Coil
exclusive to
1V.B. Sten-

torians.

Mansfield"

corpora ling
the amazing
nett., alloy
exclusive to
W.B. "Sten-

Microlode"
feature giving
accurate

matching.

Thro waver
switch ia
" Microlode
circuit to ad-
just foe ire
as " ex t r, a

,teaker.'
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There was a young fellow named
Dick,

At making Radio Sets he eras
slick.

Every Set a success-
Nothing more-nothing less-
" Using FLUXITE "-he said

-" does the trick "

See that FLUXITE is always by you-in the
house - garage workshop - anywhere where
simple speedy soldering is needed. Used for
30 years in Government works and by the
leading Engineers and Manufacturers. OF
ALL IRONMONGERS-IN TINS 4d., 8d.,
1 /4d., and 2/8(1,.
Ask - see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial-
complete with full instructions -7/6. Ask also
for Leaflet on CASE HARDENING STEEL
and TEMPERING TOOLS with - Fluxite

THE FLUX1TE GUN
is a handy and economical tool that enables you
to put the Fluxite where you want it on the soldering
job and is clean and simple to use. Nothing to
remove-no mesa-no trouble. Always READY
FOR USE.
Also used to project
grease into grease
cups, bearings, etc.
Just fill the nozzle portion
-half fill the cup-put to-
gether and press as
required. PRICE I/6d.

I -A*
lb diol,

ALL MECHANICS WILLHAVE

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING,

1FLUXITIS LTD. (Dept. W.P.), DRAGON 'WORKS,
EE RDION OBEY STREET, 8.E.i

,E.1,0111

CLIX and the
"HALLMARK THREE"
At the special request of
Mr. F. J. Comm, the
Editor and designer of
this outstanding set, we
have produced two new

CLIX
Chassis Mounting

STRIPS
and have advised the radio
trade to at once get in full
supplies in readiness for your
demands.

These special Clix two socket
strips are engraved
A. E. and-L.S. +

PRICE 6d, EACH.

Specified for the
"HALLMARK THREE"

QUI Folder "N" free

LECTRO LINX, LTD.,
79a, Rochester Row, London, S.W.1

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

CHRISTMAS, more than any other
season in the year, is the season for
the home. What could be more

delightful, after the Christmas pudding has
been finished, than to take a few well-
chosen records and devise a programme
entirely for your own personal amusement ?

Quito often, these days, a small or large
gift of money is sent to greet you, and there
are few of us who do not like to buy
something really lasting as a reminder of
that kind donor. There is really no excuse
to -day for anyone to grumble about the
price of gramophone records. That excellent
record The Rex costs no more than a
shilling. From this supplement I would
select the Band of H.M. Welsh Guards,
playing a couple of really martial tunes,
complete With vocal work from a quartette.
No, don't be alarmed, for I am perfectly
aware that many of you do not enjoy the
Military Band in its waxen form, so that I
hasten to say that Bobbie Comber, Peggy
Cochrane, Sandy rowel', Morton Downey,
and Bill Scott-Coomber are all issued on
this make of record.

Of course, you may feel like spending
an extra sixpence ; if such is the case you
will find the quiet piano playing of Charlie
Kunz on Sterno entirely to your liking,
to say nothing of the dance rhythms from
Billy Merrin and His Commanders, Man-
tovani and His Tipica Orchestra, and
Sydney Lipton's Band,.

A Fine Organist
There is, a' wealth of talent on Regal-

Zon6phone headed by Reginald Dixon.
Here is an organist with an enormous
following, and a record of his will certainly
not be cast on one sideqf given to a friend
or relation. George Barclay, having sung
his way through the wax, has become an
established favourite. He is an artist who
is well worth watching. For the dance band
fan there are records from Larry Brennan,
Lew Stone, effoe Venuti;" and Billy Cotton,
whilst the Commodore Orchestra and that
of.the Café COlette make merry with the
lighter 'type of standard work. No one
who bas heard Harold Ramsay's Rhythm
Symphony would refuse a souvenir in wax
of this orchestra, and Decca have seen to
it that the public are not to be disappointed.
Billy Reid with his Accordeon Band make
grand records for the same company,
and Roy Fox, one of the most popular of
the band leaders, still retains the top
notch in saleS of Decca Dance Music.
Titterton, Parry Jones. and Gabriel Lavelle,
Maggie Teyte, to say nothing of Piccaver,
are but a, few of the more serious singers who
grace this well-balanced supplement, which
also includes such favourites f:s Lupino
Lane, George Formby, Marie Kendall,
Hetty King, and Randolph Sutton.

If you are interested in American bands
and artists you will have to search carefully
before you find a more comprehensive list
than that offered by .Brunswick, These
records cost two shillings and sixpence, and
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By ROBERT TREDINNICK
bring Bing Crosby, the Boswell Sisters,
the Mills Brothers, the Casa Loma Orches-
tra, Guy Lombardo and His Royal Cana-
dians, Ruth Etting, Victor Young and His
Orchestra, Red Nichols and His Five
Pennies, and Don Redman and His
Orchestra right over the Atlantic to your
homes.

Some Good Parlophone Records
Few of your friends or relations would

refuse a record or records of Tauber, and
this four -shilling Parlophone product is
one of the most popular records on sale
to -clay. Jan Kiepura and Ernst Groh ah:o
appear on the same list. On the two -and -
six Parlophone record we find Leslie
Hutchinson, Patricia Rossborough, t Le
Eastbourne Grand Hotel Orchestra, and
Harry Roy and His Orchestra. Parlophone
also conjures up the name of Sophie Tucker
and Ronald Frankau to our mirds, and
quite recently Larry Gains, the famons
boxer, was added to a list which always
offers something out of the general rut.

Columbia make a speciality of really
first-rate variety records. Elsie and Doris
Waters, Norman Long, Layton and John-
stone, the Western Brothers, Jack
Buchanan, Jessie Matthews, Harry Robbins,
and, of course, the one and only Stanley
Holloway feature in the bill. The B.B.C.
Dance Orchestra, Carroll Gibbons and the
Savoy Hotel Orpheans, Debroy Somers and
His Band, and Gerald() and His Sweet
Music, are all to be obtained on the half-
crown Columbia record. For those who
delight in the more serious music, such
names as Charles Kullman, Hubert Eisdell,
Solomon, Lionel Tertis, Szigeti, Huberman,
the London Symphony Orchestra, the
Bournemouth Municipal Orchestra, and
the B.B.C. Wireless Chorus are all to be
found and obtained on Columbia.
The H.M.V. Lists

His Master's Voice have without doubt
the finest collection of records to interest
the serious minded. The B.B.C. Symphony
Orchestra, the Pro Arte Quartet, Heifetz,
Kreisler, Gigli, Richard Crooks, Caruso,
Miliza Korjus, and a host of other fine
artists can make a permanent niche in our
homes via H.M.V. These records cost in
some cases six shillings each, in others four,
and though that may seem rather a lot to
many of you, I assure you that you cannot
get better value for your money, always
providing that you really appreciate
genuine art. Gracie Fields, Harry Lauder,
Derickson  and Brown, Charles (Gerry)
FitzGerald, and Paul Robeson, all estab-
lished favourites, provide light and
sentimental entertainment, whilst dance
music is played by Jack Jackson and His
Orchestra, Ray Noble and the New Mayfair
Orchestra, Teddy Joyce and His Orchestra,
and Duke Ellington and His Orchestra.

I can only hope that this all -too -rapid
survey of the various supplements may help
some of you when choosing records for
Christmas gifts, and at the same time I
trust that it will be a guide when spending
some of that money you may be fortunate
enough to be given.
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ATAILOGUES
RECEIVED

To save readers trouble, we undertake to send on
catalogues of any of our advertisers. -Merely state, on
a postcard, the names of the firms from whom you
require catalogues, and address it to "Catalogue,"
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11,
Southampton St., Strand, London, IV.C.2. Where
advertisers make -a charge, or require postage, this
should be enclosed with applications for catalogues. No
other correspondence whatsoever 'should be enclosed.

STANDARD WET H.T. BATTERIES
LI, particulars and prices of wet high-tension

1: batteries are given in a folder we have just
received from the Wet H.T. Battery Co. These
batteries, which work on the same principle as the
familiar bell type of cell, are composed of small
Sac-Leclanche cells, each giving 11; volts, and the
iintober use,' depends on the voltage required. 'the
cells consist of small square -shaped jars 'iyhich contain
the tine iliad sae elements, and. the exciting fluid is
made by mixing the powder supplied with water.
Batteries of cells for any voltage can he ordered, and
convenient hardwood trays to hold 32 cells are
available, the ends of the frays being slotted so that
trio or more trays can be placed one above the other.
Terininxls are fitted at each end of the trays.

PETO-SCOTT RECEIVERS
NSSTERS. PETO-SCOTT are known the world

1 over as the leading suppliers of radio -by -mail
on easy terms, and thousands of satisfied customers
testify to the value -for -money obtained in purchasing
their. radio requirements from this firm. A good
example of this service is shown in an attractive folder
which gi ves full particulars and prices:Of four remarkable
receivers, any one of which enables anybody to have
op -to -the -minute radio in their homes for a few
shillings deposit and the balance by monthly instal-
ments. There are a battery Class " B " 4 ; a de luxe
battery baud -pass S.O.3 ; - 4 -valve . screen -grid
Al'. receiver; and a 1 -valve A.C. superhet. Each
reveler, which embodies the latest refinement; in its
Hass, is housed in a beautifully finished walnut cabinet
of modern design.

RADIO. CLUBS
AND SOCIETIES

Club Reports should' not exceed 200 words in length
and should be received First Post each Monday
morning for publication in the following week's issue.

INTERNATIONAL SHORT-WAVE CLUB (MAN-
CHESTER CHAPTER)

71-iF., fifteenth meeting of the above Chapter was
held at the British Legion, Long Street, Middle-

ton, on November 20th, at S p.m. Business matters
about the annual meeting on Deceithber 4th and the
Potato Pie Supper on December 18th were talked
over, then followed a discussion about Morse code,
and several topics with regard to amateur transmitting
were also discussed. Short-wave fans and readers of
PRACTICAL WIRELESS in the district who are not
members of the club will be welcome at the supper ;
full particulars, including price of tickets, etc., 'ran
be obtained from the secretary. This chapter will
commence the New Year with a demonstration on
January 7th of an excellent constructor's short-wave
superheterodyne receiver by a representative of
Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., of Hollimvood. The meeting
will commence at 8 p.m.-R. LAwTON, See., Hi,
Dalton Avenue, Thatch Leach Lane, Whitefield, Nr.
Manchester.

THE CROYDON RADIO SOCIETY
" THE New Season's Valves and Their list," pro-' vided ample scope for an interesting lecture
by Mr. P. W. S. Valentine, D.F.H., A.M.1.E.E., of
the Mullard Valve CO., on Tuesday, November 20th, at
St. Peter's Hall, 8. Croydon, A new range of Universal
valves for A.C., D.C. mains and car radio came first.
Lanteln slides made the features of their construction
very clear, and suggested circuits for them provided
much food for thought, a universal valve super-
heterodyne being particularly absorbing. Ili these
(lays of the superheterodyne :s popularity, the topic of
how to effect frequency changing is always with us,
and Mr. Valentine went through most methods. For
instance, a screen -grid valve .with screen or cathode
coupling could be used, but the octode was better,
for screen -grid frequency changer. its advantage
was due to its providing the coupling between oscillator
and mixer by the electron stream inside the valve
itself. In other words, it was a triode oscillator and
pentode mixer in one envelope, and the state of
affairs as electrons did their stormy passage from
cathode to anode were dealt with iniletail.

Autoinatic volume control, diode detection, delayed
A.V.C. and pentode problems were only a few of the
other valve topics discussed, -and finally the hon.
librarian, Mr. R. P. Jonas, lead a crowded question
hour.-Hon. Secretary, B. L. CcMnrtrits, Maycourt,
Campden Road, S. Croydon.

THE IDEAL XMAS GIFT!
Doubles your enjoyment of Radio

CASH PRICE

HIS great little accessory enables you to tune in accurately and
silently with your eyes. It tells you the relative strength of stations,
whether the wanted station is on the air or not. It is housed in a
neat walnut case and can be used with any set that has A.V.C.

Full instructions with each meter obtainable from your local dealer or
direct from us.

PHILCO
PHILCO RADIO AND TELEVISION CORP. OF GREAT BRITAIN LTD.

AINTREE ROAD, PERIVALE, MIDDLESEX.
(Tel. PERIVALE 3344.)

Cut the crackle out of your
radio by fitting a Belling -Lee

Interference Suppressor. Write for
full information telling you how
Belling -Lee Suppressors, designed
to Post Office specifications, will

cut out radio noises for as little

as 10/6.

CUT THE
CRACKLE
OUT OF

CHRISTMAS
RADIO

oar.

Interference Sup-
pressor, type ii18.
Price, complete
with full instruc-
tions for fitting,

10/6.
Inasommaimmil

COUPON.
Belling & Lee, Ltd.,

Cambridge Arterial
Road, Enfield, M'sex.

Please send free information.

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD, MIPDX

NAME

ADDRESS
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!. SPECIAL NOTE
IWe wish to draw the reader's attention to the I

fact that the Queries Service is intended only
Ifor the solution of problems or difficulties

arising from the construction of receivers
I described in our pages, from articles appearing

in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons-

(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi -valve receivers.

(2) Suggest alterations
receivers described
porn ries,

(8) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.

1 (4) Answer queries over the telephone.
Please note also that all sketches and drawings

1 which are scut to us should bear the name
- and address of the sender.

or modifications of
in our contem-

I

114M.41...1141011,0.M.(1.11.1141111111.0411M04111111.1.0.1...l_.........1

A Defective H.F. Stage
" I had a straight three, the first L.F.

being resistance -capacity coupled and the
output valve transformer coupled. Wishing
to improve matters I added an H.F. stage,
purchasing a pair of matched coils and a
gang condenser. Selectivity is certainly
vastly improved, but the volume from the
four valves is just about half what the three
gave. Also the " reach " of the three
valves, when I put my aerial lead direct on
the detector stage, is much greater. Can you
tell me what is wrong? "-A. Izat (Glasgow).

As the three valves give a better perform-
ance when the aerial is joined direct to the
detector stage it would appear that only
the H.F. stage can be at fault, and we would
suspect the method of coupling the coils.
Without a diagram, however, we cannot
help you to locate the cause. Send us a
sketch of the complete H.F. and detector
portion of the receiver and we will see what
we can do for you.

A Faulty Component
" I have built an S.G. Three as on the

circuit enclosed. The results are very poor,
the set sounding as if it were being operated
from a very low battery, and I can only
get the national programme. What can
be the matter with it ? The batteries are
fully charged and I have a good aerial and
earth."-L. Pegg (Manchester).

The circuit is perfectly correct in every
detail and therefore one of the components
or a valve must be faulty. We would advise
you to check over the receiver carefully,

PRACTICAL WIRELESS December 8th, 1934

LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE
YOUR PROBLEMS^ -

UERIES and 468t meuvsetrybequaettrayched
The coupon on page

o

If a postal rept), isdesired, a stamped ad iiv-

be enclosed. Everyquery and drawing by Our Technical Staffdressed envelope must

which is sent must bear
the name and address of the sender. Sentyour queOes to the Editor, PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, Ceo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11,
Southampton St.. Strand. London, W.C.2.

taking each stage in turn, and if you have
no suitable -testing instruments you will
have to rely upon substitution in order to
verify each part.

NQUIRIES

Mains Transformer and Chokes
" In the article on making L.F. and

output transformers in the issue of April
28th last, you mention previous issues
containing information concerning the con-
struction of mains transformers and chokes.
I should be obliged if you would let me have
details of these copies of " Practical Wire-
less."-J. F. Hughes (Coventry).

The issues in which the construction of
mains transformers and chokes were dealt
with were Nos. 5 and 11. These back nun=
bers are obtainable from the Back Numbers
Department, price 4d. post free.

Modifying the Fury Four
" I .have built the 1933 Fury Four but

should like to improve the selectivity.
What is the best way to do this ? "-J.
Burridge (Portsmouth).

Without going to the expense of con-
verting the receiver into the 1934 Fury
Super, the only thing we can suggest is to
transfer the anode coupling condenser
between VI and V2 -to terminal number 4
on the second coil, and to do the same
thing in the case of the second and third
valves. The result of this will also be
a slight loss of signal strength, but it may
prove worth while in your case.

A Rectifier Query
" I recently purchased from an advertiser

a Westinghouse rectifier, type L.B.1.
Could you tell me the A.C. input to this and
any other details please ? "-F. E. Blarney
(nr. Stockport).

The rectifier is now obsolete, hut is
designed for an output of 6 volts 5 amps.
The A.C. input required is 11 volts, and
therefore you must obtain a transformer
to deliver this. Messrs. Heayberd will be
able to supply this. "The output may .be
modified for 2- or 4 -volt accumulators by
means of a series resistance, and for prefer-
ence an ammeter should be included in the
circuit.

A Pick-up Point
" I have a 4 -valve battery set used as a

radio -gramophone. I have -been using wet
H.T. batteries, and for the pick-up I took
one lead of the pick-up to the detector
valve and the other lead to the E. terminal
on the set, using a 2 -point switch for this
purpose. As I have now gone over to
eliminators for the H.T., my instructions
were to remove the earth lead and take it
to the back of the eliminator, leaving the
E. terminal on the set blank. My problem
is now where to take the other pick-up lead.
May it go to the earth terminal on the
eliminator ? "-G. H. Townsend (Bethnal
Green).

The pick-up should not go to the earth
line at all. It should be plugged into the 1.5
or 3 -volt socket on a grid -bias battery, the
positive side of which should be earthed.
You will probably find that the quality
will be much improved by this connection.
In any case, the change -over to your
eliminator will not affect things, and you
may consider any point which is earthed
in your receiver as still earthed, although it
goes to a. terminal on the eliminator.
However, use bias with the pick-up and
you will get better results.
Four -range Super-Mag Coils

" I have made up the Four -range Super-
Mag Two, but upon trying to get the coils
I am told that they are not now made.
It is rather a disappointment after making
this set, and I should like to know where
I can get the coils."-T. J. Williams
(Llanelly).

We understand that these coils are still
being manufactured, and therefore would
advise you to communicate direct with
the manufacturers, Messrs. Colvern Ltd.,
Mawneys Road, Romford.
Microphonic Valve

"I have just bought a brand-new valve of
well-known make, but find it impossible to
use it on account of microphony. Is this
usual with modern valves ? If so, how can
it be cured ? Yelves (Hendon).

It is certainly an unusual fault with
valves of recent manufacture, and if you
are certain that it is a fault which is due to
the valve, and not to the receiver, we would
advise you to have it tested by the makers.

THE QUERIES COUPON APPEARS1
ON PAGE 468.

NM. 0...........111111.1

FIX A PIX IN YOUR AERIAL
Rid your set of annoying overlap whistling and background and
set really good results. Try one right away. Send us 2/. P.O.
If not satisfied after a week's trial, return it for full refund.

PIX, London, S.E.1.
];:f.44;;)Cam= WITH

HANDY
HOLDER, 2/6
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Miscellaneous -Advertisements
Advertisements are accepted for theie
Columns at the rate of 3d. per word. Words
in black face type and/or capitals are
charged double this rate (minimum charge
3/. per 'paragraph). Display lines are
charged at 6/- per line. All advertisements
Must be prepaid. Radio components Eicher.
tised at Milo* list pride do not carry
manufacturers' guarantee. All communi.
cations should be addressed to the
Advertisement Manager, "Practical Wire.
less," 8, Southampton. Street, Strand,

London.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES
ANNOUNCE a City Branch at 165 and 165a, Fleet

St., E.C. (next door to Anderton's Hotel), for
the convenience of callers ; post orders and callers to
High St., Clapham.

OFFER the Following Manufacturers' Surplus New
Goods at a Fraction of the Original Cost; all

goods guaranteed perfect ; carriage paid over 5/-,
under 5/- postage Gd. extra, I.F.S. and abroad, carriage
extra. Orders under 5/- cannot be sent c.o.d. Please
send for illustrated catalogue, post free.

ALL -ELECTRIC 3 -stage Amplifiers, 200-250v.,
40-60 cycles, 10 watts undistorted output, com-

plete with 5 valves, and :Magnavox Super 66 energised
speaker, 112/10/0.

ELIMINATOR Kits, including transformer, choke,
 Westinghouse metal rectifier, condensers, resist-

ances, and diagram, 120v, 20 m.a., 20/-; trickle
charger, 8/- extra; 750v. 30 milliamps with 4v.
2-4 amps., L.T., 25/- ; trickle charger, 6/6 extra ;
250v. 60 milliamps., with 4v. 3-5 amps. C.T., L.T.,
30/-; 300v. 60 m.a., with 4 volts 3-5 amps., 37/6;
200v. 50 nt.a.' with 4v. 3-5 amps. L.T., 27/6. -

D REM1ER Chokes, 40 milliamps, 25 hys., 4/- ; 65
milliamps, 30 hes., 5/13 150 milliamps, 30 hys.,

10/6 ; 60 Milliamps, 80 hys., 2,500 ohms, 5/6 ; 25 milli -
amps, 20 hys., 2/9 ; 250 milliamps. 30hys., 20/-.

ALL Premier Guaranteed Mains Transformers Have
Engraved Terminal Strips, with terminal co-

nectio»s, input 200-250v., 40-100 cycles, all windings
paper interleaved.

REM LE R H.T.7 Transformer, output 135v. 80P m.a., for voltage doubling, 8/6 ; 4v. 3-4a.. C.T.,
L.T., 2/- extra ; with Westinghouse rectifier, giving
200v. 30 m.a., 17/6.

pREMIER H.T.8 and, 9 Transformers, 250v. 60
ni.a. and 300v. 60 m.a, rectified, with 4v. 3-5a.

and 4v. 1-2a.. C.T., L.T. and screened primary, 10/-;
with Westinghouse rectifier, 15/0.
ORE:MEE: H,.T.10 Transformer, 200w. 100 m.a.

rectified. with 4v. 3-5a, and 4v. 1-2a, C.T., L.T.,
and screened primary, 10/- ; with Westinghouse
rectifier. liko.

PREMIER Mains Transformers, output -350-0-350v.
120 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. 1-2a. (all

with screened primary, 10/-.
PREMIER Mains Transformer, output 250-0-250v.

GO ram., 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. 1-2a. (all C.T.),
with screened primary, 10!-.

IREMIER. Auto Transformers, 100-110/200-250v.
or vice versa, 100 -watt, 10/,

ZgjESLER N ELECTRIC Mains Transformers,
VY300-0-300v. 05 4v. 1-2a., 4v. 2-3a., 6;6 ;

5000 00v. 150 ma., 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. 2-3a.,
4v la. C.T.. 4v. la. C.T.. 19/6.

SPECIAL, Offer of mains Transformers, manufactured
by Phillips, input 100/110v. or 200-250v., out put

189-0-180 volts m.a., 4v. 1 amp., 4v. 3 amps., 4/6;
200-0-200v., 4v. la. 4s:. 3a., 4/6.
IDREM1ER L.T. Charger Kits, consisting of Premier

transformer and -Westinghouse rectifier, input
200-250v. A.C., (putout, Sy-, J, amp., 14/6 , 8v. 1 amp,
17/6 ; 6v., 2 amp., 27/0 ; 30v. 1 amp., 37/6 ; 2v. 1 amp.
11/-.

B.T.H.
Trooped induction Type (A.C. Only), Electric

B Gramophone Motors, 100-250v., 30/- complete;
PECIAL Offer )3.T.H. Gramophone Motors. A.C.S and D.C. 100-250v., 30/- ; listed, ...C.3/3/0. -

001,1,A110 Gramo. Unit, consisting of A.C. motor,
200-250v. high quality pick-up and volume

control, 40/- ; without volume control, 46/-.
DISON BELL Double Spring Gramophone Mr -tors,

LI, complete with turot able and all fittings, a really
sound job, 15/-.
SPECIAL Offer of Wire -Wound Resistances, 4 t

any value up to 50,000 ohms, 1/-; 8 watts tiny
value up to 15,000 ohms, 1/6 ; 15 watts, any value up
to 50,000 ohms, 2/- ; 25 watts, any value up to 50,000
ohms, 2/6.

C'''FRALAB Potentiometers, 400 ohms, 1/-;
50,000, 100,000, 1 meg., any value, 2/-; 200

ohms, wire 11.011/1d, 1/-
SPECIAL OFFER. Kolstar-Brandes (shop-soiled)

Receivers, 2 -.valve Battery Pup, with self-con-
tained Speaker,.ValVes and Batteries, 27/6. 3 -valve
Kobra with self-contained Speaker, Valves and Bat-
teries, 30/6, 3 -valve type 106 (Det., 2 L.F.), set only,
151-. 3 -valve S,G.3, Battery set only 19/6. A.C.
Receiver, Detector, Pentode Rectifier, set only with
valves, -35/-. Typp 169 A.C. S.G. Detector, Pentode,
Rectifier; set only with valves, 49/6. Type 320 A.C.
100/250; 2 S.G., Pet:, Pentode, Rectifier, with valves
and self-contained M.C. Speaker, £6/6/0. Kolstar
6 -valve 100/250 Superhet '20/2,000 metres,
Consol type; with valves and self-contained M.C.
Speaker, £711010.

Coiltinued at top of column three.
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easy rzelma
You'll get it quicker from N.T.S. Any,
items advertised in this lournal on. EasyTerms. Strict Privacy Guaranteed. Cash orC.O.D. if preferred. Orders over 10/- carriage
and C.O.D. Charges paid. SEND FOR QUO-
TATIONS FOR ANYTHING IN RADIO YOU

ARE NEEDING.

For Power, Pentode and
Class " B." Send only 2/6,
balance in 11 monthly payments
of 3/-. Cash or C.O.D. Car-
, rialto Paid

£111216. W.B.Stentori a n
Baby Model.
Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid

1/216, or 2/6
deposit and 9
monthly p a y -
silents of 2/6.

Pets'ad-1935BATTERY3
With Peto-Scott
Moving -Coil Speaker,
Air Cored coils, British
Valyes, Oldham H.T. and
L.T. Batteries, full aerial
equipment, modern cab-
inet. Send only Si-,balance

In 18
monthly
p a y -
mists of
6/-. Cash
or C.O.D.
Ca rriagoPaid
£4/19/6

PETO-SCOTT 1935
Screened Grid 3. Send
only 5/-, balance in 18
monthly payments of 7/9.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, .88/810.

Complete with universal ma tell-
i n g transfor-
mer. Send only
5/-, balance
in 11 monthly
payments o f
6,6. Cash or
C.O.D. Car -ragei Paid
£3110/0.Blue Spot"S t a r"Junior

Model. Casts or C.O.D. Carriage
-Or 2;6 down end 9 monthly paymea

Paid, £111510.
a of 4/-.

NEEDLE ARMATURE PICK-UP
TONE-ARMwtVOLUME CONTROL

Complete with Pick-up rest, flexible lead, 100.000 ohm
Volume Control, instructions and template for fixing
both Tone Arm and Volume Control, Send only 2/0,
balance in 10 monthly payments of 4/3. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £21010,

8 ratagos making possible
over 100 tests. For
Mains or Battery. In
ease, complete with
leads.. Send only 5/-,
balance in 9 monthly
payments of 3/-. Cash
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
£1/9/6. De Luxe
Moving - Coil Model.

Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £21210,
or 5/- deposit and 10 monthly payments of 4./-.

Neiy aarhttes Sa s Co
56, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, ER4:-
Dear Sirs:
(a) Please send me

(h) I enclose Cash/Deposit

NAME

ADDRESS

Pr.W.8/12/34.
SEND FOR LATEST LISTE,

.
(Continued from foot of column one)

POLAR Star manufacturers' model, 3: -gang con-
densers, ftwy- screened, 7/6, with 'trimmers ;

unscreened, 5/-.
AMERICAN Triple gang 0.0005 Condensers, with

Trimmers, 4/11 ; Utility bakelite 2 -gang 0.0005,
screened, with Uniknoh trimmer, and complete slow--
motion dial, 3/6 Polar bakelite condensers, 0.00035,
0.0003, 0.0005,

oRMOND Con ensers, 0.0005 2 -gang semi -shielded,
2/6 ; brass vanes with trimmers, 3/6.

MAGNAVOX D:C. 152, 2,500 ohms, 17/6 ; D.C. 144,
2,500 aims, 12/6 - D.C. 152 magna., 2,500

ohms, 37/6, all complete With Manibucking coils ; please
state whether power or pentode required ; A.C. con-
version kit for above types, 10/-; Magnavox P.M.,
71n. cone, 16/6.

RELIABLE Canned Coils with Circuit accurately
matched, dual range; iron cored, 2/71.

RELIABLE Intervalve Transformers, 2/- ; nn lti-
ratio output transformers, 2/0 ; Microphone

transformers, 50-1 and 100-1, 216. 1-1 or 2-1 Output
Transformers, 2/6.

UTILITY 3 -gang Condensers, 0.0000, fully
screened, with trimmers, ball bearing straight

or superhet, 6/9, complete; with disc drive, 7/11;
the best 3 -gang available.

T.C.C. Condensers, 250v. working, 1 nil., 1/3;
2 mf., 1/9; 4 mf.' 3/-; 4 mt. 4511v, working, ;

4 mf., 750v. working, 6/- ; 2 uff., 750v. working, 3:-.
VARLEY Constant Square Peak Coils. liandpass

type B.P.7 brand new, in maker's cartons, with
instructions, and diagram, 2,4.

VARLEY H.F. Interval) e Coite, B.P.8, land -pass,
complete with inst ructions, in original ca rtons,2/6,

QCREENED H.F. Chokes, by one of the largcet
manufacturers in the country, 1.6.

DREMIER, British -made Meters, moving iron, flush
mounting, accurate, 0-10, 0-15, o-00

0-100, 0-250 m.a., 0-1, 0-5 amps. ; all at 6'-,
WESTERN Electric Condensers, 250v. working,

1 mf., 671. ; 2 mf., 1/- ; 4 mf., 2/. ; 400v. working,
1 nif., 1/- , 2 mf., 1/6.

WIRE -WOUND Potentiometers. 7.000. 2;500,
15,000, 20,000, 50,000, :10,00,1 Lu,tstt,

200,000, 500,000, 2/- each ; 1,000 ohm, ,eilii-voriabie,
carry 150 2/-.
00SMOCORD Pick-ups, complete with arm and

volume control, 10/6. Plessey Pick-up with arm,
15/,
A LARGE Selection of Pedestal, table and radio-

gram cabinets, by best manufacturers at a
fraction of original cost, for callers.

THE following Lines 6d. each, or per dozen. --
Chassis valve holders 5-, 6-, or 7 -pill, cerement

screen -grid leads, any value 1 -watt wire resistariee,
wire end condensers 0.0001 to 0.1, 3 amp. main s witch,. s,
Cyldon capacitors, double trimmers_

SUPER
-MOVING Coil Speakers, handle 10 watts,

energised directlyfroni A.C. mains, maunfaetur,-.1
by world-famous radio and mophone anvil any, 40-,

T.C.C. Electrolytic condcm5r,, v mi. 440v. working,
3/-  4 mf. 440v. work - 5 mt. 50 V. working,

; 50 oaf. 12v. working, I - 1.5 inf. 100 v. working,
1/3; 6 mf. 50 v. working. : mf. 100v. working,
071. ; 8 or 4 mf. 450v. worl,i -.

DUBILIER Dry Dec, roIytit: Condensers, 12
20 v. working, t mf. 50v. working. 1 9.

riO,NDENSER Bloet . N.V. halo. working,
2 2 :-1-I 1 HI

3/-; Dubilier 300 V. worker/.. 4-, .1, ; Phillips
6+4+2-1-1+1, 4/6.

RADIOPHONE Logarithmic Wirewound Potentio-
meter, 10,000 ohms, with mains switch, 2/-;

S.W. H.F. chokes, 10/200 met re,,
CIELESTION P.P.M 19 with Multirat lot ran -former,

listed 48/-, at 25/-. Ditto P.P.M.W., 17.6.
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES Announce the

Purchase of the Complete Stock of a World
Famous Continental valve manufacturer, ell the
following standard main types, fully guarantced, 4,6
each H.L., L. power, medium, high, IOW Mat!, and
variable -mu screen -grids, tie, three and 1,,11- watt
A.C. output, directly heated 200v. Go ma.
full wave rectifiers D.C. t 18 atop.,
SCIWIl grid V.M., If., ILL.

THE Following Types, 0 o each : 350v. leo
full wave rectifier, :Moe. 120 ma.. full stave

rectifier, 21 watt indirectly heafed
THE Following Ameriean TYpes, 4'6: 200, 112.

171, 210, 245, 226, -17, 413, 21, 33, 51, 57, 55, 55,
37, 80, 6A7, 2A7, 83, 27.

THE Following Types, 6,'0 each : 42, 77, 7S, 257.5,
36, 38, 83, 39, 44, 03, 0137, 2A5, 2A6, 267, 07.3,

606, 6A4, 6D0, 617 ; 43, 5O. Send for Complete Valve

GRAMPIAN Permanent Magnet 9 inch Moving
Coil Speakers, handles 4 watts, CM. r -,,I

Transformer, 18/0. Ditto Energised handlc..
2,500 ohms, 21/-.
r'N ItMOND Balanced Armature Cone 1.71M

Magnet Type, 3/-, wit h Pentode Tone Core,-,

10,000.
12,000, 15,1100 ohm wire -wound
meters with mains switch, I..I.

SCorr Aerial and Anode Coils, Dual lb with
Circuit, 2/6 per pair,.

BLUE Spot Energised' Speakers 2,500 ohms type
29D.C., Power and Pentode Transform( r, 9,11.

Ditto Permanent Magnet type, 29PM.. Power, Pmtode,
Push -Pull and Class B transformer, 18,:i1.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES
20-22, High St., Clapham, S.W.4. 'Phone : Macaulay
2188. Nearest station : Clapham North, UL M, rg round.
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RADIO CLEARANCE, 280, HIGH. HOLBORN,

W.C.1, offers the following stupendous bargains,
limited quantities only. To orders over 5/- post free.
'Phone : Holborn 4631.

7VALVE Superhet Alba chassis (by Plessey);,
7 tuned stages; delayed A.V.U. ; local distance

switch ; 7 kc/s separation ; Multard valves; "-A.C.
200-250 volts. Demonstrations daily. Chassis com-
plete with valves, brand new, less speaker and cabinet;
£711010.
Upp AD10 CLEARANCE offers Dorchester 3 Valve
IN Screen Grid Detector, Power, or Pentode Battery
Chassis, including all first-class Components, brand
new, completely wired; .at 35/-, less Valves.
RADIO CLEARANCE makes special offer of a
1--N, limited quantity S,T.600 Dorchester Kits to
designer's specification, including Colvern Coils,
Polar Condensers, T.C.C. Fixed Condensers, R.I.
Hypermit c Transformer, Metallised Baseboard, Ready
drilled Panel and Terminal Strip, list price, £5/17/0;
our price, 3:3/10/0.

RADIO CLEARANCE offers 1 Watt Resistances,
well-known make, all sizes, 6d. each.

ADIO CLEARANCE offers Wego 2 mfd. Con-
n. densers, canned type, ls. each.

RADIO
CLEARANCE offers 8 mild. Dry Electro-

lytic 500 volt working, well-known make, 2/6
each.

R4DIO CLEARANCE offers White Sleeving,
11 man., Pd. doz. lengths.

RADIO CLEARANCE offers 'Pelson 0001-00015
Reaction Condensers and 0003 Tuning Condensers

7d, each.
4D10 CLEARANCE offers British Radiophonef 3 -gang Condensers with 3 0005 sections, complete

with Dial, Escutcheon, and Pilot Holder, 7/6 each. -

RADIO CLEARANCE offers 1/25 H.P. Motors
(Gilbert) 100-115 Volts A.C. for Television,

suitable for 200-250 Volts for use with 700 Ohm
Resistances or 30 Watt Lamps, price, 10/0.

RADIO CLEARANCE offers Variable Power
Resistances by well-known maker, 0-100 Ohms;

Price 3/- each, exceptional value.
ADIO CLEARANCE offers British RadiophoneRADIO

Gang Condensers, 2X0 .0005 and 110
kc/s oscillator section complete with knob, drive,
escutcheon ; 7/6 post free.

RADIO
CLEARANCE offers British Radiophone

110 kc/s Intermediate Frequency Transformers,'
3/-.

RADIO CLEARANCE offers 8,000 Ohm Volume
Controls, Log. type, with Q.M.B. switch, by

G.E.C., 2/6.
RADIO CLEARANCE offers Set of Band -Pass

Coils, manufacturer's type, with circuit diagram,
suitable for tuned grid or tuned anode; set of 3 coils,
4/6.

ADIO CLEARANCE offers Parallel Feed Trans -
1 --N, formers, ratio 6-1, by well-known manufacturer,

RADIO CLEARANCE offers Mains Transformers,
unshrouded, manufacturer's type, primary

200-250, secondary 320-0-320v. at 70 m.a., 2-0-2v.
at 3 amps, 6/6 post free.

ADIO CLEARANCE offers Mains Transformers,
shrouded, with terminals, primary 200-250v.,

secondaries 320-0-320 at 70 m.a., 2-0-2 at 21a., 2-0-2
at CIS., 10/6 post free.
R ADIO CLEARANCE offers Magnaeore Q.P.P.
11 Chokes, price 2/11.
Ubs ADIO CLEARANCE offers Magnaeore Class B
IN Chokes, price 2/11.

RADIO CLEARANCE offers L.F. Transformers,
3 : 1 and 5 : 1, manufacturer's type, 1/6 each.

RAM)
CLEARANCE offers L.F. Transformers,

shrouded, 3 : 1 and 5 : 1, price 1/9 each.
RADIO CLEARANCE offeraSteel Chassis, cadmium

plated, drilled ready for use, 3 Valve, 1/-.
RADIO CLEARANCE offers Metal Chassis, 2-,

3- and fitted with Valve Holders and Terminal
Strip, 2/-.

RADIO CLEARANCE offers "Centralab " Poten-
tiometers, 50,000 ohms, price 1/6 each.

RADIO CLEARANCE oilers Philips Eliminator
Transformers, 150 volts at 30 milliamps., 4 volts,

1 amp., various inputs, 1/6.
RADIO CLEARANCE offers T.C.C. Condensers.

0.5 mfd. 800 volt D.C. working, 1/- each ; T.C.C.
Condensers, 1 mfd. 250 volt D.C. working, 1/- each;
T.C.C. Condensers, 1 mfd. 450 volt D.C. working,
1/3 each ; T.C.C. Condensers, 1 mfd. 800 volt D.C.
working, 1/6 each; T.C.C. Condensers, 2 mfd. 405
volt working, 1/6 each; T.C.C. Condensers, 6 mfd.
250 volt D.C. working, 2/- each; T.C.C. Condensers,
6 mfd., 350 volt D.C. working, 2/6 each ; T.C.C.
Condensers, 4 mfd., block, 0.5, 0.5, 0.6, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5,
and 1 mfd. 250 volt A.C. working, 2/6 each.
RADIO CLEARANCE, 280, High Holborn, W.C.1.

'Phone: Holborn 4631.

R

RADIALADDIN (Disposals), Ltd. Exchange your
old set for any new model, balance cash or H.P.

Write for free quotation to largest radio exchange
In U.K. Also clearance sale of reconditioned sets
and radiograms at gift prices £1 to £10. Write for
list. -46, Brewer Street, Piccadilly Circus, W.1.
Gerrard 4055.

CFEARER REPAIRS -REWINDING. New cones/
coils fitted 111/c speakers, fields rewound any

resistance. L.F. Mains Transformers, etc., rewound or
made to special order. ARMATURE WINDING.
Satisfaction guaranteed, Trade invited.

WEEDON P.L.R. Co., Dept. 0, 80, Lonsdale
Avenue, London, E.G. (Orangewood 1837).

 PETO!.SCOTT
A. C. BAND-PASS S.G.4
PR CE 111 : 1 : U BARGAIN 17 :17 6.

YOURS FOR Cash or C.O.D., Carr. Pd.

And 17 monthly
payments of 10-/.
Another wonderful
bargain that will be eagerly
and quicklysecured. Brand new. Tested -

and guaranteed by N.T.S. Send your order now before
stocks are exhausted. Absolutelycomplete. Ready to play.
 Single -knob Tuning.  200-250 A.C. (40-100
 Illuminated Wavelength cycles).

Scale.  Inlaid Walnut Cabinet.
 Combined Volume Con-  3 -ins Waving -Coil

trol and On -Off Switch. Speaker. -

 Pick-up Sockets.  4 B.V.A. Valves (in-
Bandpass Tuning. eluding Rectifier).

1935 PETO-SCOTT SCREENED 3
GRID

With Peto-S so tt Moving -Coil
Speaker, screened coils, British
Valves. Oldham H.T. and L.T.

Batteries, full
aerial equip-
ment, modern
Cabinet. Ready
to play. Cash
or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid,
26/6/0. Or 5/ -
do, n and 18
monthly pay-
ments of 7/9.

 SEND FOR BARGAIN LISTS 
NEW TIMES SALES Co. EIP:Oev,1.1:utste,

_ .
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EASY PAYMENTS
"There's no place like HOLMES"
W.B. SPEAKERS.

This year's finest value
STENTORIAN SENIOR.. 421 -
STENTORIAN STANDARD - 32/6
STENTORIAN BABY 22/6

Deposit Monthly
Payment

4/7 9 of 4/7
415 7 of 9/5
41- 5 of 4/1

KIT SETS 'We -arenas recommend.'
TELSEN 323 KIT .. 29/6 4/-
TELSEN 5.G.3 KIT 3916 4/4
Lunn SKYSCRAPER 3 - 77/6 7/-
LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 4 112/6 10/ -

COMPLETE SETS 'Unbeatable value.
COSSOR MELODY MAKER 352 110/- 10/10 11 of 10/-
COSSOR ALL ELECTRIC 357.. 159/- 14/7 11 of 1417
G.E.C. BATTERY COMPACT 3 117/6 10/9 11 of 11/9
FERRANTI LANCASTRIA 812.12 23/- 11 of 23/-

7 of 4/1
9 of 4/4

11 of 7/-
11 of 10/3

ACCESSORIES of merit and One value
EXIDE H.T. ACC. 120v. .. 60/- 6/- 9 of 6/8
ATLAS ELIMINATOR T 10/30 60/6 fit- 11 of 6/4
AVOMINOR METER .. 40/- 5/6 7 of 5/6
B.T.H. LATEST PICK-UP 40/- 4/5 9 of 415
Parts for any set. Any make of speaker.

New goods obtained for every order.
Send us a list of the parts you require, or the set you have selected
and we will send you a definite quotation. Ten years' advertisers

in Wireless Press. Thousands of satisfied customers.

H. W. HOLMES,
29, Foley Street, Great Portland Street,
London, W.1. 'Phone : Museum 1414.

SEND TO FOYLES
FOR BOOKS!

All the best books for Christmas Gifts.
Over two million volumes In stock. Catalogues five on

mentioning your interests.
119-125, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2.

Telephone :Gerrard 5660 (10 lines).

TELEVISION
One Television Moving Pictures this Xmas. Vision
Receiver Outfit easily connected to your wireless when
required for Television. Popular Model. 701-, amt
post paid from:- BENNETT TELEVISION CO.,

RE.DHILL, SURREY.

PEARL & PEARL
100, BisheMsgate, London,' All the following
bargains guaranteed .new goodS. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid.

SPECIAL XMAS BARGAINS
ELIMINATORS. Special purchase of large quantity

of Lincoln -Stewart- eliminators- enables us to
offer them at sacrifice prices. - All models O.K. for
200-250v.. D.C. 25- milliamp output, 9/11 ; A.C.
30 inilliamp output with Westinghouse Rectifier, etc.,
24/11, or with half amp Trickle Charger incorporated,
price only 37/6. All fully guaranteed.

DICK
-UPS. Amplion latest model -pick-up and .

tone arm, with volume control incorporated.
List 25/- ; -Our price 17/6. ' " -

MICROPHONES.. Super -sensitive mikes, complete
on base with built-in transformer. Full instruc-

tions included ; our price 6/11. .

COILS. Lotus triple ganged band-uass coil unit
complete. Suitable for mains or battery sets;.

comprises 3 screened coils on metal base, wavechange
and radio-gramo switch ; all terminal connections
shown _engraved ; full instructions with every unit.
List 27/6, an outstanding bargain at 12/11 each.

LISSEN LN.5181 3 ganged superhet. coil units
for A.C. or Battery sets, with circuits and

diagrams. Over 750 already sold to " P.W." readers.
List price 30/- now offered at special price, 6/6 only:

UCERNE 'COILS. New Lucerne Dual -RangeIe
coils, 1/8 each. Screened Iron -Cored Dual Coils

with circuits, 1/11 each.
SPEAKERS. Imuophon permanent magnet, moving

coil speakers (8 -inch cone), with universal tirtaAils-.
former. Suit all receivers. List 32/6, our price

isoen Cone speakers, complete, 5/11. Lissen plaque
-Loudspeakers, wonderful tone. List 15/- ; our price
5/1.1. Triotron 4 -pole balanced -armature speaker
Units, type " B " ; sensitive, beautiful tone. List
22/6 ; our price 6/11.

COLUMBIA 2 -valve Battery Receiver complete
with Batteries, Accumulator, Speaker andMarconi valves, in attractive Oak cabinet. list

4 gns. ; our price 42/-, carriage paid.
" r SI.TP1;;1IHE... " Kits supplied. Details and

prices on request..
-

CONDENSERS. Lotus variable (2 gang .0005)
condensers, screened ; complete with illuminated

Friction drive dial, knob and trimmers, as sold at
14/- ; our price 816 ; limited nmnber.
!GRAN lc variable 3 -gang .0005 condensers with

trimmers, completely- screened. List 17/6; ourprice 7:6.
TRANSFORMERS. Igranic Class B Transformers,

tapped 1-1 and 11-1. list price 11/6 ; our price
4/ 11. Amplion Class 13 Output Chokes, tapped 1-1,
1.5- and 3-1. Ideal for matching ink speali.ers.
List l; our price 4/11.

ALL ABOVE SENT POST PAID
CABINETS. 600 only, Horizontal cabinets (made '

for Cromwell) 23in. wide, 8in. deep, ii iu. high.
Polished walnut veneer, additional battle behind
speaker grille. Our price to clear, 6/6 only. Carriage
forward.

LARGE RECEIVER CABINETS, highly polished,
as used for " cnomwELL " 8 -valve Superbet.

Measurements 22in. high, 17in. wide, 111 in. deep.
Finished in contrasting rosewood and walnut veneers.
Special additional battle on speaker fret. Cost over
£2 to make. Few only, at 15/- each. Carriage forward.

SPECIAL SUNDRY BARGAINS
All Post Paid, for Xmas

rNIIIIISTIIAS Decoration Lamps. Set of 18 com-
plete in assorted colours any voltage, 4/11.

Triotron electrolytic condensers ; 8 mfd., 450 volt
working, 2/11 each ; 25 tad., 350 volt working, 3/6
each. Triotron Class " B " Valves, type E220B.
I.ist 10/6 ; our price 5/1.

AMPLION Binocular H.F. Chokes. Totally enclosed
in bakelite case. List 4/6. Our price, 2/3.Lots of 3 dozen assorted Dubilier fixed condensers,

1/9 each lot. 4 -pia Chassis -mounting Valve holders,
-3d. each; 6 for 2/-. 7 -pin type, 7d. each, 6 for 3/-.

Variable tuning condensers, .0003 mfd., 1/- each.Igranic 2 -pole rotary switches, 1/- each. Igranic
Short-wave chokes, 1/- each. Double. reading volt-meters, 1/9 each. Accumulator Hydrometers, com-
plete with float, 1/. each. Sovereign lightning -arresters, 6d. each.
FREE. Our latest fully revised Bargain List " N,"'

now ready. Send p.c. for your copy.
All Mail Orders Direct to

PEARL & PEARL,
190, Bishopsgate, I °futon, E.C.2. Tele. : Bishops-' gate 1212.

MAINS Transformers, choices, etc., to specification
repairs promptly executed. Guaranteed satis-faction. Prices on request. Henry Peace, Ltd.,

Wednesbury, Staffs.

TELEVISION -A BRIEF SURVEY. This hand- -

book sent for 71 post free. Giving the beginner
'e complete outline. -Bailey and Co., Ltd., -Television
and Radio Engineers, Denton, Manchester.

ALL REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers, priers_
quoted. Loud -speakers, L.F. and Speech

Transformers, 4/- each. Post free. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Prompt service.-L.S. Repair Service,
5, Balham Grove ;London ;Battersea 1321,
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BIRMINGHAM RADIO MART
COMPARE PRICES ; REMEMBERING OUR SLOGAN.

NEW GOODS. NO JUNK.
RADIGMART.-Lissen 2 -gang coils, screened and

switched, with SG3 circuits (listed 17/6), 5/11.

1.N,
ADIOMART.-Utility 2 -gang ball -bearing air -

spaced .0005, fully screened, trimmers (listed
18/-), 5/10. With dial, 6/11.

RADIOMART.-Utility 8 -gang superhet as above,
6/9. With dial, 7/11. Utility single bakelite .0005

with dial, 2/-.
RADIOMART.-Utility illuminated wavelength

straight line dials (light moves with pointer), 3/6.
ADTOMART.-Magnavox" Class B" P.M. speakers,R 16/6. Igranic driver transformers, 1/11.

D ADIOMART.-Igraulc Parvo 3/-1 L.F. transform-
ers (list 8/6), 1/11. Ericsson (list 15/-), 1/0.

RADIOMART.-Brand new condensers, eminent
maker, 4 mfd. 250v., 2/3 ; 4 mfd. 350v., 2/0 ;

4 mfd. 500v., 3/6 ; 2 Ina 500v., 1/10 ; 1 mfd. 250v.,
11-; 1 mfd. 350v., 1/4; 1 mfd. 500v., 1/6. Note:
These are working voltages.

RADIOMART.-Boxed Ekco eliminator AC18 (list
£3/7/6), 29/6. DC25 (list 39/6), 18/6.

RADIOMART -Boxed Telsen 28MA eliminators
with charger (list £4/17/6), 45/-. Same, but with

4v. A.C., instead of charger (list 13/7/6), 37/6.
RADIOALA.RT.-193.1 Cossor Melody Maker Kits,

unopened cartons, complete speaker, cabinet,
valves, Model 320 (list S5/7/6), 72/6.

RADIOMART.-Screened iron -cored dual -range coils
with reaction (circuits enclosed), 2/11. Igranic

iron -core dual -range short-wave, 3/3.
D ADIOMART.-Belling Lee plain ebonite terminals.

ld. Belling Lee 1, 15, 3 -amp. fuses, 2d.
RADIOMART.-Short-wave H.F. chokes, 9d. Pye

Loloss valve holders, 4d. Freementite ditto, fal.
D ADIOMART-Purchases Over -Produced Stock
IA Leading Continental Valveinaker. Super valves,
sensational prices.
D ADIOALUIT.-A.C. types at /6.
IN NHL.. VMSG., PT4, SGLA,4 SGHA.

HETen., MR.,

4DIO3LART.-American types at 4/6. 13%250,
IN UE245, UX210, UY24, UY35, UY27, 46, 2A7,
0A7, 80, 81, 56.

ADIOMART.-Our List (11d. post free) gives
thousands similar bargains. All goods over 6/ -

post free.
TELSEN, 7/6. Radlogrand transformers, 3 and 5/1,

new and boxed, 3/9. British Radiophone 110
L.F. transfortheis, brand new, 2/6.

RADIOMART.Please rememoer all goods are new,
no catch -Penny lines ever advertised. For a

Square Deal Every Time. .

RADIOMART,_19,,John Bright. Street. Birmintham.

I0/6 Only!!-Brand new manufacturers' surplus
moving coil speakers, made by one of the well-

known British makers energised, 2,500 or 6,500 ohms
field, power or pentode transformer, Sin, cone; 10/6
each.

12/6 powerful._,Ais)eaalkli,r'eelanlptattholf0hina.ncgliiinee,,
a lta'ergr3e'

out puts.I5'6
rci',','!,3'B-i,',-coil

rOnly!!-Band
speaker,

Tinilaarft,,lic, totilireerosf:tstitetrEelrsi ts

known British makers ; permanent magnet model of
high efficiency, with power or pentode transformer,
Fitt. cone; 1510 each.

17
/4.Only ! !As. above but. with 10in. cone ; ideal
/ U for use with quality receivers.

Only ! !-Brand new cabinets, suitable for any
of above speakers ; 2/9 each only ; secure one

of these amazing speaker bargains now ; repeat
orders are coming in daily ; cash with order, or c.o.d.-
Hulbert, 6, Conduit St., W.1.

2/9

TEL following unused set manufacturers' Surplus;
all goods guaranteed perfect ; immediate delivery.

MAGNAVOX speakers, complete with hum -bucking
coil, output transformers, etc. DC152 (Sin. cone),

- 22/6. DC154 (7in. cone), 10/, Rola FO, 17/6. F7, 25/-.
All with 2,500 or 6,500 ohms fields. Rola FGPM, 18/-.
F7PAL 25/-.

WESTINGHOUSE rectifiers, 1:11'8, 0/6. 11T9, 10/-.
HT10, LT5, LT4, 10/9. Regentone trans-

formers for 11T8 or 11T9 with 4v, 4amp TA' winding,
7/-. Eliminators, first-class make. Out puts 150v,
25ma, SG and detector. AC type with Westinghouse
rectifier, 25/-. AC type with .5 amp trickle -charger,
30/-. DC type, 12/6.

DUBILIER or TCC dry electrolytic condensers ;
8mfds or 4mfds, 500v working, 50nfds, 50v,

200mfds, 10v, 313. 50mfds, 15v, and 15mfds, 100v,
2/3. 50mfds, 12v, TCC type " 31 " condensers,
any value up to .001mfils, Gd. Duhilier or Erie
resistances. 1 watt type, 7d. 2 watt, 1/2. 3 watt, 1/0.
Send for comprehensive list.

WARD, 45, Fan-ingdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Telephone : Holborn 0703.

WANTED, good modern wireless parts, sets,
eliminators, meters, valves, speakers, etc.

Spot cash waiting. Exchanges. Send or bring. We
pay more than any other dealer. Open 9-8.-Univer-
sity Radio, 142, Drummond St., Euston, N.W.1.

HIGHEST possible aloieincemade on used wireless
goods in exchange for new sets, components,

or Pete -Scott kits. All latest receivers supplied on
easiest of terms.-R. Wigfield, Furlong Road, Gold-
thorpe, Yorks.

r`eery

To Socass"
IRISH FREE STATE
COMPONENTS - RECEIVERS

ACCESSORIES.
For quickest supplies of your requirements send us

your orders.
All first specified components for F. J. Carom's

Superhet. Peto-Scott Kits. Speakers : W.13.,
Rola, etc. Eddystone Short -Wave components.

We can supply any Component, Speaker or other
Accessory for receivers described in this or similar
Wireless paper.

Kits for Cossor, Lissen, etc., stocked, also all
leading makes of receivers.

Place your orders now and avoid the Christmas rush.
Post orders given prompt and careful attention.

W. B. KAY, 21, South King Street, Dublin.
Phone : 51975.

RADIO GRAM

/CABIpptucC NETS
RR/ P 0 LSHEDci
1"0"" CABINI

ol
-ET FOR solo

No Middle Profits.
Famous maker ottem finest Radio
Furulture. As 5 -applied to IIBCy
a quality and valve Imptx.ible to
better. Beautifully hand -Polished I
GUARANTEED Piano -tone
aeons tl call y.

DIRECT-on FREE TRIAL
(or 10/4 monthly).

LIST FREE! From makers,

Cabinet IPA.) Works, Albion Road,
Realerhealh, near London.

CUT H.T. BILLS IN HALF
Itccharoe, heel!

Orrertioht

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Entlincess'Guick
containing the widest
choice of engineering
courses in the world
OutIlles The T.I.D.11.'m up-to-date, home -
study Courses in Wireless, Electrical and
Mechanical Engineering, idc. Shone, bow
to become A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.W.T..
A.Rad.A., etc., ant loin to qualify
for a rued -paid loot. Training
until Stiegessflil nuaranleed.
WRITE NOW for Free Guide.
THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTI-
TUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN.
42, Temple Bar House, Loudon.
E.C.4. (Founded 1917. 19,000
Successes.)

Net only does the Standard
\Vet 11.T. Battery last
years and save pounds on dry

it greatly
leirfOrinunee. " It has made
my set equal to any mains

Anti coltdde for selectivity and volume,
supplied easily the best battery I have
bad at double the cost, no fading at all," writes 11r. Tvala, Wham.
Solve your H.T. problem once mad for all ,-iretall a Standard.
Replenish at io,oi -tilaCh all. 120v. 12,900 ma., £2 tam
paid. .All Standard IIT'. ,par.-' tupplied. Wates L.T. Batten,
ample current ler 1 year, El carriage paid. Write:
WET H.T. BATTERY CO. (Pr.) 95, Dean Street,
Oxford Street, W.I. Nufe new adders,. Gerrard 8121.

add E K LY
to yoult -eaUitug

by charging accumulatorsin your spare time.
CennMe plant for .A.C. Incorp2ratin7
Wrstieghoure Red/fere to charge 155 L.T.
cell., meekly. Trade price 44. or hl.

monthly. Send far desreiplirc Book!et.
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SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS B t at

RECEIVERS.-G.E.O. Osram Four -valve (Actual)
Sets. Complete with four Osram valves,

permanent magnet moving -coil speaker, Magnificent
pedestal cabinet. Ready to use on all voltages.
A,C, all Oeram proprietary components In original
sealed cartons, 86/15/- (list S15/15/-). An exceptional
bargain,

011.S.--Igranic Super -bet Set of Four (1 one.,
2 I.F. with Pigtalla, 1 LI". l'laln), 12/6 (list 50/-).

Lissen Superhet three coil Eft. screened Ganged on
Base with ratite!). Type L.N. 5181, 0/0. Same
description for Band Pass or any straight circuit.
Type L.N. 5102, 7/-.

VA L E y Constant Snare Peak Colin 11.P. 5.
complete with all accessories In scaled cartons, 2/a.

LEWCOS B. P. P./It, T.B.E.1C, .8.C./120 ( Extem!or)
T.O. Silt, all at h3/0 eac.
KDIC-UPS.-Marconi 'Model E. 25 (1935 Issue).
21/- (list 32/6).

CoNliENSERS.-1.otuA. 3 -gang, 12/15 ; 2 -gang, ay, ;
A 11 (opacity 0.0005. Fully aereenc.I with

1 riiiinivr, complete with dial..., knoki and c, coutehn
Special bargain lisle. Ple-sy littir-tra tut maiden.: er ,

superhet. type. Fully sereetiiid with trimmer, it -

dial-(, standard dial will lit, 11M1
DrIUL ]lilt Bloch Colidetwers, I ml I( (2 NI a I)

volt, 2j II 1.5 lilt I. (2.25 a 2.2.5), ;v.;
T.c.C. (0.1 a 0.011, 113 earl),
Q CEA E Perin:moot tda t

Moving -Coil Toindorloffi-
cone); Blue Spot 61)11 1 nis, brand new al,d icri.c.ci.

4c5of.T.ilete mounted on Nue:

mISCELLANEOUS.-11-e+Ut0hollse Metal
ELT. 6, 7, 8, BA Morse Tittildruz It, y

with flash signal and buzzer, complete with trat I cry and
bulb, 2/-, Mille Stat is Cut -Outs, dennitely ut, eut
all electrical interference and utiwatitt:el II -ltd
at 1210, our price 2;3. Brand new and boNe1 with
simple fixing lest rued ions. slate vchot her A.C., D.C. iir
Battery Set. Note Priee, 23 (list 11

LISSEN General Purposo output Cheitcs, 20i2it
henries, 18/60 m.a.. L.N. Cteh.

LEWCOS Superhet, dual trace tram e 9'-.

THOUSANDS of other liergaini. Callers are ri,siired
of a tremendous nlvire4 In all br tnehe, of

needs by visiting any of our shop'. .111 1935 re-rivera
can be supplied on the most favourable hlre-pureffitce
terms.

ALL goods guaranteed and sent post 1414.

EWAN/211ES at 46, 1.11e Street, W.C.2 ;
.1011 Leicester Street. W. ; 271;175, High nc,,m,
Willesden Green, N.W.10. All M.sil Orders to 321,
End on Road. N.W.1.

StI1=111131tN RADIO, 323, Euston Road, loreirm
N.W.1 (near Warren St. 'Puts-). 'Phone:

31u,eum 6321.

V.% l'ermanciit
1.011,1,peaker,,, Wilt-Yr.-al, stilt:tide for u ,

',otter or pentode ; mine, 1 7. B ;
Energked 2,:010 or 11:011, lithi, Yuieo. 2 2 -
cone, 11 1AII new withMimblieltint;

VAC XIIA 1.4.-litin,Mmin Clas, It I
tc, 1, li/t1; TiCTIClOt/t. 5/9 ; Vt1111111P t-it111".

Radiophone, with switell, 5,0011 to 7.10 tee', 1: 1..

re -t I

:v., 11.T. ht ;

W.X ; main traii-fornicrA ntarchr.,1
bed I.ondou make, guaranteed ,1 tyy an I ; ; ;,r
1-1.1'.5 and transformer, 17

V.t 11.1.1.1..-Itot r,, , Iris -31r-

; 11.1%11. litho -it-. I; o : I. ilophom, I

others Irons 10/. ; Trn I Iodic
rnotors, Collar° :12 mcd.o.

VAlr Xll 1 LJ Oul.ilh r1;
electrolytic, iruts.

uott.;;;;;.t. fi; I1,/1,tir I, I I I I/l
.11,t2. it II 1,1.1l ,titttl, I.I.

TT 0[1/.
T

Cl

I 1111 ',I .1 11,1 . 1 .1.

I "VA ,n It I. 1

tapped I
superh tl[ ' T . I ''

V.11 111

T [tt'titIT T. 11 tI

35.'-: Cl ti .t. [.t r

VA I11.11.1.. 111,1

:; all
7 -pill rid., 5pill 7d. ; b.
Or over, or c.o.d.

VAUXHALL rrit,11-1)
river Denny's Ii,- 1: I f

9335. Send postcard for li-c -

EX PE It I M ENTF.118' CIIIII;s1 \I IS 41;4-
500 pareel-A itch 'IA 1.51111,4i+

30/- value for .1,10, earl -lade I1-, Fr,o taith ri
for re.0"r,,a,....__Teyier, \Le col:, v 'drat ,Ilielderdithl.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
6d. EVERY MONTH
i'ublished by GEO. NEWNES, Ltd.,

6-11. Southampton Street, Strand. W.C.2,
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UTILITY SALES.Thia week's selection of new
lints, all perfect, in time for Christmas.

SYN0b1110N1SED Electric clocks, 200/250 A.C. (50
cycles). Beautiful finish. Keeps correct B.B.C.

thee signals. Real present, 15/-.

ELlic'
IRIC CLOCK, Ilandsonie balcelite battery,

last one year, guaranteed, 13/6.
IEME-SWITCH clock work to turn-off radio at

pre-set time, 3/6.
ICROPtIONES : Give your oWn. NEWS BUL-

IVi to the Christmas party. Full ex-
planation. Ilan tug 2/6, hand 3/6, Table model
(transformer in bae) 8/6.

ADIOGRAM Eleetric motor, complete with turn -
1 \ table. AteeSerivs, works from Vey. dry cell, 15/-.
IRON -CORE Sereceed matched coils, Lucerne,

reened,2/-. Recommended.
CMISSION VAl.VI. 'I ESTER, kit parts, Millianip,

t=ut r witch lapel , eabinet, circuit, 12/5.
CllARCER, L.T. 2,0 Volt § Amp. 100/250 A.C.

Metal rectifier, special bargain, 1216.
97RANSBORTAB 3 -Valve Set, Frame, Speaker,I batteries build -in, illuminated dial, all waves,
55/, Low wave only 30/, ,
nARIO 4 -Volt Valves: Detector L.F.Li 1/6.. Two Volt barge, 2/9.
powER, super=power, 3/9. S.G. Pentode, 6/6.

/LOVING COIL Speaker, Try Baby Lumophon,
19/6. List, Christmas offer, 9/0.

OBTAIN lists regularly : send name, address.
Cash with order, carriage paid, return.

UTILITY SALES, FAERYIONE CORNER, 57,
Praed Street, London, Paddington 0251.

TV7 OBURN RADIO offer following bankrupt stock
W and Ilannthcturers' surplus:-

9"XX. Condensers : Blocks : 20 mfd. all 250 volt work-' ing (12 mfd, x 4 x 2 x 2 mfd.), 5/6. 14 mfd. (2
mfd. 2x4x4x1x 1), 5/-. 12,01 .mfd. (4 x 4 x 2
xlxlx .01), 4/6. 6 mfd. (4 x 2), 2/6. 6.5 mfd. (2
mfd, x nine .05), 3/-. 11 mfd. (4 x 4 x 2 x 1), 3/6. 9
mfd. (4 x 4 x 1), 3/-. 5.35 mfd. (4 x 1 x 0A x 0.25),
2/6. 3.1 mfd. (1 x 1 x 1 x 0.1), 2/-. 1.2,mfd. (1 x
0.2), 1/-. Electrolyties : 6 mfd. 50 v. working,15Mfd.
100 v. working, 25 mfd. 25 v. working, 50 fd. 12 v,
working, 7/3 each.
nUBILIER dry electrolyties, 4 mfd., mid.,
1.1 500 v. working, 3/-, 50 mfd. 50 v, working, 5/-,
Mershom wet electrolyties, 500 v. 8 mfd., 2/9.
CORM° 1 mfd. 1,000 v. test, bakelite, 1/-. ; 2 mfd.

1,000 y. tes't, 1/3. Wego 4 mfd., 750 v. test,
2/3. Tubulars : 0.1, 0.01, 0.02, 641. Full range of

sizes, all type M.

D4ITISH
RADIOPHONE two -gang condensers

with trimmers, 0005, 5/9. New Polar Midget'
0005, 2 gang, 0/6, 8 gang, 9/9. .Radiophone curved
dials with escutcheon and dial lights, 3/9,

ESTON iron cored canned coils, with circuit, 2/6.
Raditiphone Toggles Gd. Binocular chokes, 1/2.

B.F. Chokes, I0d. Columbia L.F. transformers,
3-1 and 5-1, 2/9, J.B. air spaced condensers, 0005,
with escutcheon, dial light and drive, 3/3. Class B
Driver and Choke, 8/6, with B.V.A. and 7 in holder,
17/-. Chassis mounting valve bolder 4/5 pin, 1/3
half doz. 7 pin, 5d. Edison condensers, 005 and 006.
4(1. Sistoilex, 7 yds., Gd. Screened sleeving, 3d. yd..
SONOCORDE Speakers. D.C. 1?,nergised, 2,000 ohms,

new and boxed, 12/6 (carr. 1/-). Rothermel
Midget P.M. Speakers, Power transformers, 12/,
DOTHERMEL Piezo Electric Pick -Ups, heriv model,
111. boxe,t,listed 42/, 30/,-. Marconi K.25, Pick -
Ups, boxetd, 21),

G.P.O. Belays: rongnifieent instrument. A few
only, 101- each.

ESTINGHOUSE Rectifiers, Manufacturers tYpe,
VY H.T.8 and 9, 8/11. Transformers for 11.T.8

and 9, with C.T. winding, 6/9. Few only 11.1,5 and 6
at 4/9 each.

W.R.C. Eliminators: 150 v. 30 ma. A.C. Model,
21/-. lee. with trickle charger, 2 v., 4 v. or

6 v. amp, 3216. (Carrike 1/- extra on each),
TRADE list ready, send heading and stamp.

MO avoid delay send orders without money we
I pay C.O.D. charges on orders over 5/-.

°BURN RADIO CO., 9, Sandland Street, W.G.1.
Holborn 7280. (Second floor, nearest station,

Holborn or Chancery Lane.)

MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
offer guaranteed, perfect goods. Carriage paid

or call.
ERSHON 8 mfd. electrolytics. 500 v. peak work-

ing, 2/6. British -made 2 nifd. condensers, 250v.
working. Eminent maker, 1/-.

BRITISH
STANDARD tubular condensers, wire

ends, brand new, 400v. working. .01, .02, .05,
0.1 mfd Gd., .25, .5 mfd., 8d.
00LVERN 25,000 ohm wire wound potentiometers,

1/3d. Polar .0005 mfd. slow motion tuning
condensers. All brass, complete, boxed,
FRANKLIN one watt wire wound resistors, List

1/-. 100 to 100,000 ohms, your choice. 4d., 3/6
per dozen.

MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY,
4-0, Muswell Hill Road, London, N.G. Tudor

4046.
ALL MURK THREE, Superhet Three, sT600

Guaranteed First Specified Rita -Lowest Prices
-Easiest Terms -List s Irce.-Melfo-rad, Queens
Place, Hove. (Trade Supplied.)

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

isticumerts!
ARE YO,U EARNING t*

LEff THAN 2, 10 PER WEEK?
If as, you-earost6t afford to carry on without reading our 25s -
page Handhook.The book explains clearly and definitely many
ways of caning out a successful career. Among other things,
it explains the Services of our unique Appointments Hepart-
ment, outlines Home -study Courses in all branches of Civil,

Mechanical, Electrical, Motor, Aere,
Wireless, " Talkie," Eng., Building, etc.
and gives details of B.Sc A.M.I.C.E.,
I.E.E., -
G.P.O., MATRIC., and all Exams.
We alone Guarantee-" NO PASS -
NO FEE." Whether you be an old hand
Sr a budding apprentice, get this book
o -day -FREE and POST FREE.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEER-

; FREE Sj9o, ShakesINpeare /louse, 29'31, Oxford
G TECHNOLOGY.

St., London, W.I.

'Write for mustrated Cata-
logue of

RADIO - GRAMOPHONE
CABINETS

of exclusive modern design,
made by craftsmen, in highly
figured Oak, Walnut, or
Mahogany, post free.
REMARKABLE VALUES.

Cabinets made to order a speciality.
Maker, under Licence, the

HOWE BOX BAFFLE.
Recommended by the B.B.C.
Full details on request.

GILBERT
Cabinet Maker SWIT(DON.
Estimates Free. Est. 1866.

"LION'' P.M. MOVING -
COIL SPEAKER

With Universal Transformer,
1-20 ohms and 2,000-
40,000 Ohms Tin. cone.
Gash or C.O.D. Carriage`'
Paid, 47/6. No extra cost
for easy terms 5/- down
and bakt ;te In 10 monthly
payments of 4/3.

From

PEARL & PEARL,
190, Bishopsgate, London, E.C,2a

r --" -""----'-"--"--"--"I
1 THE

1

Practical Motorist I
1

3d.
I

! EVERY WEDNESDAY.
I!

Published by George Newnes, Ltd., i
i 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand,

1

I W.C.2.

.....,.......,,...............,,.....0.......,.........,,-....., J
FREE ADVICE BUREAU

.72

COUPON
This coupon is available until December lit,
7934, add must be attached to all letters con-

taining queries.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 8/12/34.

December 8th, 1934

10,000 RADIO BARGAINS
Amazing New Wholesale and Clearance Prices.

ENCLOSE 3D. STAMPS TO -DAY for a copy of our
new 10,000 bargain Radio List -the December
'RADIO GOLD -MINE.' This latest issue, cm cries
your every possible Radio requirement, is the laveest
bargain radio catalogue in the World. A triumph of
production. Prod need on different coloured sections
for easy reference and printed in three colours. with
numerous illustrations. It's packed from cover to
cover with bargains which cannot be beaten. The
-prices are the lowest in the country. Do not delay.
Three reprints of November issue were necessary to
meet a colossal demand. Indications are that Xmas
demands will break all riacorde Apply early and
order early, and so indite certain in the Xmas rush

THE HALL -MARK 3
Amazing Wholesale Otter (see page 415).

50/- SUPER KITS at 24/6.
AMAZING- BARGAINS IN BRAND NEW GOODS,

SURPLUS AND LIQUIDATION STOCKS,
GOLD -MINE COILS.-Amplion Dual Range Coils,
limited number, 1/2. Berne. Jones Dual Range
aerial TER, per pair, 3/3. Varley Square Peak (List
15/-), 2/3. Gell, Dtial Range Coils, on 6 -terminal
formers with diagram, 1/S. Screened ditto, 2/3. Iron
Cored, 2/11. A. W. Lucerne Coda, per pair, 4/17.
Plug-in Coils, most sizes, 9d. Ready Radio Short,
Wave Coils (List C'6) )3 G.M. Short-wave Coils,
15-80 metres. with reaction, 2111, GOLD -MINE
RESISTANCES. -2) each; 10,000 1 watt resistances,
ex -famous set manufacturer ; every size 200 ohms to
150,000 ohms, parcels containing 2 doz. assorted sizes,
4/-; 1 doz., 2/-. - .Erie and Franklin wireewound
resistances, 1 watt type (list 1/-), 4d. cacti, 1 doz.
assorted parcels, 3i0, 2 doz. ditto, 7/3. 2 -Watt type.
7d. each ; 1 doz. parcels, 6/8 ; 2 doze 13/2. GOLD
MINE VOLUME CONTROLS.-Ceutralab 25,000, 50,000
ohms. (list, 6/0), 2/11. 400 ohms, 7/0. all
sizes es. requirements (List 5/0), 3/6. GOLD -MINE
GANGED CONDENSERS. -Utility twin gang, .0005
mfd. (List 12/6) complete with escutcheon, and illu-
minated drive, 5f11. Webh, solid dielectric 2 -gang
(1tist 12/6) 0/11, r15IY. 3 -gang, 6/6. G.M. 2 -gang
air -spaced, 6/0, Ditto, 3 -gang, 8/6. British Radio-
phone, 1 -gang; oscillator section, with escutcheon,
illuminated drive, (List 18/6), 11/3 ; 3 -gang similar
type, less disc drive, S/6 ; 2 -gang ditto, 5/11. AIR -
SPACED VARIABLES. -Utility, .0005 Slow Motion,
with escutcheon drive (List 6/6), 1/11. Webb slow-
motion variable condensers, .0001, .00015, .0002, .0003,
.0005 mid, (List' 6/6); all at 3/0. Ordinary air -spaced
in same values, 2/3. G.M.0003, .0005 mfd., ditto, 2/-.
SOLID DIELECTRIC VARIABLE CONDENSERS.-
Telsen .0001, .00015, .0003, .0005 mfd. (List 2/-), with
knobs, 172. Webb, ditto sizes (List 2/-), 1/2. Polar,
.00075 Jun, 116. DIFFERENTIAL VARIABLE
CONDENSERS.--4Stra;.00Ol., .00075 rafd., 1/3. G.M,
.0001, .00015, .0003 mfd. (List 2/0), 1/5. Bargain offer,
all sizes ditto (List 2/3), each 1/1. GOLD -MINE
FIXED CONDENSERS.-Dubilier and Sovereiga.
.0091, .0003 mfd., 3d. Wego Fixed Condensers,
.00005, .0001, ..0002,. .0003, .0005 all tubular type, 4d.
each. .001, .002, .003; .005, .006 mid., each 40,
.01, .02, .05 mfd., Gd., all 1,500 v. D.C. test, 400 v.
D.C. working. .1 mfd 6d. .25 mfd., 8d. .5 mfd
10d. 1.1 nrfiL' 1F. All 500v. test. 250v. working,. -

MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS. -1 and., lid. 2 mfd.,
1/2. 4 nifd., 1/11: -Wego ditto; 1/1, 1/10. 5.5 mid.,
1/2. 4 mfd. 2/4. 6 mfd., 3/11. 8 mfd, (List 8/6),
5/11. 10 Mid. (List 10/6), 6/10. T.C,C., f nil 0. Limited
quardity,2/17. 8mfd.ELECTROLYTICCONDENSERS.
Limited supply, perfect, 8 mfd., 2/0; 50 mfd. dry,
1/11 ; 20 mfd. 1/3. GOLD -MINE H.T.8 MAINS
TRANSFORMERS, -Limited number, our price, 5/G.
GOLD -MINE ELIMINATOR KITS, complete in sealed
carton with full instructions. A.C. 25 4 tappings
price, 20/, D.C. model, price 10/, AC. trickle
charger, price 10/-. GOLD -MINE SUNDRIES. -Largo.
steel chassis, Cadmium plated, drilled, IN. Microphone
Transformers 100 : 1 (List 6/6), 2/:1. ClaSs 11 'Dane -
formers, driver; -3/0-: output, 3/a. GOLD MINE
SPEAKER UNITS.-Rola P.M. tl et 37.0) euat.
Rola Energised, (List 35/-); 2,000 and 6,5131 Anis, 27;6,

MON'ing Con' Speakera .1 U ( 22(6) 7210.
Ormond (List 27/6), 1516. Laniplugli 1.1AI (List 27/6),
15/G. Beautifully finished oak or walnut cabinets.
12in. by 12in by_ 1n for any of above uaits Stilgauze
covered, 10/6. GOLD -MINE . I.E. TRANSFORMER
BARGAINS.-Magnaeore, 1/11. G.M., 2/1, 3/1, 5/1,
L.P. Chokes, 1111. G.M., 20 hen., 21- 30 hen., 2/4.
GOLD -MINE TELEVISION MOTOR'S.-Fraerional
horse -power. List 35/, Our price, 14/6. G.P.O.
RELAYS. -Limited number, at fraction of value,
9/- each.
ENCLOSE 3n. STAMPS TO -DAY and ensure receiving
early your copy of the amazing new ' RADIO GOLD -

LONDON EAST CENTRALE'TRADING COMPANY
(Dept. /11,1,37), 23, Bartholomew Close, Loudon, E.C.1.
General Offices and Mail Order Dept. Shop sates,
technical labs., packing dept. and showrooms tit 24,
Aldersgate St. All depts., :phone NATional 7473.
Nearest station " Post Office," Central London
Railway,
All goods over. 10/- postage free, except batteries,
mains transformers and such heavy eroods, for which
reasonable amount should be included. TERMS:
Cash or C.O.D. t
THE -GOLD-IVIINE' STORES

THE RADIO MARKET OF THE WORLD.


